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Executive Summary
HOPE VI is a national effort to redevelop troubled public housing developments into
mixed-income communities throughout the U.S. It encompasses more than 115,000 units of
public housing nationwide, and reflects both local and national planning priorities. The U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) awarded the Seattle Housing
Authority (SHA) their HOPE VI revitalization grant for High Point on June 26, 2000. Over
the next 9 years, the SHA demolished the 716 unites at High Point and build in its place a
1,600-unit mixed-income community. The redevelopments goals were to:


Assure the short- and long-term well-being of High Point residents with new
opportunities for quality housing and self-sufficiency.



Reintegrate the High Point community into greater West Seattle.



Develop a mixed-income community enhanced by public amenities such as new
trails, a new public library, a grocery store, a clinic, a community center, and more.



Build quality housing, safe streets, and environmentally sustainable infrastructure.

By the end of the redevelopment (which is still not complete at this writing), the land use
mix, the types of housing units available, and the resident profile will all have changed.
This report is the last of three evaluating the High Point HOPE VI redevelopment, and
centers on two questions:


What happens to families as a result of HOPE VI?



What are the neighborhood impacts of HOPE VI?

We examined the effect of the High Point HOPE VI redevelopment on both original
families and the surrounding community with a mixed-method evaluation, using a
combination of administrative records, survey interview, long-term tracking data, and
information from secondary sources.

Relocation Outcomes
Although 24 percent of original households relocated to New High Point between 2006 and
2008, only 15 percent were living in New High Point by the summer of 2008. Originally, 57
percent of household heads had said they wanted to return.
More original High Point residents retained subsidies that might have been expected
over a 9-year period. Originally, 37 percent of High Point residents relocated using
housing vouchers, but by the summer of 2008, 13 percent were using housing vouchers, 11
percent were in other SHA housing, and 57 percent were no longer in any SHA-subsidized
housing. A national search shows that by the spring of 2009, 46 percent had some sort of
housing subsidy. This is a higher than expected retention of subsidy in comparable public
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housing over the same period. Among the population of original High Point households,
those who no longer had subsidies had incomes lower than those households who retained
subsidies, while among the sample of working-age household heads those without subsidies
had higher incomes than those without subsidies, although such differences could be
random. Nonetheless, the great majority of household incomes for all residents after
redevelopment would qualify them for housing assistance.
Households who returned to New High Point were the most vulnerable. They were
more likely to have been involved in eviction proceeding, have met local housing
preferences, have received an elderly allowance, or have larger families. This reflects the
priorities of original residents who elected to have those with the longest residence and who
were the senior or disabled have first priority for returning to the site.
Relocated families moved throughout the Puget Sound, with many moving to Rainier Valley
and South King County, areas of relatively more racial mix and larger rental housing units.
High Point relocatees in Seattle were more likely than relocatees at other sites nationally to
move more than 1 mile from the original development and live in areas of low poverty.
Although locally relocated residents did move to more racially mixed areas, these areas are
considerably less minority-concentrated than the average neighborhoods of relocatees
nationally. This is likely due to the low general representation of people of color in Puget
Sound.
Households who moved away from High Point experienced decreases in neighborhood
problems, while those who returned to New High Point actually reported increases—
although problems in all neighborhoods occurred at relatively low levels. This may be
because those who returned lived in a development where portions were under construction
or incomplete. Those who moved away saw reductions in idleness, while those who returned
to New High Point actually perceived increases. Those who returned also perceived a lack
of services after redevelopment compared to before, perhaps reflecting the construction
during data collection in the summer of 2008. Those who left saw few changes in service
availability, while they did experience reductions in problems with drugs in their
neighborhoods. Those who returned to New High Point perceived little change in service
availability over time. Perceptions of crime in the neighborhood changed little over time,
both for those who returned and those who moved away, remaining at a moderately low
level.
While reporting relatively low levels of neighborhood problems, Vietnamese and
English speakers nonetheless differed in their perceptions of their neighborhoods.
Vietnamese speakers perceived that idleness had increased, while English speakers perceived
a decrease. Vietnamese speakers perceived a decrease in services over time, while English
speakers saw no change. While problems with drugs are very infrequent in the
neighborhood, English speakers reported a decrease in such problems, while Vietnamese
speakers reported an increase. Similarly, Vietnamese speakers reported more problems with
crime in their neighborhoods, while English speakers reported far fewer problems with
crime in their post-redevelopment neighborhoods.
Overall, original residents reported decreases in neighbor efficacy—the ability of neighbors
to work together to solve local problems—regardless of whether they moved away or
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returned to New High Point. Vietnamese residents saw more neighborhood efficacy at old
High Point, but perceived a reduction over time, regardless of where they ended up after
redevelopment.
Original residents also reported reductions in neighboring relations over time,
regardless of whether they returned or not. Yet, there are differences by language.
English speakers were more engaged in neighboring activities prior to redevelopment than
were Vietnamese residents, and this difference persisted over time.

Family and Economic Outcomes
Education levels for household heads did not change. A third of respondents with
children did change schools due to redevelopment. Of those who changed schools, the
great majority felt the quality of education had improved or stayed the same.
Employment status and the ability to hold a job did not change from before
redevelopment to after. While there was a decrease in employment, it was not large
enough to be statistically significant. Those who worked continued to do so about 33 to 34
hours a week, and half of all who were employed did so full-time. The majority of those
who were unemployed were not looking for work; half were unable to work both before and
after redevelopment, while the rest were caring for children.
Income changes from before redevelopment to after are uncertain. While
administrative records suggest that reported total annual income from all sources for all
residents still in SHA housing after 2006 increased, the income among the sample using
survey data did not. Post-redevelopment annual income levels for both the sample and the
administrative records were nearly the same, suggesting a potential under-reporting of
income prior to redevelopment and through the recertification process.
Generally, Vietnamese speakers tended to have lower educational levels than did English
speakers, both before and after redevelopment, although neither health status nor
employment differed. Furthermore, neither group experienced a change in income.
Africans and Caucasians had the largest increases in income after redevelopment. For
Africans, this increase was mostly from reported wage income, while for Caucasians this
increase was due to increases in the receipt of Social Security. At the same time, Africans,
Asians, and African-Americans all had significant increases in Social Security, as the entire
population of original High Point residents aged over the 7 years between the preredevelopment and post-redevelopment measures.
Residents who moved to the new development were in better health than those who
moved elsewhere. While the average original High Point household heads after
redevelopment was in worse health than residents of Washington State as a whole, those
who moved to the new development were more likely to be in good, very good, or excellent
health (68 percent) than those who moved elsewhere (87 percent). Other research suggests
an increase in health status for original High Point who remained on-site during
redevelopment given then involvement in a walking group (Krieger 2009).
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Social Worlds
The redevelopment of High Point caused few changes in the homogenous structure
of original residents’ social worlds. The demographic composition changed little overall,
with the great majority of social networks containing people who speak the same native
language and consistent education over time. The social networks may be a little more
ethnically diverse, with the proportion of same ethnicity ties falling from 84 percent before
redevelopment to 78 percent after. Yet, the picture is of fairly homogenous, largely
unchanging composition. With the homogeneity comes a continued closeness within these
networks.
Vietnamese and English speakers differ in terms of having people to depend upon
for social support. However, the composition and structure of original resident social
networks was fairly consistent over time, and overall original residents depended on the
people in their social worlds at the same rates as they did prior to redevelopment. From
before redevelopment to after, English speakers experienced a reduction in the proportion
of ties on whom they could depend for favors, in an emergency, and to watch their home
when out of town. Vietnamese speakers, in contrast, said they could depend upon higher
proportions of their networks for such support. While before redevelopment, English
speakers depended on higher proportions of social ties for social support than did
Vietnamese speakers, after redevelopment this pattern is reversed, with Vietnamese much
more frequently depending on their social network for social support and socializing.
Overall social support and socializing occur less frequently with neighbors, yet this reduction
is likely entirely driven by Vietnamese speakers’ reduction in their dependence on neighbors.
Vietnamese speakers had a reduction from depending on 44 percent of their neighbors for
social support to depending only 18 percent of their neighbors after redevelopment. In
terms of socializing, they socialized with 45 percent of their neighbors before redevelopment
and only 24 percent after. English speakers, in contrast, are more dependent on neighbors
for both social support and socializing after redevelopment.

Changes in Neighborhood Quality for High Point
Neighborhood quality improvements in High Point have not been as large as one might
expect—possibly because the redevelopment is not yet complete--yet many demographic
changes have taken place over the past decade. Poverty rate data for after redevelopment
are not available, so we are unable to assess changes in poverty. Property values to the west
continue to be higher than in High Point, and after 2007 nominal property values grew to
exceed the neighborhood to the east.. Sales data also show the neighborhood to the west to
be more expensive than the High Point neighborhood, but the High Point neighborhood’s
sales prices for single family homes began to exceed those of the neighborhood to the east in
2004. In 2000 High Point had lower housing density than most of the adjacent
neighborhoods; now, after most of the redevelopment, High Point has increased its housing
density to levels similar to the adjacent neighborhoods. It is distinct in its pattern of
mortgage receipt, with fewer loans per capita than the adjacent neighborhood and the rest of
the city, perhaps due to the relatively large numbers of rental housing in the neighborhood.
The neighborhood also experiences relatively greater rates of mortgage application denials
while being better served than the adjacent neighborhood and the rest of the city by
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government loans. More recent mortgage information may demonstrate increased loan
originations and a decrease in mortgage denials after 2006.
The High Point neighborhood experienced more dramatic decreases in serious (Part I)
crimes than the rest of the city and the surrounding neighborhoods. This sort of decrease in
crime is similar to results at other HOPE VI sites. While the High Point neighborhood used
to have higher rates of non-serious (Part II) crimes than surrounding neighborhoods and the
remainder of the city, the neighborhood has seen a decrease since 2000. Over time, nearly
all crime rates have decreased. Specific areas of concern in the High Point neighborhood are
rape and weapons possession, as these crime rates have not shown steady decreases.
The High Point neighborhood follows similar trends to adjacent neighborhoods and the rest
of the city in terms of business patterns. Yet, the High Point neighborhood has many fewer
businesses opening and closing than surrounding neighborhoods, perhaps due to its
residential character.

Final Comments
The HOPEVI redevelopment of High Point has transformed the community into an awardwinning development and has reduced crime in the area; original households neither
particularly harmed nor have the particularly benefitted from the redevelopment.
In undertaking a redevelopment project such as a HOPE VI project, PHAs must keep in
mind that for most residents the true impact of HOPE VI is relocation. While there are
federal guidelines on the rights of such relocated residents and Community and Supportive
Services plans for helping residents, the reality is that most residents who leave the site are
(a) harder to provide CSS services to and (b) will likely sever their relationship with the PHA
in the next few years. The results suggest that although the more fragile households
returned to new High Point, a good portion of those who lost subsidies all together still
qualified. Furthermore, although for those of working age, their incomes were higher than
for those without subsidies, for the entire population the opposite may be true. Therefore:


SHA should undertake a study of its administrative records to understand the
circumstances under which original High Point residents lost subsidies—mostly
housing vouchers.

As a goal, High Point hoped to enhance the well-being of residents. While the information
presented in this report on income are not conclusive, it is clear that residents who were
working prior to redevelopment mostly continued to work and that the type of work they
undertook changed with the economy—that is, it became more focused in the service
industry. Residents did not appear to be worse off after redevelopment than they were
before. The changes for residents reflect broader economic trends, meaning that the SHA
was able to prevent economic upheaval due to the disruption of redevelopment for original
residents.
Another hope for HOPE VI generally is that it will create new mixed-income communities
that will allow residents to increase their social capital—access to useful social ties, both for
socioeconomic advantage and social support. This research demonstrates that social
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networks are highly resilient and that people who seek out social support continue to do
so—they either rebuild their relationships or maintain their old ones. Very few changes
occurred from before or after redevelopment, except in the extent that household heads had
ties to people in their neighborhoods. The disruption of redevelopment had this one
impact. With the caveat that High Point is only half finished, it is likely that the social capital
expectations of this type of redevelopment are overblown.
HOPE VI for High Point has created a beautiful new development. While original
household heads are neither better off nor worse than they were prior to redevelopment.
One goal of redevelopment was to assure both the long- and short-term well-being of
residents. While the new development may offer opportunities for quality housing and
increased self-sufficiency, the small changes of the work and income situations of original
residents suggest that these opportunities lead to stability for original residents.
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Introduction
This report is the final of three that report the results of a long-term evaluation of the High Point
HOPE VI redevelopment. The purpose of the evaluation is to understand the impact of
redevelopment on families and on the neighborhood surrounding High Point.
HOPE VI is a national grant program aimed at redeveloping troubled public housing into mixedincome, usually new urbanist, communities throughout the United States. The U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) awarded a HOPE VI revitalization grant to Seattle
Housing Authority (SHA) on June 26, 2000 for the purpose of redeveloping the High Point garden
community. Over the next 9 years, the SHA demolished the 716 units at High Point and built in its
place a 1,600-unit mixed-income community. Due to the redevelopment process, all of the previous
residents had to relocate and only a percentage returned to the redeveloped site (called New High
Point in this report). Although carried out locally, the HOPE VI program is national, and reflects
both local planning and national HOPE VI priorities. This introduction outlines those priorities as
well as the potential and realized impacts of the federal HOPE VI program on the public housing
stock nationally, the communities surrounding HOPE VI developments, and original residents.

The National HOPE VI Program
The HOPE VI program began in 1992, arising out of the recommendations of the National
Commission on Severely Distressed Public Housing. Nationally, HOPE VI has strived to:


Change the physical shape of public housing;



Establish positive incentives for resident self-sufficiency and comprehensive services that
empower residents;



Lessen concentrations of poverty by placing public housing in non-poverty neighborhoods
and promoting mixed-income communities;



Forge partnerships with other agencies, local governments, nonprofit organizations, and
private businesses to leverage support and resources. (U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development 2002).

In 1992, the Commission on Severely Distressed Public Housing estimated that 86,000 public
housing units across the nation—about 3 percent—were severely distressed. Severe distress
includes “any housing unit that is uninhabitable due to poor sitting or design, concentrated poverty,
high rates of vandalism or criminal activity, or that contributes significantly to disinvestment in the
surrounding community” (Quality Housing and Work Responsibility Act 1998). In its report, the
Commission recommended a threefold approach to solve the problem by combining physical
revitalization, management improvements, and supportive services for public housing residents
(Housing Research Foundation undated; National Commission on Distressed Public Housing 1992).
Congress originally earmarked $300,000,000 for grants to be administered by local public housing
agencies (PHAs) (Departments of Veterans Affairs and Housing and Urban Development, and
Independent Agencies Appropriations Act, 1993 1992). Under the HOPE VI program, PHAs with
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severely distressed housing are eligible to apply for annual, competitive grants to revitalize their
communities and benefit public housing residents.
HOPE VI has evolved over time to include an emphasis on mixed-income housing and leveraging
additional funds (Buron et al. 2002). The program has come to showcase innovative mixed-income,
mixed-finance housing developments, and public-private partnerships that locate developments in or
near schools, churches, civic and community services, and places of employment. At many HOPE
VI sites, the goals of redevelopment now include the revitalization goals of the surrounding
neighborhood.
Impacts on U.S. Public Housing Stock
Initially, the Commission estimated that demolition and replacement of 86,000 units of distressed
public housing would cost $7.5 billion in 1992 dollars, and it recommended that Congress fund a 10year program at approximately $750 million per year (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development 2003). Between 1993 and 2008, 608 revitalization grants were awarded nationally in
212 cities. To date, HOPE VI grant-making has grown to $6.35 billion in HOPE VI funds for
redevelopment and supportive service activities.1
Through 300 HOPE VI demolition grants awarded between FY 1996 and FY 2008 at a total of over
$400 million, HUD has funded the demolition of over 100,000 distressed public housing units. In
addition, as of 2007, an estimated 81,396 units of severely distressed housing have been physically
demolished. Furthermore, 50,285 public housing units were constructed or rehabilitated by the end
of 2007. Another 9,460 public housing units are expected to be built by the end of 2009.2
HOPE VI has affected residents of public housing in ways that extend beyond the provision of
physical housing units. Residents have needed to move, either permanently or temporarily, during
several years of major construction and cope with resulting changes in social networks and
community. In order to better understand these impacts, HUD and a team of researchers at the
Urban Institute and Abt Associates have undertaken two studies. First, the HOPE VI Panel Study
tracks the living conditions and well-being of residents from five developments across the country
who were surveyed as revitalization began in mid 2001. Second, the HOPE VI Resident Tracking
Study provides a snapshot of the living conditions and well-being of former residents of eight
properties in early 2001—between 2 and 7 years after the housing authority received a HOPE VI
grant. Studies of these impacts present mixed, though generally positive, outcomes.
As demonstrated by the dramatic demolition and revitalization of public housing sites across the
country, the HOPE VI program has reached the goal of changing the physical shape of public
housing. The program also has the goal of creating positive incentives for resident self-sufficiency.
However, the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (2008) notes that HUD did not create
measures for resident self-sufficiency at the outset of the program, and therefore little data is
available to track outcomes. In 2003, the GAO reported the HOPE VI program had spent $418
million on community and support services in revitalized neighborhoods, and housing authority
grantees were able to leverage another $295 million in financial and in-kind resources within their
communities (United States General Accounting Office 2003). The third HOPE VI goal is to lessen
1
2

Tabulations by author from HUD listings of awards granted 1993–2008.
Author tabulations and Office of Management and Budget, 2008.
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concentrations of poverty in distressed public housing neighborhoods. Many theorists suggest that
concentrations of poverty are detrimental to the life chances of individuals. Mixed-income
development has become a popular way to address the social isolation that many researchers believe
stems from concentrations of poverty (Wilson 1987; Joseph, Chaskin, and Webber 2007). Mixedincome neighborhoods may provide better access for low-income individuals to middle-income
social networks which, in turn, may lead to better access to information and opportunities for
upward mobility. The causality between mixing incomes in a housing development and improved
socioeconomic outcomes for low-income residents in those neighborhoods has yet to be found.
The next section outlines some of the evident changes in the newly formed HOPE VI community
and impacts of redevelopment on the surrounding neighborhood.
Impacts on the Community and Surrounding Neighborhood
HOPE VI redevelopments are at various stages of completion across the country. Reports thus far
have found improved conditions in the neighborhoods surrounding HOPE VI sites and instances
where HOPE VI is believed to contribute to the revitalization of entire inner-city communities
(Popkin et al. 2004). While the revitalization of entire inner-city communities is hard to measure, a
Housing Research Foundation study (Zielenbach 2003b) found that in 8 communities surrounding
HOPE VI redevelopments3:


Per capita incomes were up an average of 45.8 percent between 1989 and 1999 (compared to
only 12.4 percent for the cities as a whole).



Neighborhood unemployment rates had fallen by an average of 4.2 percentage points.



Only 11 percent of neighborhood households were receiving public assistance in 2000, down
from an average of 33 percent in 1990.



64.7 percent of households qualified as low-income in 2000, down from 76.6 percent in
1990.



Residential lending rates increased at a faster rate than overall city increases.



Overall crime declined by an average of 47 percent in neighborhoods surrounding a HOPE
VI redevelopment, while the city as a whole saw only a 25 percent reduction; violent crime
dropped 68 percent compared to a decline of only 38 percent in the overall city (Zielenbach
2003a).

The renewal of a neighborhood cannot be attributed entirely to the redevelopment of public
housing, but HOPE VI developments have often been credited with aiding the rate of change in a
neighborhood (Zielenbach 2003a). Another benefit to the community has been infrastructure
improvements on HOPE VI sites. HOPE VI demolition and revitalization grants provided funding
to demolish and replace some of the most harmful public housing environments in the country.
They have been replaced with much higher-quality housing, which benefits both low and middle
income new residents. Plans for the vast majority of HOPE VI projects have been to lower density,
improve security by redesigning buildings and open spaces, and to better integrate the site into the
3

The 8 HOPE VI neighborhoods studied had completed at least 50 percent of the redevelopment by 2001.
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surrounding community by improving street and sidewalk layouts (Holin et al. 2003). As will
become evident in the next section, much more is known about the outcomes of original residents
than changes in conditions in the surrounding neighborhood.
Impacts on Original Residents
Housing options, housing quality, and neighborhood safety have all generally improved for original
residents of HOPE VI sites—both those who have returned and those who have not. More mixed
have been the resulting mobility of residents, their health status, access to social ties, income and
employment levels. When residents move, they do so in four ways: (1) they may move to other
public housing, either in the same jurisdiction or elsewhere; (2) they may receive a Housing Choice
Voucher, which can be used in any jurisdiction throughout the country; (3) they may move into the
private housing market, either renting or purchasing a home; (4) a last option is to move in with
family or into some sort of treatment facility. This occurs infrequently.
In general, those residents who relocated with vouchers are living in higher quality housing in safer
neighborhoods. Residents who relocated to a different public housing site have seen improvements
in housing quality, but not to the degree of those in the private market (Popkin et al. 2004). An
Urban Institute report based on data from the Resident Tracking Study examined the living
conditions and well-being of former residents of 8 HOPE VI properties in 2005 (Buron et al. 2002).
They found that 70 percent of housing choice voucher holders preferred their current housing unit
to their original unit and only 40 percent of public housing residents preferred their current unit
over their original public housing unit. Furthermore, in 2005, residents of public housing were more
likely than voucher holders to report that their current unit was worse than their original public
housing unit (Buron, Levy, and Gallagher 2007).
Not only do voucher holders tend to move to higher-quality housing, they also tend to move to
neighborhoods with less poverty. Unassisted renters and those who moved into other public
housing sites also experienced this benefit. In an analysis of Panel Study data gathered between
2001 and 2005, Comey (2007) found that voucher holders experienced the largest decrease in the
poverty rate from moving to a different neighborhood (16 percentage points lower on average) and
unassisted renters were right behind them (a 15 percentage point drop). Homeowners followed with
an 11 percentage point decrease on average, and families relocating into other public housing
developments only saw a 3 percentage point drop. Public housing residents still saw a statistically
significant drop, but those in the private market saw a much larger change (Comey 2007). Before
redevelopment, these "distressed" public housing sites had extremely high-poverty rates, so it is
important to note that practically any move off-site would be to a neighborhood with lower poverty
rates. Findings from the Resident Tracking Study in 2005 show that about 34 percent of those who
have not returned to the original HOPE VI site still live in extremely high-poverty neighborhoods
where more than 40 percent of the residents are poor (Buron, Levy, and Gallagher 2007).
HOPE VI neighborhoods have witnessed dramatic reductions in crime. In Charlotte, Milwaukee,
and Boston, crime rates on-site dropped faster than other parts of the city. Drug sales are a good
example. Seventy-eight percent of Panel Study respondents reported drug sales in their community
as a “big problem” in 2001. The concern over drug sales dropped to 47 percent in 2003 and even
further to 33 percent in 2005, which totals a 45 percentage point drop over the 5 years in which
redevelopment of the neighborhood was taking place (Popkin and Cove 2007). Families that moved
into the private market as voucher holders or unassisted renters have also experienced the benefits
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of living in neighborhoods with less crime: “Relocatees reported a wide range of life improvements
including allowing their children to play outside, seeing less fighting among neighborhood children,
sleeping better, and feeling less worried about drug dealing and violent crime” (Popkin and Cove
2007). Those residents who relocated to other traditional public housing did not experience as
significant a change in neighborhood conditions (Buron, Levy, and Gallagher 2007; Popkin and
Cove 2007).
The ability to move to another neighborhood can improve socioeconomic outcomes, but moving
out of public housing can also result in instability for a family. Access to the private housing market
has created important opportunities for former public housing residents such as increased housing
quality, improved safety, and reductions in neighborhood poverty rates. However, renters in the
private market may lose the assurance of the stability of public housing due to the volatility of the
private market. Rents may go up, building owners may sell, or financial difficulties may force a
move. Housing choice vouchers assist renters through some of these challenges, but some
challenges prove difficult to overcome. Panel Study data shows that 58 percent of unassisted renters
moved at least once in a 2 year period between 2003 and 2005. The same is true for 32 percent of
voucher holders and 17 percent of unassisted homeowners. Of those voucher holders who had a
housing choice voucher in both 2003 and 2005 (making them more likely to have an opportunity to
move), 9 percent of them moved 3 or more times in that time period and 28 percent of unassisted
renters reported moving as often (Comey 2007).
The redevelopment of distressed public housing sites has the potential to improve the health status
of public housing residents. Howell et al. (2005) report that somewhere between 24.5–41.5 percent
(depending on the measure) of those living in distressed public housing sites before demolition
reported that their apartment was either too cold, or had water leaks, toilet breakdowns, or peeling
paint. When compared to all adult household heads nationally, both poor and non-poor, the
prevalence of each of these housing problems was much higher for pre-development HOPE VI
households (Howell, Harris, and Popkin 2005). Any of these household quality problems could lead
to health problems. Howell’s research found that the health status of original residents of these
distressed sites is “decidedly worse than that of others in assisted housing and other poor people,
despite their similarity in terms of economic deprivation” (Howell, Harris, and Popkin 2005).
HOPE VI residents also have higher levels of asthma prevalence, which has been linked to various
measures of housing quality (Howell, Harris, and Popkin 2005).
Given the extreme rates of overall poor health, relocation for HOPE VI residents presents
particularly difficult challenges. One of those challenges is the stress that relocation might induce in
residents, which could negatively influence their health conditions. A second challenge may be
dealing with the limited options for relocation due to the need to be close to transportation, social
supports, and medical services (Levy and Kaye 2004). Panel Study data shows little change in the
health status of respondents between 2001 and 2005. From the 8 HOPE VI sites studied, 76
percent of respondents who moved into the private market reported no change or a negative change
in health status between 2003 and 2005 (Manjarrez, Popkin, and Guernsey 2007). While the living
environment for the majority of private-market movers greatly improved, aging and the particularly
poor health status of HOPE VI residents may account for the lack of health improvements.
Fewer original residents have returned after redevelopment than originally planned. According to
2004 HUD data, public housing authority grantees estimated that 46 percent of the original residents
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would return to redeveloped sites (McCarty 2005). Estimates from the Urban Institute place return
rates somewhere between 10 to 75 percent, with the higher return rates taking place in sites that
were rehabilitated rather than rebuilt sites (Popkin, Levy, and Buron Forthcoming). There are many
reasons why residents do not move back to HOPE VI sites. Some former residents have been
disqualified from returning due to more stringent screening criteria. Conversely, many original
residents have chosen not to come back, such as Section 8 vouchers recipients who have been
satisfied with their new housing overall and have not shown an interest in returning to a redeveloped
site (Buron et al. 2002; Popkin et al. 2004). “The net result of these low return rates is that for most
original residents, relocation is the major HOPE VI ‘intervention” (Comey 2007). Relocation has
taken residents out of their former neighborhoods, but the vast majority (86 percent of Panel Study
respondents) has stayed within city limits. Voucher holders have moved a median distance of 3.4
miles from the original public housing site, renters moved 3 miles away and homeowners only
moved a median distance of 0.9 miles away. Many residents who became new homeowners
purchased homes within the redevelopment site, which accounts for the relatively short distance
from their original neighborhood (Comey 2007).
Amongst those who have not returned, socioeconomic outcomes have been favorable for those
who left willingly. In a study of Atlanta Housing Authority administrative data, Boston (2005)
expected that those who self-selected to move in advance would experience significantly better
outcomes, as they showed higher levels of motivation or ability to move. Surprisingly, he found
little difference between the socioeconomic status of households that left as soon as they were
notified that redevelopment was imminent and those who were forced to move just before
demolition. Boston also found very little difference in long run socioeconomic status and
neighborhood quality between those who voluntarily moved and those who were forced to move.
Of those who have left public housing, a large number of families still had difficulty finding housing
in the private market (Popkin et al. 2004). Improved living conditions have not decreased some of
the large barriers to self-sufficiency that many public housing residents face such as physical and
mental health problems, histories of domestic violence or substance abuse, or criminal records.
Residents who moved into the private housing market, both assisted and unassisted, face new
challenges of increased expenses and unstable living situations. Data from the HOPE VI Tracking
Study found that 59 percent of voucher holders and 52 percent of unsubsidized renters who
relocated to new neighborhoods reported problems paying rent and utilities in the past year, and
about half said they were having difficulty affording enough food (Popkin et al. 2004).
The loss of social ties and support systems may potentially decrease a residents’ ability to cope with
such material hardship in a new environment. Many former residents had a network of friends and
family members that they could rely on when times were tough or for coping with the stresses of
poverty. They also knew how to access community services such as health clinics and food banks.
A summary of 10 years of HOPE VI Research concluded, “HOPE VI relocation disrupted these
social ties, leaving many feeling less secure, uncertain where to turn when they encountered
problems, and often simply lonely and isolated" (Popkin et al. 2004).
One of the potential benefits of mixed-income housing has been for public housing residents to
create new social ties with middle-income households in their mixed-income neighborhood that
then may lead to improved socioeconomic outcomes for low-income households. Scholars have
found little evidence to prove that deconcentrating poverty will lead to increased social interaction
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across income levels (Joseph 2006; Kleit 2005). Joseph also questions whether mixed-income
housing developments increase socioeconomic mobility for public housing residents or not. He has
found that the more likely influence is on the social interaction of children and adolescents across
income levels (Joseph 2006).
Employment levels were also not affected by improvements in living conditions. The HOPE VI
Panel Study reveals that in 2001, 48 percent of working-age respondents were not employed. The
percentage did not change in 2003 and 2005 after redevelopment. Panel Study respondents reported
that they continue to receive most job-related information from existing friendship and family
networks, although relocation has decreased the proximity of these contacts. Between 2001 and
2003, an increased proportion of respondents found their current job through friends or relatives
who lived outside of their neighborhood (Levy and Kaye 2004). Stagnant employment levels may be
to blame for residents’ relatively few gains in income levels since HOPE VI neighborhoods were
redeveloped. The majority of respondents in 2003, both employed and un-employed, were still
living far below the poverty threshold of $15,260 for a family of three (Levy and Kaye 2004).
In sum, relocation has not yet improved some key areas of resident's lives, such as employment
levels, income levels, and strength of social ties. Some other quality of life indicators such as health
status and self-sufficiency have shown mixed results for original residents. Significant gains have
been realized in housing quality, neighborhood safety and access to mixed-income communities.

High Point HOPE VI Redevelopment
In the early 1990s, the Seattle Housing Authority (SHA) owned and managed four public housing
garden communities. The name ‘garden community’ describes low-rise, one and two story buildings,
often set on cul-de-sacs and in open spaces, in contrast to eastern-style high rise public housing
construction. Since then, three of the four garden communities (Holly Park, Rainier Vista and High
Point) have been redeveloped through the federal HOPE VI program. High Point was built in 1942
as temporary housing for aircraft workers during World War II. Originally, 1,300 units were on-site.
By the 1970s, distress or location in landslide prone areas had caused the demolition of 550 units.
By 2000, 716 units were occupied by public housing residents; the rest housed social service
providers. HUD awarded a HOPE VI revitalization grant to Seattle Housing Authority (SHA) on
June 26, 2000 to redevelop the High Point garden community. The redevelopment’s goals were to:


Assure the short- and long-term well-being of High Point residents with new opportunities
for quality housing and self-sufficiency.



Reintegrate the High Point community into greater West Seattle.



Develop a mixed-income community enhanced by public amenities such as new trails, a new
public library, a grocery store, a clinic, a community center, and more.



Build quality housing, safe streets, and environmentally sustainable Infrastructure (Mithun,
Streeter, & Associates, SvR Design Company, and Nakano Associates 2002).

Redevelopment is occurring in two phases, encompassing roughly half the old development at a
time (Figure 1). The first official move outs for Phase I construction occurred in mid-2002,
although residents had been moving out since 2000 with the announcement of the grant. Phase I
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demolition began in mid-2003, and the first move-ins occurred in mid-2005. Phase II residents
began to move out in the fall of 2005, and new residents began to move in during the spring of 2008
and continues at this writing. By the end of the redevelopment in 2010 the land use mix, the types
of housing unit available and the community demographics will all have changed. Before
redevelopment in 2000, housing on-site was only available to people with incomes of less than 80
percent of the area median. The majority of residents (85 percent) qualified as extremely lowincome, with incomes at or below 30 percent of the area median (Kleit and Allison 2002). Upon
completion, the plan is for the community to contain:
790
350
250
160
75
56
1681

Market-rate units for sale
Public housing for very low-income renters (50 percent of AMI or below)
Affordable units for low-income renters (80 percent of AMI or below)
Market-rate senior units
Senior units for those with very low-incomes (50 percent of AMI or below)
Affordable for-sale units (80 percent of AMI or below)
Housing units on-site (Seattle Housing Authority 2008)

The result is greater housing density4 with a larger range of incomes on-site. Rental housing and
homeownership units are spread block by block throughout the site, with housing for seniors
concentrated on the western side of the main plaza at the center of the development.
Homeownership units are placed to maximize views and property values.

4 High Point is included in census tract 107 where there were 2,567 units/acre in 2000 and 3,423 units/acre in
2007. This represents a 33.3 percent increase in units/acre between 2000 and 2007.
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Figure 1.

High Point Redevelopment Locations of Rental, For Sale, and
Senior Housing and Phases of Redevelopment

Source: Seattle Housing Authority with author emendations

To achieve this mix, the redevelopment required residents to move from their homes during the two
phases on development. By December of 2006, all residents had relocated at least once and 24
percent of all original households had moved into units in the first phase of redevelopment. As of
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summer 2008, 19 percent were living at the redeveloped New High Point. SHA anticipates more
original residents will return once units in the second, and final, phase of redevelopment become
available.
As following photos exhibit, the High Point neighborhood has experienced a complete physical
transformation. The redevelopment has won several awards including the 2007 Urban Land
Institute’s “Global Awards for Excellence,” the 2007 Pacific Coast Builders Conference Gold
Nugget “Best Master Planned Community” award and the 2006 American Institute of Architects
“Show You’re Green” award. High Point was redeveloped using new urbanist design principles,
which became popular in the mid to late 1990s and have influenced many of the more recent HOPE
VI projects. Under new urbanism, neighborhoods are designed to be more walkable, contain
accessible public spaces and hold a diverse range of housing options. High Point showcases new
urbanism design elements such as open space that links chains of small parks, natural drainage
systems retaining most storm water on-site, front porches facing public spaces, and a realignment of
streets to reconnect with the West Seattle street grid. The neighborhood is now home to senior
housing, townhomes, condos, rental units, and 35 “breathe easy” homes that were specifically built
to decrease risk factors for childhood asthma. New High Point residents have access to an
improved community garden, more parks, a pond, a new library, and health clinic among other
community amenities. A number of voluntary associations have sprung up on-site such as a
homeowner’s association, a community blog, and a variety of social and neighborhood improvement
clubs.
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332nd Ave SW and
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These two picturres show before and after for 322nd Ave SW and SW
T
S Raymond. In
I the 2001 photto, we can see High Point’s singlle-story
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garden
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nts and a boy on a bicycle in the road. In the new
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circle. In
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t traffic circle is
i a community events sign (enlaarged and inset).
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Evaluating High Point’s HOPE VI Redevelopment
This outcome evaluation focuses on the impact of redevelopment on the neighborhood around
High Point and on the residents who were living in High Point just before redevelopment in 2000.
The basis of this evaluation is the HOPE VI Performance Monitoring and Evaluation Conference
that HUD and the Urban Institute sponsored in December 2000 in Washington, DC, as well as
discussions with SHA staff regarding unanswered questions about HOPE VI both locally and
nationally. Thus, the evaluation seeks to answer two questions:


What happened to families as a result of HOPE VI?



What are the neighborhood impacts of HOPE VI?

This report builds on the results of two previous reports. The first report, written in 2002, described
High Point’s original residents to create a baseline for understanding how the residential
composition of the site has changed since 2000. It also described the neighborhood surrounding
High Point to create a baseline to assess the neighborhood effects of the High Point HOPE VI
redevelopment. The second report, written in 2004, described in detail a sample of 200 original
High Point residents prior to redevelopment, including their employment, social worlds, and
neighborhood experiences. These detailed descriptions serve as a baseline for the final report.
When possible, we have tracked change over time in family well-being for all the original residents
of High Point. That is, we tracked those on-site on the day the grant was awarded, June 26, 2000,
regardless of whether they stayed on-site or moved as a result of the redevelopment, using SHA,
HUD, and other administrative records. A needs assessment conducted by the SHA in the summer
of 2001 supplements this administrative data to help create a baseline description of the families
who lived at High Point prior to redevelopment. In the fall of 2002, we conducted focus groups
looking at resident perceptions of relocation, the redevelopment process, and their choices regarding
redevelopment and relocation. In addition, we selected a random sample of residents to track over
time. In the winter of 2002, 200 residents in this sample were surveyed, prior to the bulk of resident
relocation from High Point. In the summer of 2008, after 2 years had passed since the first unit was
occupied at the redeveloped New High Point, we re-interviewed the random sample to address
family and neighborhood impacts.
The HOPE VI redevelopment has not only altered the attributes of the High Point neighborhood,
but it has also had spillover effects on the surrounding neighborhood. In order to understand those
effects, it is important to understand whether changes over time are due to the redevelopment or
larger citywide trends. Therefore, we tracked change over time in the composition of High Point’s
census tract (107)—we call this the High Point neighborhood—and in the surrounding census tracts
(99, 108, 114, 115, 106, and 105). The basic method is to look at change over time in 107, the
surrounding census tracts, and the city as a whole to see whether changes at High Point reflect the
redevelopment or some larger trend over time that has an impact on the entire city. The
neighborhood measures include numbers of residential building permits, mortgage originations,
housing values, crime statistics, and the number of business openings and closings. We also describe
the neighborhood and surrounding areas using year 2000 census data; unfortunately, the completion
of this report precludes the 2010 census, and we are unable to compare census-based measures over
time.
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In this third report, we examine effects of the High Point HOPE VI redevelopment on both
original families and the surrounding community. While redevelopment has been in process since
2000, it is still not complete at the writing of this report. This timing influences how we understand
certain types of outcomes. Residents began moving in 2000, prior to a formal relocation process,
and by 2006 all residents had moved at least once—either off site or to housing in Phase II.
Therefore, it is possible to assess relocation outcomes at this time, yet comparisons of original
resident perspectives of neighborhood quality could be premature, and may change as the
redevelopment is finished. Examinations of family well being should be valid measures of family
well being over time. When comparing either changes in social worlds or neighborhood spillover
effects, the fact that the neighborhood is half complete during this assessment may be cause for
some caution in interpreting the results.
With these caveats in mind, this report we provide, first, a final assessment of relocation outcomes
and a suggestive analysis of changes in neighborhood quality for relocated original residents. The
report also performs a spatial analysis of relocation outcomes and compares those outcomes with
initial and interim relocation preferences. Second, we examine change over time in family
socioeconomic outcomes, comparing the incomes, dependence on public assistance, job attachment,
and job search methods for a sample of households who live at New High Point after the
redevelopment and a sample that has moved away. Given that those original residents who moved
to the redeveloped Phase I have been living in a new HOPE VI site that is supporting work,
examining these outcomes even thought the development is not yet complete makes sense. Third,
we compare changes in social worlds for those who left the site and those who returned, keeping in
mind that subsidized and market rate residents have been only neighbors for a short time and in a
site that was partially empty as rentals and sales went forward over a number of years. Fourth, we
examine neighborhood spillover effects, with the caveat that although the site has been available for
rental since 2005, only half of it is complete at this assessment.
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Methodology
This is mixed-method evaluation, using a combination of administrative records, survey
interviews, long-term tracking data, and information from secondary sources to evaluate the
long-term impacts of the High Point HOPE VI redevelopment on both families and the
neighborhood. This section is organized around the two main questions this evaluation
seeks to answer:


What happened to families as a result of HOPE VI?



What are the neighborhood impacts of HOPE VI?

What happens to families?
The evaluation used four sources of information to track what happens to families as a result
of the High Point HOPE VI redevelopment.
SHA Administrative data
The administrative data come from the certifications that the SHA does each year with
families who are in public housing, receive a Housing Choice Voucher, live in a HOPE VI
site, or in a Seattle Senior Housing Program unit. We have certification records at two
points in time: in 2000, prior to redevelopment, and for those who still have a recertification
record in 2008. While a recertification record may exist in 2008, it may be a record of a
recertification that took place prior to the end of redevelopment. Therefore, to obtain a
post-redevelopment record of as many original residents as possible who remained in the
SHA system, we sought recertifications from 2006 and after.
Of the 694 households who were living in High Point in 2000, 279 were not in SHA records
in 2008 (Table 1Error! Reference source not found.). Sixty of the remaining 415
households were last recorded in 2006, 177 were last recorded in 2007, and 178 were last
recorded in 2008. This means that those who last had a record in 2006 are not living in SHA
housing currently. Since 2006, 10 heads of household have passed away and 3 households
have been evicted. From these remaining 415 records we can answer the questions about
changes in employment, pay, dependence on welfare and other subsidies.
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Table 1.

Total High Point Household Observations
n

Eviction/Abandoned
Deceased
Other
Subtotal

percent
28
15
236
279

10%
5%
85%

Post-Redevelopment Observation Exists in 2006, 2007, or 20085
Eviction/Abandoned
3
1%
Deceased
10
2%
Housing Voucher
163
39%
New High Point
139
33%
Non-HUD Assisted
16
4%
SHA Transfer
84
20%
Subtotal
415
Total Original Households

694

Using these administrative records, we can also calculate the probability that a household
would return to the redeveloped site versus moving elsewhere. .
Project tracking records
To keep the address or original residents up-to-date, the project team began in March of
2001 to send quarterly and, after the bulk of relocation was completed in December 2006,
biannual mailings to relocated residents. Initially, the team worked with SHA staff to create
a comprehensive list of the 694 households who lived at High Point as of June 26, 2000, the
date the grant was received. As residents moved away from High Point, SHA staff provided
the team with new addresses. The team used the mailings and the names of contacts that
residents provided prior to moving who would always know their location in combination
with searches through Lexis-Nexis People Search, the National Change of Address
Database, and Intelius to keep the database as current as possible for all original High Point
households. The last mailings were sent in April 2008, and additional searches were
conducted throughout the summer of 2008 to confirm the locations of households in the
survey sample.
These project tracking records allow us to conduct a detailed relocation analysis. First, they
allow the evaluation to track the flows on and off the site to see if there were any biases in
who was able to return to the site. For this analysis, we compiled information for all 694
original High Point households’ initial move off-site, any unit transfers, and later moves to
the New High Point. Any subsequent off-site moves after the initial move from High Point
The Post-redevelopment data was collected for the 415 households during a 3 year period so
percentages represent the total between 2006 and 2008 rather than any one point in time. For
example, 33 percent of all original High Point residents lived at New High Point sometime between
2006 and 2008, but in one given time the percentage was lower due to people leaving New High
Point in 2007 or 2008. In 2006, only 24 percent of all original residents lived in New High Point and
in 2008 only 13 percent lived there, but overall, 33 percent of all original High Point residents lived in
New High Point sometime between 2006 and 2008.
5
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that did not represent a return to New High Point were disregarded for this analysis. For the
purpose of this analysis, we categorize each move as either a unit transfer, a move off-site, or
a move on-site. Unit transfer means that the household transferred to a different unit within
High Point. An off-site move is one where the household left High Point altogether. An
on-site move is a move to New High Point, which could be directly from old High Point or
from an offsite location. On-site moves from old High Point are considered to be on-on
moves, and on-site moves from an off-site location are considered to be on-off moves.
Moves are recorded by month such that any move within the month of January, regardless
of the specific date, is considered a January move. We may count households more than
once since a single household could transfer units, move off-site, and move back on-site to
New High Point. This accounts for the 814 moves generated from only 694 households.
Important dates, like the start of construction or when the first units as New High Point
became available, are indicated on the chart to put residents’ moves in the context of Phase I
redevelopment.
Second, the records provide the first destination of relocated families. We are able to
geocode and then map these first locations and layer these locations on census tract poverty
composition or racial composition. Maps showing these results appeared in the interim
report; they have been updated to show all first moves and are included in this report.
Third, we are able to describe how neighborhood quality changed from the first move to the
last. While a chart noting this was included in the interim report, a chart showing such
outcomes for all off-site moves is included in this report.
Panel Survey
To understand the impacts of redevelopment on original residents’ incomes, employment,
neighborhood quality, job search, and social worlds, we implemented the Panel Survey. The
Panel Survey includes in-person survey interviews with a sample of 200 household heads
interviewed in the winter of 2002 prior to leaving High Point, and re-interviewed again in the
summer of 2008. Of the original 200 heads of household, 22 (11 percent) were no longer in
the study either due to death, withdrawal of permission to be studied, relocation out of King
County, or language issues (Table 2). Residents who moved out of state or out of King
County are considered to have moved out of the study area.
Table 2.

Panel Survey Sample Disposition

Outcome
Off-site
On-site
No Permission/Do Not Contact
Deceased
Out of Study Area
Other

Percent
(n=200)
65%
24%
5%
2%
4%
1%

High Point prior to redevelopment was very ethnically and racially diverse. The community
was home to speakers of more than ten different languages, and many residents also had
very limited English-language ability. To maximize the limited financial resources for this
long-term evaluation, we decided to focus on speakers of English and Vietnamese, the most
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common languages at High Point prior to redevelopment. In the summer of 2001, English
speakers comprised 72 percent of 561 households on-site, while Vietnamese speakers
comprised 23 percent6,7
Before most of the relocations occurred, we interviewed a stratified sample of High Point
residents. We focused on Vietnamese- and English-speaking household heads of working
age (between the ages of 18 and 64). Of the 561 households on-site at that time, 333
household heads rated their spoken English as “fair or better,” or spoke Vietnamese but
English only “poorly” or “not at all”.8 Of the 104 Vietnamese- speaking heads of household,
we tried to reach all of them and interviewed 82, for a response rate of 79 percent. Of the
229 English-speaking household heads, we selected a random sample of 173 and reached
118, for a response rate of 68 percent.9 Both response rates are well above the usual 50
percent needed to be able to generalize to a population.
Original residents were re-interviewed from June to August 2008. In the end, we were able
to re-interview 119 of the 178 original household heads who were still in the study, for an
overall response rate of 67 percent (Table 3). We were able to interview 93 percent on-site
residents living at New High Point, and 58 percent of those living elsewhere in King County.
Most of the time, if we were able to locate residents, they participated in the study—88
percent of those we were able to contact completed an interview.
Table 3.
Outcome
Off-site
On-site
Overall

Panel Survey Response Rates
Completion
Rate
58%
93%
67%

Cooperation
Rate
84%
93%
88%

Effective
Sample Size
75
44
119

Other households spoke a variety of languages: Cambodian: 10 percent; Somali: 9 percent; Spanish:
7 percent; Amharic: 4 percent; Tigrigna: 4 percent; Oromofia: 3 percent; Laotian: 2 percent; Samoan:
1 percent; and other languages representing less than 1 percent of the population each.
7 The original intention was to interview samples of the three largest language groups, which include
not only English and Vietnamese, but also Somali and Amharic speakers. However, since these
interviews took place just after the tragedy of 9/11, these communities were highly suspicious of
people coming to their homes to ask them questions, especially about their social networks. In the
end, we completed only 16 Somali interviews with a non-random sample of household heads. This is
too small a number to allow for generalization to the larger population of Somalis on-site. Thus we
were unable to include these language groups in the study.
8 We only contacted people who had given their permission for the UW to contact them for research
purposes during SHA’s summer 2001 relocation preference and needs assessment survey.
9 Residents were moving away throughout the study. Of those who remained on-site long enough to
be contacted by our interviewers, the response rate was 82 percent among English speakers and 83
percent among Vietnamese speakers. Only 5 of the 82 Vietnamese speakers were interviewed in
English.
6
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Table 4.

Comparison of Post Redevelopment Survey NonRespondents and Respondents

Sex

Female
Excellent
Fair
English10
Poor
Not at all
English vs. Non‐English Speaker (1= English Speaker)
American Citizen11
African American / Black
Hispanic
Race and Caucasian
Ethnicity12 Asian / Pacific Islander
Native American and Mixed Race /
Ethnicity
Washington state
Grew
Elsewhere in the U.S.
Up13
Elsewhere (outside of U.S.)
Total Wages 2000
Annual Income 2000
Income
and
Hourly Wage 2002
Wages
Employed 2002
Monthly Income 2002
Number of Adults in Household
Other
Age of Household Head Grant Date
Demo‐
Age at First Child
graphics
Mean years of Education 2002
Health in
2001
Excellent
Deceased
Housing Voucher
Housing
New High Point
Subsidy in No SHA Subsidy
2008
Other HOPE VI
Other SHA‐Owned Housing
SHA Public Housing
*p<.10; ***p<.001

Non
Respondents
(n=81)
74%
46%
28%
20%
5%
73%
68%
27%
6%
20%
32%

$
$
$
$

15%
33%
21%
46%
7,536
11,777
8.93
38%
963
1.4
40
23
10.4
27%
6%
10%
2%
73%
1%
1%
6%

Respondents
(n=119)
77%
41%
21%
23%
16%
50% ***
68%
17% ***
13%
11%
53%

$
$
$
$

6%
20% *
20%
59%
7,865
12,250
9.04
40%
1,125
1.5
43
23
9.7
16% *
0%
18%
32%
41% ***
3%
0%
6%

n=80 for nonrespondents and n=116 for respondents.
n=78 for nonrespondents.
12 n=117 for respondents.
13 n=118 for respondents.
10
11
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Interviews took about an hour in English and about 1.5 hours in Vietnamese; all participants
living at High Point received $25 for their time and those living elsewhere received $35. We
conducted all interviews with heads of household; 75 percent of the respondents were
women.
One question is whether those who responded to the survey in 2008 are different than those
who did not respond. Any differences could influence the results we see from the panel
study. Respondents and non-respondents were very similar to each other in terms of their
incomes, wages, and employment prior to redevelopment (Table 4). Those who responded
in 2008 were less likely to speak English, be African American or Caucasian than was the
entire sample, and more likely to be Asian. About half of those who responded in 2008
survey spoke English (n=60), while half spoke Vietnamese (n=59). Among respondents,
about a third (32 percent) lived at New High Point while another 41 percent received no
SHA subsidy at all, and a minority had a housing voucher, 18 percent. Relatively more nonrespondents no longer had any SHA subsidy, 73 percent.
Table 5.

Location and Language Among Post-Redevelopment
Survey Respondents

Elsewhere
New High Point
Sample Size

English
58%
42%
59

Vietnamese
68%
32%
60

Location
Totals
63%
37%
119

The majority of original household heads surveyed in 2008 lived at somewhere other than
New High Point (63 percent) (Table 5). Vietnamese speakers were most likely to live
elsewhere (68 percent) than were English speakers (58 percent).
The pre-redevelopment surveys provided us with information on how residents thought
about their move (discussed in the interim report) and created a baseline to assess changes in
employment and resident opinions on neighborhood quality. We can also use these preredevelopment observations to examine if the way in which residents prioritized various
attributes of their new neighborhood influenced whether or not they moved and where they
ended up.
This research design also allows us to examine a series of outcomes for families:


What do original residents report about the quality of their neighborhoods and
housing after redevelopment compared to before?



What are the economic impacts for families who returned and did not? Are families
earning more money after redevelopment? Are they more likely to be working?
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How does job attachment and job searching change over time for those who
returned and did not?



Are families more self-sufficient after the redevelopment? How do work, pay,
children, educational outcomes, and family problems compare before and after the
redevelopment for families who stay? For families who did not return?



Lastly, the pre-post survey allows us to assess how the social worlds of residents
have changed due to redevelopment.

Ideally, this sort of outcome evaluation would occur after redevelopment is completed.
However, redevelopment has been underway since 2001, and it is still not complete at the
writing of this report. This timing influences how we understand certain types of outcomes.
Residents began moving in 2000, prior to a formal relocation process, and by 2006 all
residents had moved at least once—either off site or to housing in Phase II. Therefore, it is
possible to assess relocation outcomes at this time, yet comparisons of original resident
perspectives of neighborhood quality could be premature to the extent they live on the
redeveloped site and it is not yet complete. Examinations of changes in family well being
should be valid as outcomes of the redevelopment, as original residents have had access to
services throughout the redevelopment process, and although the site is not yet complete,
work enhancement efforts have been in place on site. When comparing either changes in
social worlds neighborhood spillover effects, the fact that the neighborhood is half complete
during this assessment may be cause for some caution in interpreting the results.

What are the neighborhood effects of HOPE VI?
To assess neighborhood effects, we track change over time in the composition of High
Point’s census tract (107) and examine spillover effects in the surrounding census tracts (99,
108, 114, 115, 106, and 105). The intent is to make comparisons between baseline measures
from before redevelopment and the situation in 2007, about a year after the first unit was
rented. Most of the time, when we present aggregate data about the High Point
neighborhood, we are referring to the census tract that contains High Point, 107 (Figure 2).
This census tract includes all of High Point, plus some of the surrounding area. In 2007,
only half the site had been completed. Therefore, this analysis is capturing changes at the
mid-point of redevelopment rather than at its end. The reason for this timing is that (1)_
HOPE VI funding is coming to an end, and so this evaluation report must occur prior and
(2) in order to complete the report on this timeline, it was necessary to use data available in
time to complete the report. Ideally, this analysis should be repeated in 2011, a year after the
redevelopment is complete
When discussing the adjacent or surrounding neighborhood, we are referring to the census
tracts that surround 107: 105, 106, 108, 114, 115, and 99. At times, we divide the
neighborhood that surrounds High Point into East (tracts 99, 108, 114) and West (105, 106,
and 115), as these sets of tracts have very different characteristics and reflect very different
communities surrounding High Point. We also make comparisons to the remainder of the
city, which is the City of Seattle as a whole, less the tract containing High Point and the
neighborhood surrounding High Point. Usually we compare the High Point neighborhood
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to the adjacent neighborhood, and to the rest of the city, viewing the High Point
neighborhood in the context of the whole of Seattle.
Figure 2.

Map of Seattle Showing High Point, the Adjacent
Neighborhood, and West Seattle

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000

In this report, we continue to use many of the neighborhood measures from the 2002
baseline report. Those measures include: numbers of residential building permits, mortgage
originations, housing values, crime statistics, and the number of business openings and
closings. Many of the types of changes that we would like to describe, such as changes in
neighborhood demographics, came from the U.S. Census and are unavailable currently for
the time period after the redevelopment.

High Point Original and Current Residents
High Point in 2000 was a racially and ethnically diverse community. Two-thirds of the
community was immigrants or refugees, and nearly two-thirds were not U.S. citizens. Most
households onsite (70 percent) were families with children. Many household heads
experienced poor English language ability and a lack of a high school degree as barriers to
increasing self-sufficiency, a goal of the redevelopment. The average household head had
lived on-site for three years and paid $193 in rent. Less than half (44 percent) of the
residents had income from work. Furthermore, 85 percent of High Point residents had
incomes at or below 30 percent of the HUD area median for King County, while 99 percent
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of families had incomes at or below 50 percent of the area median. Most original residents
reported they had medical and dental insurance and that transportation was not a problem.
Residents were most interested in services that could help them get a job and retain a job.
In 2009, the low-income residents High Point are still racially and ethnically diverse. While
41 percent of current public housing residents speak English, over a quarter (27 percent)
speaks Somali as first language, another 13 percent speak Vietnamese as a first language, and
5 percent speak Cambodian. Of the 194 public housing households living at new High
Point in April of 2009, 74 percent of them included work-likely—that is, not receiving social
security, supplemental security income (SSI), or general assistance unemployable (GAU).
About half of all current High Point public housing households have income from work,
while two thirds of work-likely households do. Among all the 329 subsidized households
living at New High point, 79 percent have a work likely resident living in it. While for all
subsidized residents, the rate of income from work is 58 percent, among all these subsidized
work likely households 73 percent have income from work.

The remainder of this report focuses on outcomes for original High Point households and
impacts on the High Point neighborhood and surrounding areas from before redevelopment
to the as close to the present as data were available. The next chapter focuses on relocation
outcomes for original residents.
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Relocation Outcomes
The redevelopment of High Point necessitated that all residents move, at least once. Some
moved off-site and stayed away; others stayed in one section of the development while the
other was torn down and rebuilt, moving only into their New High Point unit; still others
moved from one unit to another on-site, waiting for the new development, but had to move
away in the end. As part of the evaluation effort, we tracked where families went both
originally and in the summer of 2008, how families made their decisions about their moves,
and what their initial choices were. We also tracked when original residents moved off-site,
to understand if some residents were more likely to live in the New High Point than others.
We also assess the quality of the neighborhoods to which original residents relocated,
looking at the relative poverty and racial compositions of those neighborhoods, as well as
the opinions of the original residents. As part of this assessment of relocation outcomes, we
query whether neighborhood interactions changed in positive ways for original residents and
whether original residents experienced changes in crime in their neighborhoods over time.

What were the relocation outcomes?
Where and how residents first moved after leaving High Point and where they ended up are
entirely different questions. Initially, most residents moved to some sort of SHA housing
(Figure 3). Of the original residents, 37 percent (and 48 percent of all relocated residents)
initially moved using a housing voucher. Another 19 percent (or 24 percent of all relocated
residents) originally transferred to some other sort of SHA unit. About a quarter (24
percent) lived at the New High Point at some point. At the same time, 4 percent left due to
eviction and another 19 percent moved into the private market.
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Figure 3.

First Permanent Move For All Original High Point
Households

Deceased 1%

Housing
Voucher
37%

Eviction/
Abandoned
4%
New High Point
24%

Non‐HUD
Assisted
15%

SHA Transfer
19%

Figure shows the first permanent move for all 694 original High Point households, beginning in July of
2000 and ending in December of 2006, after which time relocation had ended. Nine individuals died before
ever leaving High Point. Included are households that first moved away from High Point and retuned to
New High Point—these are categorized as New High Point moves in this chart. Source: Project tracking
records.

When questioned in the summer of 2001 as part of the needs assessment, 57 percent of
residents had indicated that returning to High Point was their first choice, 28 percent wanted
a Section a voucher, and 11 percent were interested in other SHA housing. The first move
household distribution does not reflect the preferences identified in the summer of 2001
(Figure 3). Only 24 percent of the original households moved to New High Point, a
significantly lower proportion than the 57 percent who originally indicated a preference to
return. While relocation was not residents’ preferred choice, indicates that 56 percent of the
original residents received some sort of housing authority assistance when moving off-site.
These modes of relocation are fairly similar to households that were tracked as part of the
HOPE VI Panel Study (Cunningham 2004). Of those 736 HOPE VI original residents, 30
percent moved using vouchers, 9 percent were unassisted, and 23 percent moved to other
public housing.
These first moves vary considerably with the most recent information on housing outcomes.
By the summer of 2008, 8 years after the date the grant was signed and more than 6 years
after the first planned relocation, 15 percent (96) of original households were living in New
High Point (Figure 4). It may be that as Phase II comes on-line, more original households
will return to the site. Another 10 percent were living in other SHA-owned public housing.
Four percent had died. Most original households (57 percent), however, had moved out of
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SHA housing entirely. In total, 40 percent of original households—276 households--were
still living in some sort of SHA subsidized housing, either at New High Point, another
HOPE VI site, in other public housing, or using a housing voucher.
Figure 4.

Housing Dispositions of Original High Point Households as
of July 2008
Other HOPE VI
1%
SHA Public
Housing
10%
Other SHA‐
Owned
Housing
0%

New High
Point
15%

Not SHA
57%

Housing
Voucher
13%

Deceased
4%
Figure shows housing situation of the 694 original High Point Households as of July 2008. Source: Seattle
Housing Authority Administrative Records

These figures, however, do not speak to whether or not original households retained or
regained housing subsidies over the time of the redevelopment. To understand the retention
of subsidies, SHA staff searched the Public and Indian Housing Information Center (PIC) to
see if original High Point households had any sort of subsidy anywhere in the country as of
May, 2009 (Figure 5). Of all original households, 51 percent no longer had any subsidy.
Another 34 percent were receiving some sort of SHA housing subsidy, while 12 percent
were receiving subsidies outside of the SHA’s jurisdiction.
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Figure 5.

Last Known Subsidy Status of Original High Point
Households, May 28, 2009

Deceased
3%
SHA Subsidy
34%

HUD Subsidized
Housing
Outside
Washington
State
2%
HUD Subsidized
Housing Within
Washington
State
10%

No Current
Assistance
51%

Source: PIC records search

Is 46 percent of original households receiving a subsidy at the end of 9 years more residents
than we would have expected to continue to receive a subsidy had High Point not been
redeveloped? According to the SHA, the annual turnover rate in High Point in 1999, the
year before the grant was awarded, was 18.5 percent.14 If that rate were constant over the 9
years (2000-2009) of redevelopment, one would expect all High Point households who lived
there in 2000 to have left by 2005. It is possible that 18.5 percent is too high a turnover rate-perhaps in 1999 residents were already leaving because the HOPE VI grant-writing
processes alerted them of the possibility of disruption. The turnover rate at SHA’s only
remaining garden community, Yesler Terrace, ranged from 10.2 percent to 16.5 percent
annually from 1999-2006. If a constant turnover of 10.2 percent were projected out over 8
years, only 57 or 8 percent of households would still remain at High Point. Given these
turnover rates, more original households retained subsidies than otherwise would have been
expected.
It is possible that the disruption of relocation caused some to lose subsidies before they
might otherwise have done so. Among the entire population, those with subsidies actually
had higher incomes than those who did not have subsidies after redevelopment (see Table
Turnover rates for High Point and Yesler Terrace provided by Andria Lazaga, Asset Management
Coordinator, in an email dated May 1, 2009.
14
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30), while among the sample, those who did not have subsidies have higher incomes than
those who do ($18,800 annually for those without subsidies, and $14,500 for those with, in
2008 dollars).15 The sample includes only household heads of working age while the
population includes all original High Point residents who still had subsidies in any year
between 2006 and 2008. It may be that for working age household heads incomes without
subsidies incomes have increased, and that is why they no longer have subsidies, although (1)
the sample is too small to say this definitively and (2) among those in the sample who no
longer receive a subsidy, for the great majority their incomes remain well within range to
qualify for housing assistance.

What was the relationship between redevelopment
and the timing of moves?
In the summer of 2006, Phase I of the High Point redevelopment process ended, bringing to
a close the relocation of all original High Point residents. Residents moved in concert with
redevelopment activities and 24 percent of original households had returned to the site by
December 2006.
Of those who relocated, 75 percent either moved with a voucher or to another SHA site.
Among those who stayed on-site during redevelopment, Blacks were under-represented
among those who moved to New High Point, while Asians were over-represented.
When did residents move?
There were 694 original High Point households. The graph (Figure 6) represents all 814
moves that those households made. The number of moves exceeds the number of people
because, for example, it counts one person moving twice as two moves. The vast majority of
moves off-site and unit transfers occurred before April 2003, while the last off-site moves
took place in June 2006. These moves are consistent with the surrounding redevelopment
activities. The bulk of off-site moves occurred prior to the fall 2003 demolition of old High
Point. The first moves to New High Point began in June 2006, coinciding with the
availability of new rental units.

15

t=1.82, df=68.224, p=.073, independent t-test with unequal variances
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Figurre 6.

High Point Moves by Month, July 2000-De
ecember 2006
6

Figure shows first moves
m
off- site, on-site, and unit transsfers for all originaal High Point houseeholds. Source: Prroject tracking recoords.
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Table 6.

Households’ type of move as of December 2006
Moved off‐site
Transferred Units
Moved to New
High Point
Number of Households
538
110
166
Percent of Households
76%
16%
24%
As of June 2006, 538 households had made a move off-site, 110 households had transferred
units at some point in time, and 166 households had moved to New High Point (Table 6).
Of those who returned to New High Point initially, 90 percent moved directly from old
High Point and only 10 percent returned to New High Point from some off-site residence.
Late Movers
Throughout redevelopment, in an effort to keep original residents on-site and reduce the
disruption of redevelopment, the SHA maintained about 223 households on-site. Of those,
74 households moved off-site in the 7 months after the first new rental units became
available at New High Point. Additionally, these late movers were more likely to move
multiple times while on-site: only 8 percent of the original High Point population
transferred units at least once prior to moving off-site, while 22 percent of late moving
households transferred did so. This difference inspires a series of questions: Why did some
residents stay on-site so long only to move off at the very end? Is there something unique
about this group that puts them at some disadvantage? Were large households more likely to
move at the last minute? Were non-English speaking household more likely to move at the
end? Were some ethnic groups more affected?
Were larger households more likely to move later in the
relocation process?
Of the 74 households who moved after June 2005, 58 percent were small households (those
with 1-3 members), while 42 percent were large households (those with four or more
members). The results do not suggest that larger households were more likely to move than
those with fewer members.
Were Non-English speakers more likely to move off-site late in
the process than English speakers?
On the whole, those who did not speak English were just as likely to move away after the
first units became available (Table 7). Within individual language groups, however, some
were more likely to stay than others (Table 8). For example, Cambodians were less likely to
move in this last group, while those who spoke East African languages or other languages
that were infrequent among original households were relatively more likely to leave.
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Table 7.

Language Composition of Original Residents and Late
Movers
Language
Original High Point
Late movers
English
46%
50%
Non‐English
48%
49%
Unknown
6%
1%
n
620
74
Table 8.
Language
English
East African:
Amharic, Oromo, Somali,
Tigrigna
Cambodian
Other:
Lao, Samoan, Spanish
Vietnamese
n

HOPE VI for High Point

Distribution of Non-English Speakers
Original High Point
46%

Late movers
50%

11%

15%

10%

4%

13%

15%

19%
620

16%
74
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Were certain race and ethnicities more affected then others by
the later moves?
While Blacks household heads are only 36 percent of original residents, they comprise 49
percent of late movers (Figure 7). Among original residents and late movers, Whites and
American Indians/Alaska Natives appear in similar proportions. However, Blacks moved
more frequently and Asians less frequently in comparison to all original High Point
Households.
Figure 7.

Racial Distribution of Late Movers Compared to Original
High Point Population

60.00%

Late Mover
48.65%

50.00%
Original HP
40.58%
Original HP
36.07%

40.00%

Late Mover
28.38%

30.00%

Original HP
19.48%

Late Mover
21.62%

20.00%

10.00%
Orignial HP
3.86%

Late Mover
1.35%

0.00%
AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKA
NATIVE

ASIAN/PACIFIC ISLANDER

BLACK/AFRICAN AMERICAN

WHITE

Sample sizes: Late Movers n=74, Original High Point=620

Where did late movers go?
Late movers were similar in their distribution of off-site move choices as other households
who relocated. Of these late movers, 79 percent left High Point with federal housing
assistance (either a voucher or SHA transfer) and 19 percent moved into the private market.
This distribution (Figure 8) is similar to the distribution of the first off-site moves (Figure 3)
for all original High Point residents who relocated.
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Figure 8.

December 2006 Location of 74 Late Moving Households

SHA TRANSFER 34%
OTHER 1%
PURCHASED LOCALY 3%
RENTED LOCALY 1%

NON HUD
ASSISTED
19%

UNKNOWN 15%

EVICTION/ABANDONED 1%
Voucher 45%

Who was Likely to Return to New High Point?
Using administrative information we can also understand what factors were associated with
staying on-site for all original High Point heads of household (Error! Reference source not
found.).
Table 9.
Concept

Logistic Regression Predicting Moving to New High Point
Parameter
Estimate

Variables

Intercept
Housing Issues

Life Cycle and
Demographics

N

Odds‐
ratio

sig

‐1.55

0.30

0.83

0.25

2.29

***

0.92
‐1.09

0.19
0.59

1.71
0.11

***
*

Elderly Allowance 2000 (0,1; 1=Yes)

0.62

0.21

1.85

***

Household head speaks on a language other than
English
Family Size in 2000

0.09
0.12

0.22
0.06

1.10
1.13

**

‐1.33

0.19

0.27

***

Eviction Proceedings in 2000 or 2008
Met Local Housing Preference Criteria on Entrance
(0,1; 1=Yes) 2000 or last observation
Medical Allowance 2000 (0,1; 1=Yes)

Move Preference in 2001 (1=move away from High Point)
LR

SE

***

94.1884
685

Table shows logistic regression of moving to New High Point between 2006 and 2008 on housing issues,
life cycle and demographics, and the preference to move as recorded in the 2001 needs assessment. Income
and work status did not influence the selection to return. Note: Source is SHA administrative Records.
Sample size is 685 due to 9 deaths of household heads by 2006.

Those who said in the 2001 needs assessment that they wanted to leave High Point were less
likely to stay, while those who had been in eviction proceedings and those who had greatest
housing need (were homeless, were paying more than 30 percent of income for housing,
were displaced, or were hard to house) were also the most likely to return to New High
Point. It appears the household authority maintained its commitment to those in greatest
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housing need in allocating vacancies at new High Point. Those who qualified for elderly
allowances were likely to leave as were larger households. Income and work status did not
influence the selection to return.

How did families make decisions about their move?
Using a combination of administrative records, project tracking records, needs assessment
data from the summer and 2001, and pre-redevelopment sample survey responses, it is
possible to model what factors were associated with residents leaving or returning to High
Point beyond those found in the administrative records. That is, while housing issues,
demographics, and lifecycle may describe the population who stayed or left, it may not
explain why they did so.
Because of a needs assessment that SHA staff conducted in the summer of 2001, we have
information on the preferences of original household heads. Of the 609 households living
on-site at the time, SHA staff contacted 558 for a needs assessment interview, for a 92
percent response rate. The staff used this needs assessment to make contacts build
relationships with residents on-site. During the interview, residents told the staff what they
wanted for relocation, and just under half (45 percent) said they wanted to return to High
Point, in contrast to the 60 percent of the sample who wanted to return (Figure 9). The
household heads in the sample did not move immediately off-site, and so over-represent
those people who wanted to return to the redeveloped site. About another quarter (23
percent) wanted a Section 8 voucher, while 8 percent wanted to move to other SHA public
housing. Approximately 20 percent of the original households moved away prior to this
interview, so we do not know what their desires were prior to redevelopment, although we
could surmise that, since they left prior to the beginning of the relocation process, that they
would not have wanted to return.
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78 percent. The average age of a household head was 42 years, and the average reported
income was just over $1000 a month. Over half (54 percent) had worked in the year prior to
the grant. On average, they had 10 years of education (about a sophomore in high school),
and just over half spoke English (56 percent). A larger percentage of those who spoke
English moved off-site than stayed on-site.16
Table 10.

Factors Associated with Moving On-site or Off-site

Total
On‐site Off‐site
Measure
(n=195) (n=43) (n=152)
Eviction Proceedings in 2000 or 2001 (0,1, 1=Yes)
20%
12%
22%
Met Local Housing Preference Criteria on Entrance (0,1,
47%
37%
49%
1=Yes)
Housing Issues
Family Size
3.2
3.3
3.2
Family Size Larger than 4 people
21%
28%
20%
Need Specialized Disabled Unit (0,1, 1=Yes)
18%
28%
15%
Married (0,1, 1=Yes)
28%
34%
26%
Minors in Household (0,1, 1=Yes)
78%
77%
78%
Single female headed household (0,1, 1=Yes)
54%
47%
57%
Age at Grant Date (Years)
42
44
41
Life Cycle and
Demo‐graphics Reported Monthly Income at Survey
$1,051
$1,137 $1,025
Worked in the Year Prior to the Grant (0,1, 1=Yes)
54%
56%
54%
Years of Education
10
9
10
42%%
63%
English‐Speaking Household Head (0,1, 1=Yes)
58%
Residential
Problems in the Neighborhood Index (0‐36)
15
13
15
Assessments
Neighborhood Satisfaction (1‐10, 10=Highest)
6.8
7.2
6.6
Residential
Satisfaction
Unit Satisfaction (1‐10, 10=Highest)
6.8
7.7
6.6
Duration: Years Living in High Point as of 2001
7.5
9.8
6.8
Social Ties: Average Percent of Ties in High Point
29%
29%
29%
Social Ties: Average Percent of Ties in West Seattle
40%
39%
41%
Place
Social Ties: Average Percent of Ties in High Point & Same
Attachment
27%
29%
27%
Language
Social Ties: Best Friend Lives at High Point (0,1, 1=Yes)
21%
28%
19%
26.7
25.9
27.0
Neighborly Behavior Index (10‐60)
Social Community Stability Index (5‐25)
18
20
18
Neighborhood Quality/Consistency Index (6‐30)
27
27
27
Place
Service Access Index (3‐15)
13
13
13
Dependent
Stay Assisted Housing Index (5‐25)
19
22
18
Considerations
Agree Racially Mixed Neighborhood Important (0,1; 1=Yes)
60%
63%
59%
Agree Be Close to Work Important (0,1; 1=Yes)
63%
58%
65%
Preliminary
Return to New High Point
60%
88%
52%
Choice
Pre-redevelopment survey results with post-redevelopment move from administrative and tracking records.
Analysis updates that presented in Kleit and Manzo (2006). An on-site move is one that occurred between
2006 and 2008. That is, if the survey respondent lived at New High Point between 2006 and 2008, he or
she is considered to be an on-site respondent for the purpose of this analysis. Five survey respondents died
by 2008, and they are omitted from this analysis. *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.01
Concept

16

t=2.45, df=193, p=0.02; t-test with equal variances
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*

*

**

***
**

*

***

***

Residential assessments also influence whether people want to stay or not. On a scale of 0
to 36, with 0 being no neighborhood problems and 36 being the most, the average
respondent rated the neighborhood a 15—some problems. Most housing and
neighborhood ratings were on the more satisfied end of a scale (6.8 for both) of 1 to 10, with
10 being the highest satisfaction. Those who stayed on-site had higher assessments of their
housing units.17
Being more attached to a place will also tend to cause people to want to say, as well as
having more dependence on a place for the tasks of everyday life. One measure of
attachment is the duration of residence. As of the date of the grant, June 2000 the average
respondent had lived at High Point for just over 7 years, and those who returned had lived at
High Point for over 9 years, compared to nearly 7 years for those who left.18 Twenty-nine
percent of the average household head’s social ties were located in High Point and 40
percent of them were in West Seattle. About 1 in 5 said that their best friend lived at High
Point and on average neighboring was fairly modest (about 26 on a scale of 10 to 60, with 60
being frequent neighboring).
In choosing whether to stay on-site or leave, residents assessed community stability,
neighborhood quality, service access, whether they wanted to stay in assisted housing, the
importance of being in a racially mixed neighborhood, and the importance of being close to
work. Staying in subsidized housing was significantly more important for those who moved
to New High Point than for those who moved away.19 Additionally, those who returned to
New High Point were more likely to have a preference in the summer of 2001 to do so.20
Taking all these factors into account to predict who will leave and who will stay, the results
(Table 11) suggest that those who said they wanted to stay were more likely able to do so,
holding all else constant. Those who wanted to return were between 1.17 and nearly 14
times as likely to do so. Although place attachments and place dependent considerations
played a considerable role in household heads preliminary choices (See “Kleit and Manzo
2006), in the end only the residents’ duration of stay at High Point prior to redevelopment
and the importance of staying in assisted housing played a role in whether or not they stayed.
Holding all else constant, an additional year of living at old High Point was associated with
being 103 percent to 118 percent as likely to return to New High Point.

t=-2.51, df=193,p=0.01, t-test with equal variances
t=-2.23, df=52.801, p=0.03, t-test with unequal variances
19 t=-6.75, df=116.51, p=0.00, t-test with unequal variances
20 t=-5.73, df=104.99, p=0.00, t-test with unequal variances
17
18
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Table 11.

Concept

Housing Issues

Life Cycle and
Demographics
Residential
Assessments
Residential
Satisfaction

Place
Attachment

Logistic Regression Results: Predicting A Move to New
High Point (Parameter Estimates, the Log-Odds)21
Parameter
Intercept
Eviction Proceedings in 2000 or 2001
(1=Yes)
Priority for Housing (1=Yes)
Family Size
Needs Specialized Disabled Unit (1=Yes)
Single female headed household (1=Yes)
Age at Grant Date (Years)
Monthly Income ($100s)
Education (Years)
English‐Speaking Household

Log‐
odds
‐6.65

0.18
0.11
0.54
0.54
‐0.01
0.04
‐0.02
‐0.48
0.02

Neighborhood Satisfaction

0.13

Place
Dependent
Stay Assisted Housing Index
Considerations
Preliminary
Move Away
Choice
n
‐2LogL
Likelihood Ratio (compare model without covariates to
that with)
Percent Concordant

***

‐0.84

Neighborhood Problems Index

Duration: Years Living in High Point as of
2001
Percent Social Ties in West Seattle
Percent Same Language Social Ties in
High Point
Best Friend Lives at High Point (1=Yes)
Neighboring Behavior

95% CI of
Odds‐Ratio

0.10

***

1.03‐1.18

***

1.08‐1.44

**

1.18‐13.69

‐1.38
‐0.20
0.24
‐0.00
0.22
1.39
194
148.618
***
56.63
85%

Note: Table reports parameter estimates, the log-odds. ***p<0.01 **p<0.05 *p<0.10. A positive
parameter estimate indicates being associated with returning to New High Point. Marital status is omitted
because of the high level of association with being a female household head. Employment status is omitted
because it is highly related to income. Place dependent considerations are omitted (other than Stay in
Assisted Housing Index) for model parsimony. N=194 due to the deaths of 5 respondents and 1 respondent
not having a preliminary move choice.

These results are revised using the most up-to-date location outcome results, based on an analysis
published in Kleit and Manzo (2006).
21
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To where did families move?
Families moved throughout the Puget Sound, with most ending up living in Seattle and
South King County (Figure 10 and Figure 11). Most (85 percent) moved more than a mile
from High Point (Table 12). From the pattern of moves, one sees relatively more relocated
residents in the Rainier Valley and South King County, just south of West Seattle. These are
residents who moved initially using housing choice vouchers and also those who moved into
the private market. At the same time, there are a considerable number of relocated residents
in North Seattle and the Central Area. Most of these moves to Rainier Valley and South
King County were to areas with a relatively higher racial mix or higher concentrations of
people of color (Figure 11). SHA staff suggests that this pattern also reflects the locations of
3 and 4 bedroom units in the city and county.
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Figure 10. Map of First Moves Away from High Point (as of June 2006)
and Census Tract Poverty in 1999

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2000, SHA administrative records, and project tracking records. . Of the 535
first moves away from the site, 441 are displayed. . Of those not displayed, we do not have address
information for 27, 8 are deceased, 40 moved out of King County (25 out of state), and 1 did not geocode. .
Points do overlap.
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Figure 11. Map of First Moves Away from High Point (as of June 2006)
and Percent Non-White in Census Tract in 2000

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2000, SHA administrative records, and project tracking records. Of the 517
first moves away from the site, 441 are displayed. Of those not displayed, we do not have address
information for 27, 8 are deceased, 40 moved out of King County (25 out of state), and 1 did not geocode.
Points do overlap.
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Table 12. High Point Relocation Outcomes Compared to National Results1
Poverty Rate, Racial Composition, and Distance from HOPE VI Site2
Neighborhood Measure

Source

Live more than one mile from original development

5

Distribution of current neighborhood poverty rates

Private Market

3

HCV

Public Housing

4

TOTAL

High Point

86 %

87%

87 %

87%

Buron et al. 2002

74 %

48 %

64 %

48%

88 %
39 %
‐‐
1%
23 %
‐‐
11 %
29 %
‐‐
0%
9%
‐‐

76%
37 %
‐‐
0%
23 %
‐‐
14 %
21 %
‐‐
10 %
19 %
‐‐

85%
32%
32%
1%
21%
25%
12%
35%
21%
3%
12%
21%

6

High Point
Buron et al. 2002
Buron 2007
High Point
Buron et al. 2002
Buron 2007
High Point
Buron et al. 2002
Buron 2007
High Point
Buron et al. 2002
Buron 2007

20 percent or lower poverty

21‐30 percent poverty

31‐40 percent poverty

Higher than 40 percent poverty

Average Poverty Rate in Neighborhood

88 %
41 %
‐‐
3%
22 %
‐‐
10 %
27 %
‐‐
0%
10 %
‐‐

High Point
Kingsley et al 2003
Buron et al. 2002
Buron 2007

Original
39 %
‐‐
48 %
‐‐

First Move
13 %
‐‐
26 %
‐‐

Original
39 %
61 %
43 %
‐‐

First Move
14 %
27 %
26 %
‐‐

Original
39 %
‐‐
45 %
‐‐

First Move
18 %
‐‐
31 %
‐‐

Original
39%
‐‐
43%
40%

First Move
15%
‐‐
29%
28%

70 %
‐‐
‐‐

46 %
‐‐
‐‐

70 %
88 %
‐‐

50 %
68 %
‐‐

70 %
‐‐
‐‐

46 %
‐‐
‐‐

70%

48%

92%

87%

Racial composition
7

Percent Minority Residents in Neighborhood

High Point
Kingsley et al 2003
Buron 2007

A version of this table appeared in the HOPE VI for High Point Interim Evaluation Report. It has been updated with complete first move information for all
original High Point relocatees. National data come from a resident tracking study of 8 HOPE VI sites (Buron et al. 2002), Kingsley et al. (2003), and the HOPE
VI Panel Study of 6 sites (Buron, Levy, and Gallagher 2007). For High Point Private Market n=80, for HCV n=230, for Public Housing n=124.
2Table contains information only on those High Point residents who gave permission for their information to be used for research purposes.
3 Includes rental and homeownership.
4 Public housing numbers do not include High Point or HOPE VI sites (national study), only High Point residents who have relocated to other public housing,
and national residents who did not return to their original site after redevelopment.
5 Table reports on only those relocated residents who remained in King County.
6 High Point data from 2000 Census tracts; national from 1990 Census tracts.
7 Original neighborhood data from 1990 Census blockgroups; current neighborhood data from 2000 Census by blockgroup. Calculated as the percent non single
racial category listed as white.
1
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How did neighborhood quality change for families as a
result of the redevelopment?
Neighborhood quality can be assessed both subjectively and objectively. In studies of
HOPE VI conducted across multiple sites, researchers examine some of the key
neighborhood attributes that HOPE VI projects hoped to alter, either through relocation or
through the creation of mixed-income developments. From a policy perspective we want to
know if both poverty concentrations and racial segregation have been reduced for original
residents.
Subjectively, we want to know how original residents experience their new homes: Do they
have neighborly relationships with their neighbors? Do they live in neighborhoods that are
better able to defend themselves against problems?29 Do they live in places that they
perceive to have fewer problems? In sum, compared to old High Point, has their
neighborhood gotten better?
Neighborhood Quality: Poverty Status, and Racial Composition
Most original residents who moved away from High Point initially moved to
neighborhoods—in this case census tracts—of low poverty, with less than 20 percent of the
population living in poverty. Those who moved using housing vouchers or into the private
market were slightly more likely to move to areas of low poverty—88 percent of these
movers went to areas of low poverty. This is in comparison to those who moved to other
public housing, where 76 percent moved to areas of low poverty. Regardless, these numbers
are still are much lower than elsewhere, where 32 percent of relocatees moved to lowpoverty tracts. Similarly, the average relocated resident moved to a tract where only 15
percent of its population lived in poverty, compared to 29 percent for the 8 sites in the
HOPE VI residents tracking study, and 28 percent for the 6 sites in the HOPE VI panel
study. The likely difference between the rate for High Point relocatees and those from other
sites around the country has to do with the lack of concentrated poverty census tracts—
census tracts where 40 percent or more of the population is under the federal poverty line—
in the Puget Sound.
Although it is apparent that many High Point residents moved to areas of relatively greater
concentrations of people of color, they still relocated, on average, to areas of less racial
concentration. The average neighborhood of a High Point relocatee had a minority
population of 48 percent; for those who relocated from the 6 sites in the panel study,
minorities made up on average 87 percent of those neighborhood populations. Again, this
difference is likely to due demographic differences between the Puget Sound and other parts
of the county.
Neighborhood Quality: Definitions of Neighborhood
The survey of a sample of original High Point residents offers an opportunity to examine
more carefully the changes in neighborhood quality over time. Yet, residents often employ
varied definitions of neighborhood. . To understand perceptions of neighborhood quality,
29

The ability of a neighborhood to defend itself from problems is called its neighborhood efficacy.
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one first needs to know how respondents spatially define their neighborhood and how their
definition changed over time (Figure 12). . A comparison of residents before and after
redevelopment finds that residents contracted their definition of the size of a neighborhood
after redevelopment. . Before redevelopment, the majority of residents considered all of
High Point to be their neighborhood, and after redevelopment their perspective noticeably
shrank to just the block they lived on and several blocks in each direction.30 That is, when
asked before redevelopment, 62 percent of the original respondents considered all of High
Point to be their neighborhood (Figure 12). After redevelopment, only 32 percent
responded that their new neighborhood was the entire development or subdivision.
Vietnamese speakers and residents who moved away are more likely to have contracted their
view of neighborhood size since living at High Point. Fifty-two percent of Vietnamese
speakers said that their neighborhood was the block they lived on, while 59 percent of those
who moved away said that an area including their block or their block plus several blocks in
each direction was their neighborhood.31 Most of those who returned to New High Point
reported that their neighborhood was essentially their entire development or subdivision,
over time.
Figure 12. What is your neighborhood? Comparing Pre- and PostRedevelopment
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

15%

Block you live on**

33%

15%

Your block and several blocks in
each direction

21%

Pre‐Redevelopment
Post‐Redevelopment
62%

All of High Point or your
development***

Something else

32%

8%
11%

n=116

30
31

t=3.13, df=113, p=0.00, paired t-test.
t=2.83, df=70, p=0.01; t=5.82, df=57, p=0.00, paired t-test respectively.
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Table shows proportions reporting the size of their neighborhood and results of paired t-tests comparing
pre- and post-redevelopment. **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

Neighborhood Quality: Assessing Neighborhood Problems
Neighborhood quality is affected by a number of issues that residents perceive as problems.
Problems included in this analysis are idle people, lack of services, drugs, and other crimes.
Residents were asked to rate whether these issues were a big problem in the neighborhood,
some problem, or no problem at all. The responses of “some problem” or a “big problem”
are combined in this analysis to indicate a problem in the neighborhood.
Figure 13. Problem with Idle People: Comparing Pre- and PostRedevelopment
44%

Lack of childcare

44%

38%

Number of teenage mothers

44%
Pre‐Redevelopment
Post‐Redevelopment

61%

Groups of people hanging out

55%

58%

Unemployment

51%

0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Figure shows frequency of problems residents reported with idle people in the neighborhood among those
who were living off-site and those who moved on-site in 2008. An item is defined as a problem if a
resident responded that the issue was somewhat of a problem or a big problem in the neighborhood.
n=119. *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

Overall, there are few differences in problems with idleness in post-redevelopment
neighborhoods compared to High Point before redevelopment (Figure 13). While there are
reported reductions in neighborhood problems with a lack of child care, teen mothers,
people hanging out, and unemployment, none of these differences are statistically significant
(at a 5 percent level of significance).
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We created an additive index for problems that includes unemployment, groups of people
hanging out, number of teenage mothers, and a lack of childcare. The index is an overall
measure of problems with idle people in the neighborhood.32 The index ranged from 0 to 8
with a score of 0 meaning that the respondent saw no problem with idleness, and a score of
8 meaning that idle people were a big problem in the neighborhood. The additive index
found results similar to those of the individual questions. Before redevelopment, the average
respondent reported a moderate problem with idleness both before and after
redevelopment. The additive score for idleness was 3.2 out of 8 before redevelopment and
3.1 after redevelopment.33
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Figure 14. Problem with Idle People: Off-site & On-site, Comparing
Pre- and Post-Redevelopment
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Figure shows frequency of problems residents reported with idle people in the neighborhood among those
off-site and on-site in 2008 and results of paired t-tests. Item is defined as a problem if resident responded
that the issue was somewhat of a problem or a big problem in the neighborhood. n=44 for on-site and n=75
for off-site. *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

When we compare those who moved away to those who returned to the redevelopment site,
however, the story is somewhat different. Residents who moved away reported a decrease in

This index is one of four created using a factor analysis on all the survey items describing problems
in neighborhoods. The results of this factor analysis were reported in Kleit and Manzo (2006).
33 t=1.13, df=117, p=0.90, paired t-test
32
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unemployment34 and groups of people hanging out in the neighborhood after
redevelopment35 (Figure 14); while, surprisingly, those who returned to the redeveloped site
reported more problems with the number of teenage mothers in the neighborhood than in
old High Point.36
On the whole, neither respondents who would eventually return to New High Point nor
those who went elsewhere reported significant changes in idleness in the neighborhood after
redevelopment. Those who returned to High Point had an additive index of 2.9 before
redevelopment (out of 8) and 3.8 after redevelopment.37 Respondents who would eventually
move off-site had an index of 3.3 (out of 8) before redevelopment and 2.7 after
redevelopment.38

Post‐
Redevelopment

Pre‐
Redevelopment

Table 13.

Idle People: Problems Before and After Redevelopment,
Comparing On-site and Off-site Respondents
On‐site Off‐site Sig.
(n=44)
(n=75)

Unemployment

50%

63%

Groups of people hanging out

56%

64%

Number of teenage mothers

30%

43%

Lack of childcare

39%

47%

2.9

3.3

Unemployment

66%

43%

**

Groups of people hanging out

66%

48%

*

Number of teenage mothers

50%

51%

Lack of childcare

50%

41%

3.8

2.7

Neighborhood Problem Index: Idleness

Neighborhood Problem Index: Idleness

*

Table shows pre- and post-redevelopment proportions reporting these problems and compares the
percentages for on- and off-site using independent sample t-tests. *p<0.10 **p<0.05

Before redevelopment, the respondents felt similarly about problems with idle people (Table
13). Unemployment and groups of people hanging out were the biggest problems. After
redevelopment, off-site respondents consider unemployment less of a problem after
redevelopment than on-site respondents—43 percent of those who moved off-site felt it was
a problem compared to 66 percent of those who returned to New High Point.39
On the whole, both respondents who would move away and those who would return
thought that the old High Point neighborhood had small problems with idleness. Before
t=2.82, df=74, p=0.01, paired t-test
t=2.33, df=74, p=0.02, paired t-test
36 t=-2.15, df=42, p=0.04, paired t-test.
37 t=-1.46, df=43, p=0.151 paired t-test.
38 t=1.56, df=73, p=0.122 paired t-test.
39 t=2.59, df=117, p=0.01 independent sample t-test equal variances.
34
35
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redevelopment, the index of problems with idle people was 2.9 for those who would return,
and it was 3.3 for those who would eventually move away (still based on 8 as the highest
score or problem). After redevelopment, those living on-site thought there were slightly
more problems with neighborhood idleness than did those who moved away.40
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Figure 15. Problem with Idle People: Vietnamese & English Speakers,
Comparing Pre- and Post-Redevelopment
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Figure shows percent of respondents reporting problems in their neighborhood and paired t-tests comparing
pre- and post-redevelopment among Vietnamese (n=60) and English (n=59) speakers. An item is defined
as a problem if resident responded that the issue was somewhat of a problem or a big problem in the
neighborhood. *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

English and Vietnamese speakers had different neighborhood experiences with idleness.
English speakers perceived fewer problems with childcare availability41 and groups of people
hanging out after redevelopment than before.42 Vietnamese residents perceived more
problems with teenage mothers43 in their neighborhoods and with a lack of child care.44
The overall neighborhood idleness index by language groups indicates similar results, with
English speakers reporting a reduction in overall neighborhood idleness and Vietnamese
t=1.84, df=117, p=0.07
t=2.13, df=58, p=0.04, paired t-test
42 t=3.05, df=58, p=0.01, paired t-test
43 t=-2.35, df=59, p=0.02, paired t-test
44 t=-2.20, df=58, p=0.03, paired t-test
40
41
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reporting an overall increase. The index for English speakers decreased from 3.8 before
redevelopment to 2.5.45 For Vietnamese speakers, the additive index increased from 2.5
before redevelopment to 3.8 after redevelopment.46
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Figure 16. Lack of Services in Neighborhood: Off-site and On-site
Respondents, Comparing Pre- and Post-Redevelopment
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Figure shows the percent of respondents reporting a lack of services, pre- and post- redevelopment, for onsite (n=44) and off-site (n=75) residents with the results of paired t-tests. *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

Residents who returned to New High Point more frequently reported a lack of services in
their neighborhood after redevelopment (Figure 16). For many neighborhood services,
those who moved away reported an opposite experience: There were more services available
in their new neighborhood than they had access to at old High Point.
More specifically, those who returned on-site felt the quality of schools had become a bigger
problem post-redevelopment, with only 20 percent thinking it a problem before
redevelopment and 48 percent after.47 Lack of public transit48 and children’s programs49
were also increased problems for on-site residents compared to before redevelopment.
t=3.72, df=58, p=0.00, paired t-test
t=-2.51, df=58, p=0.02, paired t-test
47 t=-3.09, df=43, p=0.01, paired t-test
48 t=-2.15, df=43, p=0.04, paired t-test
49 t=-3.54, df=43, p=0.00, paired t-test
45
46
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While those who returned also experienced a lack of restaurants or grocery stores,50 for those
who moved away these were less frequently problems.51 Medical care availability grew as a
problem for both on-site and off-site residents after redevelopment.52
We created an additive index for problems with services and found similar results. The
index had a range of 0 to 12 with 12 being the greatest lack of services in the neighborhood.
According to the service availability index, those who moved away reported that availability
of services did not change much after moving off-site. The index increased very slightly
from 3.7 before redevelopment to 3.8 after redevelopment.53 For those who returned onsite, the index increased significantly from 2.7 to 5.5 after redevelopment, indicating that
although a lack of services was a small problem before redevelopment (2.7 out of 12), access
to services became a larger problem after returning to New High Point.54 This may be
because High Point was under construction during data collection in the summer of 2008.
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Figure 17. Lack of Services in Neighborhood: Vietnamese & English
Speakers, Comparing Pre- and Post- Redevelopment
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t=-3.30, df=43, p=0.00, paired t-test
t=2.97, df=74, p=0.01, paired t-test
52 Off-site: t=-1.73, df=74, p=0.09, paired t-test; On-site: t=-4.32, df=43, p=0.00, paired t-test
53 t=-0.20, df=74, p=0.84, paired t-test.
54 t=-3.86, df=42, p=0.00, paired t-test.
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Figure shows the percent reporting problems among English (n=59) and Vietnamese (n=60) speakers,
comparing before and after redevelopment, and indicating the results of paired t-tests. *p<0.10 **p<0.05
***p<0.001

Both Vietnamese and English speakers reported that availability of some services improved
while others declined after redevelopment (Figure 17). Vietnamese speakers had fewer
problems with quality of schools55 and the availability of medical care56 after redevelopment.
English speakers had more problems with the availability of restaurants or grocery stores57
and fewer problems with the availability of medical care58 after redevelopment. Overall, the
lack of services increased as a problem for Vietnamese speakers and stayed constant for
English speakers after redevelopment—the additive index for Vietnamese speakers increased
from 2.9 to 5.2 out of 12 after redevelopment.59 For English speakers, problems with lack of
services stayed constant at 3.7 both before and after redevelopment.60 Analyses not depicted
here finds that English and Vietnamese speakers had similar concerns and no significant
differences in their responses or indices before or after redevelopment.

People using drugs

Figure 18. Problems with Drugs in Neighborhood: Off-site & On-site,
Comparing Pre- and Post-Redevelopment
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t=-2.56, df=59, p=0.01, paired t-test
t=-3.40, df=48, p=0.00, paired t-test
57 t=2.18, df=38, p=0.03, paired t-test
58 t=-2.05, df=58, p=0.05, paired t-test
59 t=-3.50, df=58, p=0.00, independent sample t-test
60 t=-0.07, df=58, p=0.98, independent sample t-test
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Figure shows the percent reporting problems with drugs among those who moved away from the site (offsite, n=75) and those who returned (on-site, n=44) and paired t-test results comparing pre- and postredevelopment. **p<0.05

Problems with drugs in the neighborhood were less frequently a problem after
redevelopment. Residents who moved off-site reported fewer problems with people using61
and selling62 drugs in their neighborhood after redevelopment (Figure 18). Residents who
returned to New High Point saw a decrease in problems with people using and selling drugs
in their neighborhood, although this decrease was not large enough to be non-random. We
created an additive index for problems with the use of and illegal sale of drugs in the
neighborhood, of which the scale ranged from 0 through 4 with 4 indicating the greatest
problem with drugs in the neighborhood. The index shows that problems with drugs have
not changed much for those who returned to the redeveloped site—on-site respondents
reported a decrease from 2.1 to 2.0 after redevelopment.63 Those who moved away
experienced a reduction in problems with drugs in their neighborhoods.64

People using drugs

Figure 19. Problems with Drugs in Neighborhood: Vietnamese &
English Speakers, Comparing Pre-and Post-Redevelopment
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Figure shows the percent reporting problems with drugs among Vietnamese (n=60) and English (n=59)
speakers and paired t-test results comparing pre- and post-redevelopment. ***p<0.001

t=1.91, df=74, p=0.06, paired t-test
t=2.33, df=74, p=0.02, paired t-test
63t=0.24, df=43, p=0.81, paired t-test
64 t=2.03, df=74, p=0.05, paired t-test
61
62
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English speakers had significantly decreased concerns over people using65 and selling66 drugs
in their neighborhoods after redevelopment (Figure 19), while Vietnamese speakers reported
an increase, but it was not large enough to be non-random. Overall, English speakers
experienced a decrease in problems with drugs in their neighborhood—scoring 2.9 on the
drug problem index before redevelopment and falling to 1.6 afterwards (of a possible 4).67
For Vietnamese speakers, the additive score of 1.5 before redevelopment increased to 2.0
after redevelopment.68
For the average respondent, problems with neighborhood crime stayed constant and did not
differ based on whether they returned to High Point or moved away.69 However, English
and Vietnamese speakers had different experiences with neighborhood crime.
Figure 20. Problems with Crime at Old High Point: Comparing
Vietnamese & English Speakers Before Redevelopment
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Figure shows percent of respondents reporting problems and independent sample t-test results comparing
Vietnamese (n=60) and English (n=59) speakers pre-redevelopment. *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

65
66

t=3.40, df=59, p=0.00, paired t-test
t=4.15, df=58, p=0.00, paired t-test

t=4.87, df=58, p=0.00, paired t-test
t=-1.81, df=59, p=0.08, paired t-test
69 Overall neighborhood crime index was 6.3 of 16 before redevelopment, and 5.9 after; t=0.57,
df=114, p=0.57.
67
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Before redevelopment, English speakers were more likely than Vietnamese speakers to
mention problems such as gangs, poor police response, graffiti, shootings and violence, and
sexual attacks as problems in the neighborhood (Figure 20). We created a neighborhood
crime index comprised of these problems and found that, before redevelopment,
Vietnamese speakers reported neighborhood crime to be a slightly less of a problem than
English speakers. The index ranged from 0 to 16 with 16 being the largest problem with
crime. Vietnamese speakers reported a score of 5.3 compared to a score of 7.3 from English
speakers.70 Given that the largest problem identified is a score of 16, these indices signal
crime as a moderate problem for respondents at old High Point.
After redevelopment (Figure 21), the opposite was true: Vietnamese speakers were more
likely to report poor police response,71 graffiti,72 and sexual attacks73as problematic in the
neighborhood. English speakers experienced a decrease in robbery,74 gangs,75 problems with
police response,76 shootings,77 sexual attacks,78 and trash or junk79 in their neighborhoods.

t=-2.27, df=113, p=0.03, independent sample t-test.
t=-3.05, df=59, p=0.01, paired t-test
72 t=-2.01, df=59, p=0.05, paired t-test
73 t=-3.96, df=57, p=0.00, paired t-test
74 t=2.69, df=58, p=0.01, paired t-test
75 t=3.61, df=58, p=0.00, paired t-test
76 t=2.92, df=58, p=0.01, paired t-test
77 t=2.92, df=57, p=0.01, paired t-test
78 t=2.13, df=58, p=0.01, paired t-test
79 t=2.46, df=58, p=0.02, paired t-test
70
71
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Figure 21. Problems with Crime in the Neighborhood: Vietnamese &
English Speakers, Comparing Pre-and Post-Redevelopment
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Figure shows percent of respondents reporting crime as a problem among Vietnamese (n=60) and English
(n=59) speakers and the results of paired t-tests comparing pre- and post-redevelopment. *p<0.10
**p<0.05 ***p<0.001

Overall, Vietnamese speakers had increased concerns about crime in the neighborhood after
redevelopment. The crime index for Vietnamese speakers increased from 5.3 before
redevelopment to 7.5 after redevelopment, which was a statistically significant increase.80
English speakers, on the other hand, reported far fewer problems with crime after
redevelopment. On the same index of 0 to 16, English speakers reported a crime score of
7.3 before redevelopment and 4.3 after redevelopment.81 Their assessments of
neighborhoods switched over time, as Vietnamese speakers became were more concerned
about crime (score of 7.7) than English speakers (score of 4.3).82
Neighborhood Quality: Satisfaction
One measure of neighborhood quality is the overall satisfaction with one’s neighborhood.
Respondents rated their neighborhood before and after redevelopment on a scale of 1 to 10,
with 1 being the least satisfaction and 10 being the most. Satisfaction did not change much
over time and the average satisfaction rating before redevelopment was 6.8 out of 10 and

t=-2.19, df=56, p=0.033, paired t-test.
t=4.41, df=57, p=0.000, paired t-test.
82 t=3.29, df=117, p=0.01, independent sample t-test.
80
81
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increasing to 7.9 after, although the change was not statistically significant.83 Both
Vietnamese and English speakers saw a slight increase in their neighborhood satisfaction
over time, but neither change was statistically significant.84 Similarly, respondents who
moved off-site reported an increase in neighborhood satisfaction from 6.6 to 8.5 after
redevelopment. 85 Respondents who returned to the redeveloped site reported a slight
decrease in satisfaction with their neighborhood from 7.3 to 6.9.86 Neither change was
significant. This lack of variation in reported satisfaction is not unusual, since people usually
satisfice, adjusting their expectations of a place so that their level of satisfaction remains at a
moderate level.

83
84
85
86

t=-1.32, df=118, p=0.188
t=-1.01, df=59, p=0.32, paired t-test; t=-1.10, df=58, p=0.28, paired t-test respectively.
t=-1.54, df=74, p=0.128, paired t-test
t=0.94, df=43, p=0.353, paired t-test
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Neighborhood Quality: Efficacy
As activities with neighbors decreased, residents also perceived that they lived in
neighborhoods where neighbors were less willing to work together to solve problems after
redevelopment. This ability to work together to solve neighborhood problems is known as
neighborhood efficacy.
Figure 22. Neighborhood Efficacy: Comparing Pre- and PostRedevelopment
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Figure shows proportions of neighborhood efficacy and paired t-tests comparing before and after
redevelopment. **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

To understand the underlying concept of neighborhood efficacy, we created an additive
index.87 The index included whether respondents felt that neighbors are willing to help each
other, share the same values, feel close to each other, and can be trusted. The neighborhood
efficiency index ranges from 4 to 20, with a lower score meaning that the neighborhood had
a lot of efficacy and a higher score means it had little.
In short, for the average original resident, neighborhood efficacy decreased after
redevelopment. The additive index increased from 10 to 13 which signaled a slight but
A reliability analysis was performed on the variables describing neighborhood efficacy (Cronbach’s
Alpha=.83), which showed that the scale improved if the variable “People in this neighborhood
generally get along with each other” was removed. The index was created by adding together items
that were each on a 5-point scale, where 1 was strongly disagree and 5 was strongly agree.
87
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significant decrease in perceptions of neighborhood efficacy.88 This difference is also
reflected in the individual items: Residents perceived themselves as less likely to willingly
help neighbors, less likely to feel their neighbors shared similar values and also less likely to
feel people in their neighborhood were close to each other after redevelopment (Figure 22).89
While residents also experienced an 8 percentage point decrease in trust of neighbors over
this time period, the change was not significant.90
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Figure 23. Neighborhood Efficacy: English & Vietnamese Speakers,
Comparing Pre- and Post-Redevelopment
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Figure shows proportions of neighborhood efficacy and paired t-tests comparing pre- and postredevelopment among Vietnamese (n=58) and English (n=54) speakers. *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

Both English and Vietnamese speakers experienced a decrease in neighborhood efficacy
after redevelopment (Figure 23). Vietnamese speakers felt neighbors were less willing to
trust each other, a drop of 16 percentage points. A more dramatic decrease in perceived
closeness among neighbors took place for Vietnamese speakers; before redevelopment 86
percent felt close to their neighbors and 46 percent felt the same after redevelopment.
Overall, the neighborhood efficacy index reflects these changes. Vietnamese speakers felt
neighborhood efficacy decreased after redevelopment—a change from 8 to 12 after

t=-4.57, df=117, p=0.000
t=7.18, df=113, p=0.00; t=2.25, df=109, p=0.03; t=3.65, df=116, p=0.00 paired t-tests
respectively.
90 t=1.29, df=116, p=0.20 paired t-test.
88
89
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redevelopment.91 English speakers did not experience as much of a change in neighborhood
efficacy; the additive index increased from 12 to 13 after redevelopment.92
Figure 24. Neighborhood Efficacy: Comparing English & Vietnamese
Speakers
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The first panel shows proportions of neighborhood efficacy and independent sample t-tests comparing
Vietnamese (n=57) and English (n=59) speakers before redevelopment, and the second shows the same
comparison after redevelopment. *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

Looking at differences between language groups before redevelopment (Figure 24),
Vietnamese speakers were more likely than English speakers to believe that people in High
Point were willing to help neighbors (88 percent compared to 63 percent), share values (53
percent compared to 41 percent), be close to each other (85 percent compared to 41
percent), and be trustworthy (57 percent compared to 34 percent). The overall
neighborhood efficacy index mirrors these differences—before redevelopment the index
was 8 for Vietnamese speakers and 12 for English speakers.93
After redevelopment, these difference in feelings of closeness and trust between language
groups disappeared. Vietnamese speakers continued to believe more strongly than English
speakers that neighbors are willing to help each other. The difference by language group in

t=-5.09, df=58, p=0.000
t=-1.79, df=58, p=0.078
93 t=-5.28, df=86, p=0.000
91
92
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the additive index also disappeared, with Vietnamese speakers scoring about 12, and English
speakers about 13, both on the lower end of the efficacy scale.94
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Figure 25. Neighborhood Efficacy: Movers and Returners, Comparing
Pre- and Post-Redevelopment
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Figure shows proportions of respondents saying yes to each question concerning neighborhood efficacy and
paired t-tests comparing pre-and post-redevelopment among those who moved off-site (n=75) and those
who moved on-site (n=44). *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

This overall reduction in neighborhood efficacy was experienced both by those who
returned and those who moved away (Figure 25). Notably, residents who moved off-site felt
their new neighbors were less willing to help each other (falling from 78 percent to 36
percent) and felt neighbors were less likely to share the same values (falling from 51 percent
to 30 percent).95 The overall neighborhood efficacy index also reflects this difference. The
larger the score, the more the respondent disagreed with the statement, and the lower the
neighborhood efficacy. For residents who returned on-site, the additive index increased
from 10 before redevelopment to 13 post-redevelopment.96 Off-site residents reported a
similar decrease in neighborhood efficacy as the additive index increased from 10 to 12 postredevelopment.97
Analysis not depicted indicates that those who moved off-site reported a decrease in
neighborhood efficacy over time similar to those who returned, scoring about 10 on the
t=-1.27, df=116, p=0.207
t=5.68, df=71, p=0.000; t=2.41, df=68, p=0.02 paired t-tests respectively.
96 t=-2.92, df=43, p=0.006
97 t=-3.50, df=73, p=0.001
94
95
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index. Before redevelopment, both those who were going to return and those who were
going to move away also reported similar levels of neighborhood efficacy (about 10 before
redevelopment and about 13 after).
Neighborhood Quality: Neighboring Relationships
Regardless of where they moved or what language they spoke, respondents were less likely
to engage in activities with neighbors after redevelopment (Figure 26). The biggest declines
in neighborly contact were a 38 percentage point drop in talking with a neighbor for more
than ten minutes at a time and a 37 percentage point drop in helping a neighbor with a chore
or repairs. Greeting a neighbor was a close third, with a 33 percentage point drop in this
behavior.
Figure 26. Activities with Neighbors Once a Month or More:
Comparing Before & After Redevelopment
32%

Helped a neighbor in an emergency (n=118) ***

4%

Had coffee or a meal with a neighbor (n=118)
***

38%
18%

Helped a neighbor with a chore or repairs
(n=118) ***

45%
8%
91%

Greeted a neighbor in the street (n=117) ***

58%
35%

Let a neighbor use your phone (n=117) ***

5%
Pre‐Redevelopment

Loaned or borrowed from a neighbor (n=117)
***

24%

Post‐Redevelopment

7%

Spent more than 10 min. talking with a neighbor
(n=118) ***

83%
45%
0%

50%

100%

Figure shows proportions engaging in activities with neighbors and paired t-tests comparing pre- and postredevelopment ***p<0.00

We created an additive index to create a total neighboring score, and then used this to
analyze neighboring overall.98 The additive index included these activities with a neighbor:
98 A reliability analysis was performed on the items describing activities with neighbors (Cronbach’s
Alpha=.69), which showed that the items better described some underlying concept if the “watched a
neighbor’s children” variable was removed. Also, the question regarding attending a resident council
meeting was removed from analysis due to the dissolution of the resident council postredevelopment. The neighboring index was created by adding together ordinal scales that ranged
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helping in an emergency, having coffee or a meal together, helping with a chore or repairs,
greeting a neighbor in the street, letting them use your phone, loaning or borrowing, or
spending more than 10 minutes talking together at a time. The total score ranged from 7 to
42, with 42 signifying the respondent was engaged in the highest amount of neighboring and
7 meaning the respondent never engaged in any of the activities listed in Figure 26. Over
time, total neighboring decreased. Prior to redevelopment the average neighboring score
was about 18, while after redevelopment it was about 16.99 Given the high of 42, a score of
18 is a moderate amount of neighboring and a decrease to 16 shows a slight decline in
neighboring.

from 1 to 6, representing the categories never, once, a few times, once a month, once a week, and
almost every day.
99 t=3.17, df=118, p=0.00, paired t-test
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Figure 27. Activities with Neighbors Once a Month or More Before
Redevelopment: Comparing Vietnamese & English Speakers
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37%
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Spent more than 10 min. talking with a
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75%
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20%

40%

60%

80%

92%

100%

Figure shows proportions of respondents who engaged in neighboring activities at least once a month and
independent sample t-tests before redevelopment comparing English (n=59) and Vietnamese (n=60)
speakers. *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

Before redevelopment, English-speaking respondents were much more likely to participate
in certain activities with neighbors than were Vietnamese speakers (Figure 27). For example,
92 percent of the English speakers at High Point before redevelopment spoke with
neighbors for more than 10 minutes at a time, while only 75 percent of Vietnamese speakers
did the same.100 Similarly, 49 percent of English speakers said they had helped a neighbor in
an emergency, while only 15 percent of Vietnamese speakers had done so.101 Language
barriers may help to explain these differences. Interestingly, before redevelopment
Vietnamese speakers were more likely to attend a resident council meeting (83 percent went
at least once a month) than English speakers (49 percent).102 We again analyzed the additive
index to understand overall neighboring between English and Vietnamese speakers before
redevelopment and found that English speakers engaged in neighboring activities more than
Vietnamese speakers. English speakers had a neighboring score of 21, while Vietnamese
speakers had a score of 15 out of 42.103

t=-2.46, df=101, p=0.02, independent sample t-test with unequal variances
t=-4.25, df=105, p=0.00, interdependent sample t-test with unequal variances
102 t=4.19, df=107, p=0.00, independent sample t-test with unequal variances
103 t=-5.13, df=108, p=0.00, independent sample t-test with unequal variances
100
101
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Most of these differences by language persisted after redevelopment, although they are less
pronounced. Loaning to or borrowing from a neighbor, helping with chores, and helping in
an emergency were still more common among English speakers, even though activities
between neighbors decreased in frequency for both language groups. The neighboring index
shows similarly that English speakers engaged in neighboring somewhat more frequently
than did Vietnamese speakers (additive index of 15 for Vietnamese speakers and 18 for
English speakers).104
Figure 28. Activities with Neighbors Once a Month or More:
Vietnamese & English Speakers, Comparing Before and After
Redevelopment
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Figure shows proportions of respondents who engaged in neighboring activities at least once a month and
paired t-tests comparing English and Vietnamese speakers. *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

Both Vietnamese and English speakers reported a decline in all activities with neighbors over
time (Figure 28). Some of the most dramatic decreases in neighborly activities include the 48
percentage point decrease in talking with neighbors for more than 10 minutes by English
speakers after redevelopment (35 percentage points for Vietnamese speakers) and the 41
percentage point decrease in helping neighbors with a chore or repair by English speakers
(35 percentage point decrease for Vietnamese speakers).
While individual neighboring activities for Vietnamese speakers declined over time, these
declines were not enough to indicate a decrease in overall neighboring for Vietnamese
104

t=-1.94, df=100, p=0.055, independent sample t-test with unequal variances
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speakers (a one-point drop of 18 to 17).105 English speakers, on the other hand, did
experience a significant decrease in overall neighboring over time (decrease from 24 before
redevelopment to 19 after redevelopment).106 English speakers continue to engage in
moderate neighboring, just not as much as prior to redevelopment.
Figure 29. Activities with Neighbors Once a Month or More: Movers
and Returners, Comparing Pre- and Post-Redevelopment
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Figure shows proportions of respondents who engaged in neighboring activities at least once a month and
paired t-tests comparing before and after redevelopment among those who moved off-site (n=75) and those
who returned on-site (n=44). *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

Those who moved off-site and those who returned on-site reported significant decreases in
activities with neighbors (Figure 29). Respondents who moved off-site are less likely to
engage at least once a month in all neighboring activities compared to before redevelopment.
Respondents who moved back to New High Point decreased their activities with neighbors
over time in all of areas except loaning or borrowing from a neighbor and having coffee or a
meal with a neighbor. Overall, respondents who moved off-site engaged in fewer
neighboring activities after redevelopment (additive index decreased from 19 preredevelopment to 16 post-redevelopment),107 and those who returned engaged in similar

t=1.59, df=59, p=0.12, paired t-test
t=3.75, df=58, p=0.00, paired t-test
107 t=4.24, df=74, p=0.00, paired t-test
105
106
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levels of neighboring activities before and after redevelopment (additive index stayed
constant at 17).108
Figure 30. Activities with Neighbors Once a Month or More Before
Redevelopment, Comparing Future Movers and Returners
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Figure shows proportions of respondents who engaged in neighboring activities at least once a month and
the results of independent sample t-tests comparing those who would move off-site (n=75) and those who
would return (n=44) to New High Point. *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

Interestingly, when all original residents were living at old High Point, those who would
ultimately move away were more likely to loan or borrow from a neighbor, help with a chore
or an emergency than those who eventually returned to New High Point (Figure 30). This
difference is reflected in the overall neighboring activity score as well. The additive index of
neighboring activities before redevelopment was 17 for those who would return on-site and
19 for those who would did not return on-site. 109

108
109

t=-0.43, df=43, p=0.67, paired t-test
t=-2.32, df=112, p=0.02, independent sample t-test with unequal variances
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Figure 31. Activities with Neighbors Once a Month or More After
Redevelopment, Comparing Off-site and On-site Respondents
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Figure shows proportions of activities with neighbors and independent sample t-tests after redevelopment,
comparing those who moved off-site (n=75) and those who returned on-site (n=44). *p<0.10 **p<0.05
***p<0.001

After redevelopment, residents who moved away were just as likely as those who returned to
decrease their activities with neighbors (Figure 31). Those who moved away were slightly
more inclined to loan or borrow from a neighbor and less inclined to help a neighbor with a
chore or repairs. After redevelopment, respondents living on-site engaged in a similar
number of neighboring activities to those who moved away.110 The additive index of
neighboring activities after redevelopment was similar for on- and off-site respondents: 17
for those who returned on-site and 16 for those who moved off-site.
Life at New High Point
Community involvement is another measure of neighborhood quality. A number of new
neighborhood features were added to the High Point community during redevelopment,
with the hope they would increase neighborhood quality and community on-site. They
include a pond, library, health clinic, information kiosk, and several parks (Figure 32). More
returned residents visited the New High Point Library in the past year (79 percent) than any

110

t=1.26, df=117, p=0.21, independent sample t-test with equal variances
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other community activity. The majority (70 percent) stated that they had walked around the
pond in the last year, but only 17 percent had walked with the newly formed walking club.
Figure 32. Use of Community Amenities at New High Point
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Figure shows percent using amenity over the past year among original residents who returned after
redevelopment (n=47).
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Figure 33. Participation in Community Events at New High Point
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Figure shows percent participation over the last year in community events among residents who returned
after redevelopment (n=47).

More returning residents attended a Neighborhood Association meeting (64 percent) after
moving back to New High Point than any other event. Over a third of the returned
residents surveyed have attended a community potluck and/or pedestrian safety meeting in
the past year.
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Summary
More than one-third of High Point residents (37 percent) originally relocated using housing
vouchers and 24 percent relocated to New High Point between 2006 and 2008. By the
summer of 2008, 8 years after the HOPE VI grant agreement was signed, 13 percent were
using housing vouchers, 15 percent were living in New High Point, and 57 percent were no
longer in any SHA-subsidized housing—although they may have been receiving subsidies
through another housing authority. In fact, in the spring of 2009, a national search shows
46 percent of original households had some sort of housing subsidy, This is a higher than
expected retention of subsidy in comparable public housing over the same period.
At the same time, those who returned to New High Point were likely the most vulnerable
households: those who have been involved in eviction proceedings, those who have met
local housing preferences, those who have received an elderly allowance, and those who
have larger families. In addition to these housing issues, when we control for lifecycle,
residential assessments, residential satisfaction, attachment to High Point, and place
dependent trade-offs in the move, the preference to stay in subsidized housing and longer
residence at old High Point predicted who would return to the site. This is not surprising, as
the community voted on seniority as a means of populating the order in which residents
would return to the redeveloped site. Furthermore, those who moved away were more likely
to have reported a preference to do so prior to redevelopment.
Families moved throughout the Puget Sound, with many moving to Rainier Valley and
South King County, areas of relatively more racial mix. High Point relocatees were more
likely than relocatees at other sites nationally to move more than 1 mile from the original
development. Relocatees in Seattle were also more likely to live in areas of low poverty than
were relocatees from other sites. And although locally relocated residents did move to areas
relatively more racially mixed, these areas are considerably less minority concentrated that
the neighborhoods of those who relocated from other sites in the U.S. This is likely due to
the general low representation of people of color in the Puget Sound compared to some
other major metropolitan areas in the U.S.
Using the results from the sample survey, we are able to make more detailed assessments of
original residents’ perception of neighborhood quality. Those who moved away experienced
increases in quality, while those who returned actually reported decreases. Those who
moved away saw reductions in idleness (including unemployment and people hanging out),
while those who returned to New High Point actually perceived increases (especially in the
number of teenage mothers). Nonetheless, both saw only low levels of problems, despite
these changes. Those who returned also perceived a lack of services after redevelopment
compared to before, perhaps reflecting that New High Point was still under-construction
nature during data collection in the summer of 2008. Those who left saw few changes in
service availability, while they did experience reductions in problems with drugs in their
neighborhoods. Those who returned to New High Point perceived little change over time.
Perceptions of crime in the neighborhood changed little over time, both for those who
returned and those who moved away, remaining at a moderately low level.
Vietnamese and English speakers differed in their perceptions of their neighborhoods.
Vietnamese speakers perceived that idleness had increased, while English speakers perceived
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a decrease. Nonetheless, both saw only low levels of problems, despite these changes. In
terms of services, Vietnamese speakers perceived a decrease over time, while English
speakers saw no change. While problems with drugs are very infrequent in neighborhood,
English speakers reported a decrease in such problems, while Vietnamese speakers reported
an increase. Similarly, Vietnamese speakers reported more problems with crime in their
neighborhoods, while English speakers reported far fewer problems with crime in their postredevelopment neighborhoods.
Overall, original residents reported decreases in neighbor efficacy—the ability of neighbors
to work together to solve local problems—regardless of whether they moved away or
returned to New High Point. Prior to redevelopment, Vietnamese residents saw more
neighborhood efficacy at old High Point, but perceived a reduction over time, regardless of
where they ended up after redevelopment.
Original residents also reported reductions in neighboring relations over time, regardless of
whether they returned or not. Yet, there are differences by language. English speakers were
more engaged in neighboring activities prior to redevelopment than were Vietnamese
residents, and this difference persisted over time.
While objective neighborhood quality has improved for residents in the form of moving to
lower poverty rate neighborhoods, redevelopment did not have the expected increases in
quality for returning residents. Furthermore, redevelopment appears to have disrupted
neighboring relationships for all residents.
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Family and Economic Outcomes
To understand the impact of redevelopment on original households, we examine how households
changed in size over time—as a context for understand other changes, as well as their changes in
health and education. We also examine changes from before and after redevelopment in
employment, income, and wages. Throughout, we present results for all residents, make
comparisons by ethnicity or language, and present comparisons for on- and off-site residents.

Changes in Household Composition
Household changes over time may reflect maturation of children in households. Fewer minors live
in the households of original residents after redevelopment. Before redevelopment, 66 percent of
the households included minors and after redevelopment that number dropped to 50 percent. One
can surmise that as time has gone on, young adults have left their parents’ homes. Even though
the proportion of households with minors decreased, the average household size stayed consistent
over time at 3 family members.111 The largest family increased from 8 family members before
redevelopment to 9 family members post-redevelopment.
Table 14.

Household Size after Redevelopment
Asian African‐
African Caucasian Other
American
Mean
2.7
2.4
4.2
1.7
3.2
Median
2
2
4
1
3
Mode
2
1
2
1
4
Minimum
1
1
1
1
1
Maximum
7
6
9
4
8
n
126
70
64
42
56
African headed households were the largest households among residents living in SHA housing
after redevelopment (Table 14). Caucasian headed households were the smallest. Findings not
pictured here found no significant difference among residents still living in SHA housing between
the household size of those who moved away and those who returned after redevelopment.
Residents who returned to High Point had an average of 3 persons in the household, and residents
who moved away averaged 2.8 persons in the household.

111

t= -0.03, df=414, p=.978, paired t-test.
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Figure 34. Household Composition at High Point: Before and After
Redevelopment
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Figure shows household composition by percent of total for original resident households still in the SHA system
after 2006 before (pre-redevelopment) and after (post-redevelopment) redevelopment, based on SHA
administrative data (n=415).

Among the original High Point residents who still were in the SHA system after 2006, the
proportion of senior headed households without minors in their household grew from 19 percent
to 32 percent (Figure 34).112 The proportion of households with multiple adults also grew (from 6
percent to 14 percent), 113 while the proportion composed of single females with kids fell (from 44
percent to 28 percent). 114 Thus, the population that continued to be served in subsidized housing
changed over time, becoming older.
Among those who returned to New High Point, the households that returned sometime after 2006
were more frequently senior headed households (37 percent) than those headed by single women
(22 percent), while the opposite was true before redevelopment.115 Multiple adult households have
also increased their share of the population on-site after redevelopment. Many of these changes
may be due to the aging resident population as children become adults and choose to stay at home
or leave. It could also be the result of the availability of housing for seniors in Phase I, while more
housing for families will be available as Phase II is completed in 2009 or 2010.
t=-6.40, df=414, p=.000, paired t-test.
t=-4.24, df=414, p=.000, paired t-test.
114 t=6.89, df=414, p=.000, paired t-test.
115 Single female headed household: t=4.38, df=143, p=0.000, paired t-test; Senior headed household: t=3.31, df=143, p=0.01, paired t-test.
112
113
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Those households that did not return to New High Point after 2006 saw a similar significant
decrease in single female headed households from 47 percent to 31 percent.116 Also, like
households on-site, households off-site were more likely to be headed by a senior after
redevelopment (29 percent) than before redevelopment (15 percent).117

Education
As a whole, educational attainment levels did not change after redevelopment for the original
residents (Table 15). However, Vietnamese speakers tended to have lower education levels than
English-speakers, with Vietnamese-speaking respondents having completed 8th grade on average
and English speakers having completed 11th grade.118 Those who returned to New High Point and
those who left had similar education levels, indicated little systematic bias in moving away or
returning to the site. Furthermore, neither those who were work likely, nor those who were not
significant changes differences in education over time (not shown).
Table 15.

Years of Education Completed, Comparing Vietnamese and
English Speakers
Vietnamese

English

Sig

Pre‐Redevelopment

8.4 (n=60)

11.1 (n=58)

**

Post‐Redevelopment

8.2 (n=60)

10.9 (n=59)

**

Table compares years of education for Vietnamese and English speakers, before and after redevelopment, with
independent sample t-tests. **p<0.05

Respondents were also asked if their children changed schools due to moving away from old High
Point. Thirty-four percent of the respondents with children did have to change schools. To be
expected, higher numbers of parents who have moved off-site (51 percent) responded that their
children changed schools compared to only 9 percent of the parents who returned after
redevelopment.119 Of the parents whose children changed schools due to relocation, 41 percent
felt their child’s current school was providing a better education than their pre-redevelopment
school. Forty-seven percent felt the quality of the education was the same and 13 percent felt the
quality had decreased.

Health
One of the concerns about redevelopment is whether it has negative impacts on the health on
some residents. Although we did not ask about health prior to redevelopment, we did ask after,
allowing us to assess whether there are systematic differences in health for the speakers of English
and Vietnamese, or for those who moved away and those to returned. We can also compare the
health status of these respondents to residents of Washington state overall.

t=5.35, df=270, p=.00, paired t-test
t=-5.48, df=270, p=.00, paired t-test
118 t=-3.54, df=1-5, p=0.00, paired t-test.
119 t=-5.28, df=99, p=0.00, independent sample t-test with unequal variance.
116
117
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Table 16. General Health Status
Post‐Redevelopment
WA State
(n=119)
Excellent
13%
21%
Very Good
27%
36%
Good
35%
30%
Fair
15%
10%
Poor
10%
4%
Table shows a comparison of health status between original High Point residents in 2008 and Washington State
residents in 2007. Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Behavioral Risk Factor
Surveillance System Survey Data. Atlanta, Georgia: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, [2007].

When asked about their general health status, 75 percent of all original residents responded that
their health is excellent, very good, or good (Table 16). The remaining 25 percent felt their health
was fair or poor. In Washington State, on average, only 14 percent said their health was fair or
poor. The average original High Point respondent after redevelopment is in poorer health than the
average Washington state resident.120
Table 17.

Health Status After Redevelopment, Comparing Off-site to Onsite Respondents
Off‐site On‐site
(n=75)
(n=44)
Excellent
7%
23%
Very Good
20%
39%
Good
41%
25%
Fair
19%
9%
Poor
13%
5%

Table shows proportions of on- and off-site residents with health status. Significantly more on-site residents are in
good, very good, or excellent health than are those who live off-site (p<0.05).

Among the sample, more of those who returned were in good health than those who moved away
(Table 17). Of those who have returned, 87 percent responded that they were in good to excellent
health, while only 68 percent of those who moved away were in good health.121 Furthermore, onsite residents had health status more like other Washington state residents, while those off-site were
in worse health than other Washington state residents.122 No difference in health status was found
between Vietnamese and English speakers.

z=3.46, p=0.00, independent sample t-test, comparison of proportions, comparing proportion fair or
poor in sample and in Washington state.
121 t=2.31, df=117, p=0.02, independent sample t-test with unequal variance, comparison of proportions in
excellent, very good, or good health among on-site and off-site residents.
122 Concurrent research at High Point that followed changes in health for 53 original residents indicates that
living on-site and taking part in the walking groups there has increased their physical activity from 64
minutes a day to 109 minutes per day. Similarly, general health status also improved (Kreiger et al 2009).
120
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Employment and Employment History
The redevelopment of High Point has not caused many changes in original household heads’
employment status, their ability to hold a job or in their occupational prestige.
Table 18.

Employment levels: Comparing Pre- and Post-Redevelopment
n
Pre‐Redevelopment
Post‐Redevelopment Sig.
TOTAL
50%
44%
119
Vietnamese
55%
48%
60
English
44%
39%
59
On‐site
All
52%
41%
44
Work likely
76%
67%
21
Off‐site
All
48%
45%
75
Work likely
66%
71%
35

These differences are not large enough to be statistically significant using a 2-tailed paired t-test.

Although survey results suggest a decline in the propensity to work for all original residents,
regardless of ethnicity or whether they returned to High Point or not, these reductions could be
random given that they are not large enough to be statistically significant for this relatively small
sample (Table 18). Respondents who moved back to New High Point reported the largest
decrease in employment levels with an 11 percentage point decrease, yet again this change was not
significant. Work likely original residents do work more than those who are not work likely, but
any changes in the propensity to work are also not large enough to be non-random. Work likely
means that the respondent did not receive social security, supplemental security income and
general assistance both before and after redevelopment. Among original households, those with
work likely individuals in them among were less likely to have income from work than were work
likely households in general at New High Point (as of March 2009). Among the work likely original
households living in New High Point in the March of 2009, 58% had income from wages,
compared to 73 percent of all work likely subsidized households High Point. 123
Almost everyone who was working had only one job (more than 98 percent before redevelopment
and 96 percent after redevelopment). The average working respondent has continued to work just
under full-time, about 34 hours a week before redevelopment and about 33 hours a week
afterwards. The range of hours worked has increased from 8–60 hours per week before
redevelopment to 3–70 hours per week after redevelopment. Half of all who were employed
worked 40 hours per week, both before and after redevelopment.
Respondents had been at their primary job for an average of 3.5 years before redevelopment,
which increased to 7 years after redevelopment, although it is unlikely that everyone who was
working in both 2002 and 2008 kept the same job over the span of 6 years.
In fact, over time original household heads were more frequently engaged in service occupations
rather than other occupations (Figure 35). While more than a third (37 percent) of the sample was
engaged in service occupations prior to redevelopment, this proportion had increased to 46

123Internal

SHA worksheet entitled “Primary Source of Income for ‘Work-Likely Households’”, dated

3/25/09
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percent—almost half.124 This change may reflect a change in the economy over time, as service
positions have become more prevalent.
Figure 35. Occupations, Comparing Pre- and Post-Redevelopment
11%
16%

Operators, Fabricators, and Laborers

14%

Precision Products, Craft, and Repair

6%
3%
4%

Farming, Forest, and Fishing

37%

Service

46%
Pre‐Redevelopment

Administrative Support

14%

Post‐Redevelopment

6%
6%

Sales

Technicians and Related Support

20%

0%
3%

Managerial and Professional
Specialty

9%
7%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Chart shows distribution of types of current or last occupation for 102 original respondents, before and after
redevelopment. These are aggregated 1980 Census occupational categories.

Table 19.

Occupational Prestige: Comparing Pre- and Post-Redevelopment
Pre‐Redevelopment Post‐Redevelopment Sig. N
35
35
TOTAL
102
Vietnamese
33
35
44
English
36
35
58
On-site
34
35
37
Off-site
35
36
65

Table presents mean occupational prestige for respondents’ current or most recent job. Occupational prestige was
determined by first coding respondents’ occupational information into 1980 Census codes, then assigning prestige
scores using the 1989 National Opinion Research Center (NORC) occupation prestige scale (Davis et al. 1991).
Occupational prestige scores generally range from a high of 86 for a physician to a low of 19 for a vehicle or
equipment washer.
124

t=-1.99, df=101, p=.05, paired t-test
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Redevelopment brought few changes in occupational quality for residents (Table 19). For the
entire sample, occupation prestige remained constant, at a score of 35. While English-speaking
household heads had higher occupational prestige than Vietnamese-speaking household heads
prior redevelopment, these differences are not large enough to be nonrandom. Furthermore,
occupation prestige scores do not differ at all after redevelopment.
Before redevelopment, 4 of the respondents were also attending classes either part-time or fulltime (3 percent). Two of these 4 were also working. Similarly, 2 of all the respondents after
redevelopment (2 percent) reported that they were attending classes.
The majority of respondents who were unemployed were not looking for work. In fact, almost
half reported that they were unable to work both before and after redevelopment (26 out of 56
before redevelopment and 34 out of 64 of the unemployed respondents after redevelopment). The
16 respondents who were unemployed both before and after redevelopment, and considered
themselves able to work, continued taking care of children and other activities.
Figure 36. Most Recent Employment, Comparing Pre- and PostRedevelopment Among the Unemployed
0%

Within past 4 weeks

1 to 11 months ago

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

8%
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16%
15%
21%
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25%

Pre‐Redevelopment (n=61)
Post‐Redevelopment (n=65)

6 to 10 years ago

More than 10 years ago
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15%
17%
15%
25%
25%
15%

Figure shows the span of time since the respondent last worked among those who were not working preredevelopment and post-redevelopment.
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Those who were not working before redevelopment continued to not work, as evidenced by the
increase in time since respondents’ last employment (Error! Reference source not found.). Of
the 15 people before redevelopment who had never worked before (25 percent of the unemployed
at the time), 5 of them worked for the first time either during or after redevelopment.

Changes in Income
Survey respondents do not report a significant change in annual household income after
redevelopment, although SHA administrative data suggests an increase (Table 20).
Table 20.

Average Annual Income from All Sources
Pre‐
Post‐
Sig.
Redevelopment
Redevelopment
Sample
All
$16,023
$16,421
(Survey Data)
Work Likely
$18,661
$19,386
Not Work Likely
$12,871
$12,200
Population
All
$13,701
$16,356
***
(Administrative Work Likely
$15,481
$19,970
***
Not Work Likely
$12,184
$13,045
*
Records)

n
114
55
36
415
164
183

Table shows the average annual income in 2008 constant dollars for the sample and the population of original
residents still living in SHA housing after 2006. Sample information is from in-person survey; population
information from SHA administrative data. Observation had to be work likely in both before and after
redevelopment.

Among the original residents we surveyed, monthly income averaged $1,370 (a little more than
$16,000 annually) after redevelopment (in 2008 constant dollars) and had not changed significantly
since 2002. These results are at variance with a similar comparison of income before and after
redevelopment based on SHA administrative records for the entire sample. Those results suggest a
significant increase of $2,655 in annual income from all sources in 2008 constant dollars.125 There
are several possible reasons for this difference change over time. First, the administrative data may
have under-reported income from work at prior to redevelopment, thus explaining the difference
in the pre-redevelopment amounts. The predevelopment total household income for those who
are work likely in the sample is more than that gleaned from administrative records from the
population, suggesting underreporting. Second, these are two different pieces of information
collected at different points in time. Survey respondents were asked about their current monthly
income, while administrative records are annual. It is possible that residents have variations in
their monthly income that may cause the two annual numbers to vary. Third, the sample contains
people who do not have post redevelopment information in the form of SHA administrative
records. In this way, the survey data may be a more reliable source for information on the entire
population of households who originally lived at High Point. Fourth, it may be that the sample
size is too small to detect a change in income.
Total Annual Income Changes by Ethnicity
According to survey responses, English and Vietnamese speakers also did not experience any
changes in income over time, and nor was there a significant difference between their income
levels, either before or after redevelopment. After redevelopment, Vietnamese speakers had an
125

t=-27.99, df=414, p=0.00, paired t-test.
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estimated monthly income of $1,410 ($16,960 annually) and English speakers $1,290 ($15,822
annually). No such comparison of income between English and Vietnamese speakers can be made
using SHA administrative records. However, comparison can be made among ethnic groups
(Figure 37).
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Figure 37. Annual Income by Ethnic Group, Comparing Before and After
Redevelopment
$0

$10,000

$20,000

Asian (n=126) *

$13,520
$15,070

African‐American (n=70)

$14,700
$15,400

$30,000

$13,240

African (n=64) ***

$20,610

$11,720
$13,800

Caucasian (n=42) **

$14,280
$15,080

Other (Mixed, Native Am, Hispanic) (n=56)

Pre‐Redevelopment

Post‐Redevelopment

Figure shows annual income by ethnicity and paired t-test results comparing before and after redevelopment for
those original residents living in SHA housing after 2006. Reported in 2008 constant dollars. *p<0.10 **p<0.05
***p<0.001

The administrative records reflect an increase in annual income from all sources for all ethnic
groups, with Asians, Africans, and Caucasians reporting the largest increases. African headed
households reported the largest average income after redevelopment. Household size may have
contributed to the difference in household income as larger households may have more working
adults or family members who receive public assistance and social security. As shown in Table 14,
African headed households were the largest and Caucasian headed households were the smallest.
Generally, households that did not receive social security, SSI, or GA reported larger increases in
annual income over time than did those who had those types of aid, regardless of ethnicity.
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Figure 38. Head of Household Age After Redevelopment
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Figure shows the average age of the head of household of all original residents living in SHA housing after
redevelopment.

Age may also factor into the income generating abilities of residents (Figure 38). As already
mentioned, African headed households had the highest level of income after redevelopment.
These same heads of household are also the youngest of the major ethnic groups among residents
living in SHA housing. Asian headed households are the oldest (57 years old on average) and
Caucasian headed households follow right behind (56 years old).
Total Annual Income for Relocated and Returning Residents
Survey respondents who returned to High Point and those who moved away reported no
significant change in annual income over time (Table 21). These results are at variance with a
similar comparison of income before and after redevelopment for on-site and off-site residents
based on SHA administrative records. Again, it may be that residents under-reported income to
SHA, and the information was updated through the relocation process. As with the overall results
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for all original residents, work likely household heads had higher household incomes than those
who were not work likely, but no significant changes over time.
Table 21.

On
site
Off
site

Average Annual Income from All Sources by On-and
and Work likely
Pre‐Redevelopment
Post‐Redevelopment
$16,735
$15,436
All
$18,073
$17,885
Work likely
$15,004
$13,600
Not work likely
$15,575
$17,040
All
$19,024
Work likely
$20,329
$10,738
Not work likely
$10,800

Off-Site
n
44
21
18
70
34
18

Table show the average income based on survey results for on- and off-site original households, by whether
everyone in the household is work likely or not in both before and after redevelopment.

According to survey results, respondents who returned and those who moved away maintained
similar income levels over time. Respondents who would eventually return reported $1,410 in
monthly income ($16, 735 annually) before redevelopment and $1,290 in monthly income ($15,435
annually) after returning to New High Point (both in 2008 constant dollars). Respondents who
would eventually move away reported $1,320 in monthly income ($15,575 annually) before
redevelopment and $1,420 after redevelopment ($17,040 annually). Neither change was statistically
significant. Selection based on income appears not to have been a determinate for those who
returned or moved away from High Point—those who left and those who remained have similar
income levels both before and after redevelopment.
Using the administrative records, it appears that among these original residents who were living in
SHA housing after redevelopment, annual income from all sources did increase, on average. The
average annual income for a resident increased from $13,700 before redevelopment to $16,360
after redevelopment (both in 2008 dollars).126 SHA administrative records also point to an increase
in annual income after redevelopment for both residents who returned to High Point and those
who moved away. Those who would eventually return to High Point had an increase in annual
income from $14,550 before redevelopment to $16,650 after redevelopment.127 Residents who
would eventually move away had an annual income of $13,250 from all sources before
redevelopment, which increased to $16,200 after redevelopment.128 Yet, it may be that these
increases reflect underreporting prior to redevelopment income certifications, given that among the
sample (whose income numbers come from a survey) income is the same before and after
redevelopment.

Earnings and Income from Other Sources
Just as the analysis of income from all sources suggest no increases after redevelopment; hourly
wages similarly indicate no difference. Among those respondents who were working in 2002 and
t=-4.87, df=414, p=0.00, paired t-test
t=-2.60, df=143, p=0.01, paired t-test
128 t=-4.12, df=270, p=0.00, paired t-test
126
127
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were still working in the summer of 2008 (43 respondents), average hourly wages increased from
$11.37 in 2001 to $11.97 in 2008 constant dollars (Table 22). While this difference may matter for
individual families, it is not large enough to be a statistically significant difference.129
Table 22.

Hourly Wage, Pre- and Post-Redevelopment
Pre‐Redevelopment
$

Average Hourly Wage

11.37

Post‐Redevelopment

Sig

$ 11.97

n
43

Among the respondents who had work experience (92 percent), average hourly earnings also did not increase over
time.

However, English speakers had higher hourly wages than Vietnamese speakers, both before and
after redevelopment (Table 23).
Table 23.

Hourly Wages, Comparing Vietnamese and English Speakers
Vietnamese

English

Sig

Pre‐Redevelopment

$

9.99 (n=41)

$ 11.80 (n=40)

**

Post‐Redevelopment

$

7.21 (n=42)

$ 11.32 (n=42)

***

Tables compares Vietnamese and English speakers with sample data, before and after redevelopment. Wages in
2008 constant dollars. **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

Before redevelopment, those respondents who would eventually move away had a slightly higher
hourly wage. After redevelopment, these same respondents who moved away had a much higher
hourly wage than those who returned (Table 24).
Table 24.

Hourly Wages Comparing On-site and Off-site Respondents

Pre‐Redevelopment
Post‐Redevelopment

On‐site

Off‐site

$ 10.50 (n=30)

$ 11.11 (n=51)

$

$ 10.47 (n=55)

6.97 (n=29)

Sig
**

Tables compares on-site and off-site original residents, before and after redevelopment. Wages in 2008 constant
dollars. **p<0.05

Respondents continued to work a similar number of hours over time, averaging 34 hours a week
before redevelopment and 33 hours a week after redevelopment.130 After redevelopment,
respondents were working anywhere from 3 to 70 hours per week. Ninety-six percent of those
working after redevelopment had only one job.

2002 wages were adjusted for inflation. Sample size was too small to conduct t-test comparisons between
language groups and resident location. We use hourly wages to determine earnings because it provided us
with a larger, more accurate sample. Minimum wage in 2008 was $8.07 per hour. The federal poverty limit
hourly wage in Washington was $9.17 for a family of 3 in 2008.

129

130

Sample size was too small to conduct t-test comparisons between language groups and resident location.
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Figure 39. Percent of Annual Income from Source, Comparing Pre- and
Post-Redevelopment
100%
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5%
8%

18%
80%

33%
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60%
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40%
55%

50%

TOTAL WAGES

20%

0%
Pre‐Redevelopment

Post‐Redevelopment

Figure shows percent of annual income by source, comparing pre- and post-redevelopment. Post-redevelopment
includes any original resident who lived at New High Point between 2006 and 2008. Source: SHA administrative
records (n=415)

Original High Point residents who continued to live in some sort of SHA housing after
redevelopment (after 2006) reported an increase in wage and a decreased reliance on public
assistance income (Figure 39). On average, half of a household’s income (50 percent) came from
wages before redevelopment and increased to 55 percent of the average household’s income after
redevelopment. Social security income increased, also, perhaps because household heads aged over
the 8 years of this study.
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Table 25.

Percent Having Income from Source, Comparing Pre- and PostRedevelopment, for Work Likely and Not
Work
Not
Work Likely
Not Work Likely
Likely
Work
On
Off
On
Off
(n=164)
Likely
(n=183) (n=54)
(n=110)
(n=77)
(n=106)
68%
14%
Wages 2000
74%
65%
17%
12%
74%
17%
Wages 2006‐2008
78%
72%
17%
17%
39%
21%
Public Assistance 2000
30%
44%
25%
18%
Public Assistance 2006‐ 23%**
31%**
2008
13%** 27%***
52%*** 15%

Table shows frequency of income by source. Source: SHA administrative records. **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

Among work likely households living on site, about three quarters have income from wages, while
among work likely households living who moved away from High Point the proportion with wage
income is only slightly lower (Table 25). There was no significant increase in the propensity to
have wage income for either those living at New High Point of those who moved elsewhere.
Among all work likely households, there was a significant decrease in the receipt of public
assistance. Whether this indicates the success of community and supportive services or a TANF
policy that limits access is difficult to say. Work likely households were most likely to have income
from work. Their reported propensity to have income from work increased, but these increases
were not large enough to be non-random.
Table 26. Average Annual Income by Source, Comparing Pre- and PostRedevelopment for Work likely and Not-Work likely Household Heads

Wages 2000
Wages 2006‐2008
Social Security 2000
Social Security 2006‐2008
Public Assistance 2000
Public Assistance 2006‐2008

Work Likely
(n=164)
$11,983
$17,424
$0
$0
$3,150
$1,390

Sig.
***

***

Not Work
Likely
(n=183)
$1,802
$2,206
$8,646
$9,488
$1,446
$881

Sig

***
***

Table shows the average annual income, total and from varied sources, and paired t-test results comparing preand post-redevelopment for households who were work likely and not work likely both before and after
redevelopment. Source: SHA administrative records. **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

For work likely and not work likely original residents, results vary (Table 26). For work likely
residents, on average, household wages rose from $11,983 before redevelopment to $17,424
annually after redevelopment—an increase of over $5000 a year (in 2008 constant dollars). For all
households, income from public assistance decreased. For work likely household heads, public
assistance fell from $3,150 to $1,390, while for not work likely household it fell on average from
$1,446 to $881. For work likely households, this decrease in public assistance may result from an
increase in work. Alternatively, since not work likely households also experienced a decrease, it
may be that policies reducing reliance on TANF may be at work for all households. For not work
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likely households, the percentage of annual income from Social Security grew from $8,646 to
$9,488. Work likely households do not receive Social Security by definition.
Changes in income by source vary by ethnic group. Africans were the only group with a significant
increase in reported wages, from an average of $7,030 prior to redevelopment, to $16,660 after
(Table 27). In terms of public assistance, both Asians and Africans reported significant decreases
in the average amount of public assistance received, with the amount Asians received falling from
$2,020 to $930 annually, and the amount for Africans falling from $4,960 to $1,390 annually (Table
28).
Table 27.

Annual Wages by Race and Ethnicity, Comparing Pre- and PostRedevelopment
Pre‐Redevelopment

Post‐Redevelopment

Asian

$6,200

$7,320

African American

$8,380

$7,500

African

$7,030

$16,660

Caucasian

$3,340

$3,000

Sig.

N
126
70

***

64
42
56

Other (mixed, Native
American, Hispanic)

$7,850
$7,220
Post-redevelopment includes any original resident who lived at New High Point between 2006 and 2008. Source:
SHA administrative records. ***p<0.001

Table 28.

Public Assistance by Race and Ethnicity, Comparing Pre- and
Post-Redevelopment
Pre‐Redevelopment

Post‐Redevelopment

Asian

$2,020

$930

African American

$1,680

$1,410

African

$4,960

$1,390

$620

$580

Caucasian

Sig.
***

N
126
70

***

64
42
56

Other (mixed, Native
American, Hispanic)

$2,870
$2,200
Post-redevelopment includes any original resident who lived at New High Point between 2006 and 2008. Source:
SHA administrative records. ***p<0.001

While work likely households both on-site and off-site did increase their incomes after
redevelopment, only those who moved off-site had a large enough increase to be non-random
(Table 29). While differences in income may indicate changes in reporting, it may also be that
those who moved away from High Point started with lower incomes, but equaled those living at
High Point after redevelopment. Similar increases in Social Security and decreases in public
assistance indicate little selectivity in who returned to the site.
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Table 29. Income from Varied Sources for Work likely and Not Work likely
and On- and Off-Site Households, Comparing Pre- and PostRedevelopment
Work Likely

Wages 2000
Wages 2006‐2008
Social Security 2000
Social Security 2006‐2008
Public Assistance 2000
Public Assistance 2006‐2008

On
(n=54)
sig
$14,039
$17,815 *
$0
$0
$2,361
$671 ***

Off
(n=110)
sig
$10,973
$17,233 ***
$0
$0
$3,538
$1,743 ***

Not Work Likely
On
(n=77)
$2,320
$2,814
$8,719
$9,524
$1,774
$1,468

sig

*

Off
(n=106) sig
$1,425
$1,765
$8,593
$9,461

***

$1,208
$454 ***
Table shows the average annual income from each source for work likely and not work likely households with
paired t-test results comparing pre- and post-redevelopment for on- and off-site residents. On-site includes anyone
who lived at High Point between 2006 and 2008. Source: SHA administrative records. *<p0.10 **p<0.05
***p<0.001

Income for Those with and Without Subsidies
The above results suggest few income differences between those who moved to new High Point
and those who relocated elsewhere. While, on average, incomes and wages increased for original
households (Table 30) —and public assistance fell-- an analysis of those original households with
and without subsidies by the spring of 2009 reveals a similar pattern of few significant differences
among those who received subsidies and those who did not. That is, if we compare the rows of
Table 30 to each other, we see that incomes rose over time, as did wages, while public assistance
fell. If we compare the incomes in the columns for those who by the spring of 2009 received
subsidies and those who did not, we see few significant differences. On average, those who
received subsidies and those who did not were not very different in terms of their annual income
or income from public assistance, social security, or wages. Although those without subsidies
reported higher incomes and more income from wages after redevelopment, these differences were
not large enough to be non-random . Similarly, although work likely original residents without
subsidies had higher incomes and more income from wages on average, these differences between
those with and without subsidies are not large enough to be non-random. For those who are not
work likely, the results are similar. In fact, those who were eventually without subsidies after
redevelopment were also those who, on average, had the lowest amount of public assistance both
prior to and after redevelopment. This means that SHA focused on those residents with the most
need.
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Table 30. Total Annual Income and From Selected Sources, Comparing
Original Households with and without Subsidies as of Summer 2008
Work Likely
Not Work Likely
Subsidy
No Subsidy
Subsidy
No Subsidy
Subsidy
No Subsidy
(n=273)
(n=135)
(n=108)
(n=56)
(n=116)
(n=60)
Total Income in 2000
$13,680
$13,984
$15,215
$15,992
$12,042
$12,826
Total Income in 2006‐2008
$15,897 ***
$17,363 ***
$18,577 ***
$22,656 ***
$13,207 *
$12,521
Wages 2000
$6,852
$7,246
$11,419
$13,071
$1,830
$1,957
Wages 2006‐2008
$8,534 **
$10,210 **
$15,730 ***
$20,692 ***
$2,691
$1,212
Social Security 2000
$3,905
$2,990
$0
$0
$8,726
$8,560
Social Security 2006‐2008
$5,238 ***
$5,392 ***
$0
$0
$9,318 **
$9,654 ***
Public Assistance 2000
$2,600
$2,352
$3,446
$2,580
$1,348
$1,767
Public Assistance 2006‐2008
$1,368 ***
$1,021 ***
$1,460 ***
$1,254 **
$1,009
$717 **
Table shows annual income from varied sources and total income, pre-redevelopment (2000) and postredevelopment (2006-2008)’s last observation), for those with and without subsidies in the May of 2009. Data are
reported in 2008 dollars. Work likely households had to be work likely in both 2000 and 2008. Source: SHA
administrative records, PIC data search, and project tracking records. *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

Job Search Methods
Another way to consider the impact of HOPE VI is to see how the way residents seek out
employment has changed over time. However, poorer people tend to use social ties to find jobs,
and the jobs they learn about are only as good as the information among their ties. Often, the
information available to those who are lower-income does not lead to good-paying jobs or jobs of
high occupational prestige. Furthermore, those low-income people who use formal methods are
likely to do better in the job search (See review by “Kleit 2002). Job search behavior changed only
a little, from prior to redevelopment.
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Figure 40. Job Search Activities Resulting in Employment at Most Recent
Job, Comparing Pre- and Post-Redevelopment
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18%
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Figure shows proportion reporting job search activities and paired t-test results comparing pre- and postredevelopment. **p<0.05

Over time, the activities that led to employment did not change significantly for the average
respondent, and word of mouth continued to be the most successful activity (Figure 40). As a
whole, fewer respondents found their most recent jobs by applying for a job that had not been
advertised after redevelopment than before redevelopment. Somewhat fewer respondents found
jobs through word of mouth, Job Connection referrals, or welfare referrals after redevelopment,
and using newspaper ads and other job search activities was somewhat more useful after
redevelopment. Among those who listed other activities, the most common response was the use
of the internet and temporary employment agencies to find their most recent job.
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Figure 41. Job Search Activities Resulting in Employment at Most Recent
Job: English and Vietnamese Speakers, Comparing Before and After
Redevelopment
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Figure shows proportion reporting job search activities among Vietnamese and English speakers and paired t-test
results comparing pre- and post-redevelopment. **p<0.05

Only Vietnamese speakers had significant changes in how they searched for jobs (Figure 41).
Word of mouth was still the most common way to find a job for all respondents, but significantly
fewer Vietnamese speakers found their most recent job using word of mouth compared to before
redevelopment, falling from 69 percent to 48 percent of respondents.131 Vietnamese speaking job
seekers were less likely to apply for a job that was not advertised after redevelopment, falling from
30 percent before to 10 percent after redevelopment.132 English speakers did not significantly
change their job search techniques over time, although they more frequently found jobs through
word of mouth (a 10-percentage point increase), and more frequently used newspaper ads and
other techniques. English speakers were more likely to use word of mouth and other techniques
not listed here after redevelopment than before. Most frequent other techniques were the internet
and temporary employment agencies.

131
132

t=2.46, df=41, p=0.018
t=2.45, df=39, p=0.019
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Figure 42. Job Search Activities Resulting in Employment at Most Recent
Job After Redevelopment, Comparing Off-site and On-site Respondents
0%

20%

60%
56%

Word of mouth**

33%
19%
21%

Newspaper ad

Sign in the window

40%

3%
Off‐site

8%

On‐site
Applied though no job posted

Job Connection or welfare referral

Other**

10%
16%
13%
21%
34%
15%

Figure shows proportion reporting job search activities after redevelopment and independent sample t-tests
comparing off-site (n=62) and on-site respondents (n=38). **p<0.05

Job search activities resulting in employment for on- and off-site respondents did not vary much
over time, but after redevelopment those who moved away were more successful when using word
of mouth133 and other job search activities134 than were those who returned to New High Point
(Figure 42). Those who returned to New High Point used newspaper ads, signs in the window,
applying with no job posted, and social service referrals somewhat more than those who moved
away, although the difference was not significant.

133
134

t=-2.33, df=84, p=0.022
t=-2.15, df=95, p=0.031
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Figure 43. Word of Mouth Job Search, Comparing Before and After
Redevelopment
0%

Neighbor (n=40)

Co‐worker (n=40)

20%

40%

60%

80%

13%
10%

30%
10%
Pre‐Redevelopment

Family member (n=41)

10%

Post‐Redevelopment
20%

67%

Friend (n=43)

Someone else (n=40)

60%

10%
18%

Figure shows proportion reporting word of mouth contacts and paired t-test results comparing before and after
redevelopment. None of these changes were found to be significantly different from zero.

Among those who found their most recent job by word of mouth, friends were the most common
contact (Figure 43). Family members and someone other than a neighbor, co-worker, or friend
were contacted more after redevelopment than before. None of these changes were found to be
statistically significant.
Table 31.
TOTAL
Vietnamese
English
On-site
Off-site

Found Most Recent Job without a Search
Pre‐Redevelopment
63%
51%
74%
59%
66%

Post‐Redevelopment
55%
42%
66%
62%
51%

Sig.

*

N
93
43
50
34
59

*p<0.10

Over half of all respondents with employment experience reported that they found their most
recent job without a search both before and after redevelopment (Table 31). Respondents who
moved away reported a decline in their ability to find a job without a search, falling from 66
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percent to 51 percent.135 Vietnamese speakers and English speakers reported declines in finding
their most recent job without a search, although these reductions were not large enough to be nonrandom. It may be that English speakers have had an easier time finding work than Vietnamese
speakers—both before136 and after137 redevelopment English speakers were more likely than
Vietnamese speakers to find their most recent job without a search.
Table 32.

Looked for a Job Recently, Comparing Before and After
Redevelopment
Pre‐Redevelopment Post‐Redevelopment Sig.

TOTAL
Vietnamese
English
On-site
Off-site
***p<0.01 **p<0.05 *p<0.10

56%
61%
52%
47%
62%

41%
64%
21%
31%
47%

n

**

96
44

***

52
36

*

60

Overall, more respondents were looking for a job while living at old High Point than while living in
their current homes (Table 32), with more than half looking for a job while at old High Point (56
percent) and only 41 percent searching after.138 English speakers were much more likely to be
looking for work while living at old High Point than currently, with over half (52 percent)
searching prior to redevelopment and only about 1 in 5 searching after.139 Respondents who
moved off-site were also less likely to search for a job after redevelopment than they were when
living at old High Point.140 Additionally, after redevelopment, Vietnamese speakers were much
more likely to look for work in their current home than were English speakers.141 Respondents
who moved off-site were also more likely to look for work recently than those who returned to
New High Point.142
Table 33.

Respondent Looked for a Job in the Past Month
Pre‐Redevelopment Post‐Redevelopment
TOTAL

28% (60)

22% (41)

Vietnamese

21% (28)

3% (30)

English
On-site
Off-site

34% (32)
15% (20)
35% (40)

73% (11)
17% (12)
24% (29)

Number in parenthesis indicates sample size.

Among those who looked for a job recently, 22 percent had looked for a job in the past month
(Table 33). There may be systematic differences by language, with nearly three-quarters of English
t=1.84, df=58, p=0.07, paired t-test
t=-2.10, df=87, p=0.04, independent sample t-test with unequal variances
137 t=-2.42, df=100, p=0.02, independent sample t-test with equal variances
138 t=2.46, df=95, p=0.02, paired t-test
139 t=4.08, df=51, p=0.00, paired t-test
140 t=1.84, df=59, p=0.07, paired t-test
141 t=4.18, df=97, p=0.00, independent sample t-test with unequal variances
142 t=-2.10, df=90, p=0.04, independent sample t-test with unequal variances
135
136
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speakers looking for a job in the past month, and only three percent of Vietnamese speakers,
although the sample of English speakers is very small.
Among those looking for jobs at old High Point, 49 percent were offered a job and 38 percent of
those who have looked recently had been offered a job. Both before and after redevelopment, 93
percent of the respondents who were offered jobs accepted them. Sixty-nine percent of the
respondents who accepted the job while living in their current home are still at this job. Fifteen
percent are at a different job and another 15 percent are not working.
Figure 44. Job Search Activities: New Job, Comparing Pre- and PostRedevelopment

Talk to
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Vietnamese

Talk to
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Talk to
employment
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agency Talk to family workers
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English
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100%

40%

English**

English

80%

73%

49%
44%
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Figure shows proportion reporting future job search contacts and paired t-test results comparing before and after
redevelopment for Vietnamese (n=45) and English (n=49) speaking respondents. **p<0.05

To gauge original residents’ perceptions of their employment opportunities, we asked how they
might go about a search for a new job. Vietnamese speakers were less likely to consider talking to
friends, co-workers, and family if they were going to look for a new job after redevelopment
(Figure 44). Conversely, English speakers were more likely to consider talking to friends after
redevelopment if they were going to look for a new job.

Summary
In terms of family and economic outcomes, households had expected changes in composition that
indicate the maturation of children and the aging of original residents into the elderly population.
Africans have the largest households—on average 4.2 people, while Caucasians have the smallest,
with an average of 1.7 people. Still, the average household size stayed constant, at about 3 family
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members. Those who moved off-site and those who returned did not differ significantly in terms
of household size.
Furthermore, education levels for household heads did not change. A third of respondents with
children did change schools due to redevelopment. Of those who changed schools, the great
majority felt the quality of education had improved or stayed the same.
The redevelopment of High Point is not associated many changes in employment status or the
ability to hold a job. While there was a decrease in employment, this decrease was not large
enough to be statistically significant. Those who worked continued to do so about 33 to 34 hours
a week, and half of all who were employed did so full-time. The majority of those who were
unemployed were not looking for work; half were unable to work both before and after
redevelopment, while the rest were caring for children.
In terms of income, it is hard to say whether income increased after redevelopment. The reported
total annual income from all sources for all residents still in SHA housing after 2006 increased, yet
the income among the sample did not. Furthermore, post-redevelopment annual income levels for
both the sample and the administrative records were nearly the same. This suggests a potential
under-reporting of income prior to redevelopment through the recertification process. Among the
population of original High Point households, those who no longer had subsidies had incomes less
than those households who retained subsidies, while among the sample of working-age household
heads those without subsidies had higher incomes than those without subsidies. Nonetheless, the
great majority of household incomes for all residents after redevelopment would qualify them for
housing assistance.
Job search methods varied little before and after redevelopment—original residents on the whole
were a little less likely to apply to a place with no job posted.
Differences for on- and off-site residents
While those who returned and those who moved away differ little in terms of educational
achievement, in terms of health, those who moved off-site are in worse health than those who
returned on-site. Those who moved on-site have health similar to the rest of Washington State,
while those who moved off-site are more likely to be in worse health.
The survey revealed few differences in employment for on- and off-site residents, either when
compared to each other or before or after redevelopment. Administrative data suggest that these
groups differ little with regard to employment for wages, although those who moved away had
significant increases in income after redevelopment. These increases may be due to changes in
reporting. Off-site residents had decreases in the propensity to receive public assistance, while
those on-site more frequently received it. All saw increases in both the propensity to get social
security and in the amount.
In terms job finding, on- and off-site residents were fairly similar, although off-site residents were
more likely to search by word of mouth.
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Differences by Ethnicity and Language
Generally, Vietnamese residents tended to have lower educational levels than did English speakers,
both before and after redevelopment, although neither health status nor employment differed.
Furthermore, neither group experienced a change in income. Africans and Caucasians had the
largest increases in income after redevelopment. For Africans, this increase was mostly from
reported wage income, while for Caucasians this increase was due to increases in the receipt of
Social Security. At the same time, Africans, Asians, and African-Americans all had significant
increases in Social Security, as the entire population of original High Point residents aged over the
7 years between the pre-redevelopment and post-redevelopment measures.
In terms of job finding, Vietnamese- and English-speaking residents differed little. Vietnamese
were less likely to find a job by word of mouth, and they saw a significant reduction in looking for
a job by walking in and applying. Otherwise, these two groups differed very little in terms of
means. Yet, if looking for a new job, Vietnamese residents reported they would be less likely to
talk to neighbors, friends, co-workers, or family after redevelopment than before. In contrast,
English speakers were more likely to use some social ties, such as friends and family for job finding
after redevelopment.
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Changes in Social Worlds
While HOPE VI transforms public housing developments into mixed-income communities,
how does the transformation alters the social worlds of residents? The disruption of
redevelopment will disturb the social worlds of original resident. For those who moved
away, how did the disruption alter their social networks? For those who returned to the site,
do they interact with their new, more affluent neighbors? For all original residents,
relocation and redevelopment may affect who is available to help residents with tasks of
everyday life (social support) or to get ahead in life (social leverage).
What would it mean to have access to social support or social leverage? Access to social
support most frequently comes from closer ties: ties that are emotionally close, based in
kinship, of frequent contact, and long duration. Alternatively, social network composition
and structure may change in ways that imply better access to social information: more
diversity, greater size, less closeness, and less frequent contact.
Another way to think about changes in social worlds is to consider changes in the
composition of instrumental ties. Do residents have people to depend on to help them with
child care, with help in case of an emergency, or if they need someone to watch their homes
when they are away? Do they have people that they can turn to when looking for a job? Do
residents depend on neighborhood relationships more or less than they did prior to
redevelopment, and are there differences for those who return and those who do not? More
generally, how have the social worlds of original residents adapted over the 8 years since
redevelopment began?
During the second interviews, we once again asked respondents to nominate up to 31 people
they knew in the following categories: (1) people with whom they had talked about jobs in
the past; (2) people with whom they would talk about jobs in the future; (3) their best friend;
(4) people with whom they would talk about important personal matters, (5) people with
whom they had talked about their move from High Point; (6) relatives; and (7) neighbors
whom they know well enough to say hello. After redevelopment Only 2 respondents (2
percent) refused to answer these social network questions, and only 4 (4 percent) said they
did not know anyone.143 All of these respondents had responded to the social network
questions prior to redevelopment with information about their social worlds. On average
non-respondents nominated fewer people prior to redevelopment than did those who
provided social network information after redevelopment (an average of 6 people listed
among refusals, 8 people listed among those who said they had no network, and 9 people
listed for those who responded after redevelopment). This difference could reflect the
disruption in social networks due to redevelopment or could be a random difference—the
sample sizes are too small to really know.

There were few differences in numbers of people nominated between those living at New High
Point or elsewhere, or between English and Vietnamese speakers. In the end, 42 respondents living
at New High Point and 71 living elsewhere provided information about people they knew. The 113
who provided such information were evenly split between English and Vietnamese speakers.

143
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Some people provided no social network information prior to redevelopment, but did after
(n=13). Others nominated people in their social network prior to redevelopment but did
not do so after (n=8). This analysis, however, focuses on the changes in social networks for
the 101 who described their social networks both before and after redevelopment (Table 34).
These remaining 101 respondents nominated anywhere from 1 person to 31 people prior to
redevelopment, and 1 to 26 people after. Prior to redevelopment, respondents nominated
more people—11 people, compared to 8 after redevelopment.144
Table 34. Number of Social Network Members Nominated
Pre‐
Post‐
Redevelopment Redevelopment t
df
p
Sig
TOTAL
11
8 3.46 100 0.00 ***
Vietnamese
7
6 1.52 52 0.13
English
15
11 3.21 47 0.00 ***
On‐site
10
8 1.53 35 0.13
Off‐site
11
9 3.14 64 0.00 ***

n
101
53
48
36
65

Table shows results of paired t-tests for the entire sample, comparing Vietnamese and English speakers and
comparing those who moved to those who did not. English speakers did nominate significantly more
people than did Vietnamese speakers, as well.

Each respondent who listed at least one person answered questions about the demographic
characteristics of his or her contacts, the quality of their relationships, and those they would
depend on for specific needs. Vietnamese residents listed an average of 6 people while
English speakers listed an average of 11 people after redevelopment. English speakers had a
statistically significant reduction in the number of people nominated, from 15 to 11. Those
who did not return to the site nominated significantly fewer network members after
redevelopment compared to before.

144

Paired-test of means, t=3.457, df=100, p<0.00.
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Fiigure 45. Location of Social Ties: Befo
ore & Afte
er Redevelopment

Table shows paired-tt-tests for averrage percent off ties in the locaation (n=99). *p<0.10
*

In terrms of the location of thee people origginal residents knew, origiinal residentss tended to
know
w similar prop
portions of people
p
in Kin
ng County an
nd outside thee Puget Soun
nd comparingg
beforre and after redevelopmen
nt (Figure 455). Original residents
r
tendded have lesss of their
netwo
ork within th
heir neighborrhood after reedevelopmen
nt, from 39 percent
p
of tiees before to
31 peercent of ties after (t=1.688, df=98, p=
=0.10). They went from having
h
4 perccent of their
ties out of the U.SS. to none aft
fter. (t=1.91, df=98, p=0.06). These differences
d
become moree
prono
ounced when
n we comparre the ties of English and Vietnamese speakers andd those who
return
ned to the sitte with thosee who left.
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Figu
ure 46. Lo
ocation off Social Tie
es: English & Vietna
amese Re
espondents
s

Figuree shows averag
ge percent ties in
i location by language
l
spokken. First panell of table show
ws paired-t-test
resultss. Second and third
t
panels shoow independennt sample t-testts for pre- and post-redeveloppment tie
characcteristics.145 *p
p<0.10 **p<0.005 ***p<0.0011

Vietn
namese speakkers had reduuctions in theeir ties both within
w
King County
C
and within
w
their
neigh
hborhoods, while
w
English
h speakers hadd a statisticallly significantt increase in their
neigh
hborhood tiess (Figure 46). Prior to reddevelopmentt 90 percent of the social ties of
Vietn
namese speakkers were locaated in King County and 84 percent after;
a
and 47 percent of
the tiees of Vietnam
mese speakerrs were in theeir neighborh
hood (High Point)
P
prior to
t
redevvelopment, an
nd only 22 percent were in
i their neigh
hborhood aftter.
Prior to redevelop
pment the loccations of th
he social netw
works of Engglish and Viettnamese
speakkers differed. Vietnamesee speakers weere more likeely to have tiees in High Po
oint (48
1446
perceent of ties) co
ompared to English
E
speakkers (29 perccent of ties). After redeevelopment,
Vietn
namese speakkers had sociaal ties much less frequenttly in their neeighborhoodds than did
1
Engliish speakers.147
At the sam
me time, the two groups differed littlee in whether their ties
were located within King Couunty after reddevelopment or whether their
t
ties were located in
Seattlle or out of the country. Redevelopm
ment disrupteed the local tiies of Vietnam
mese
resideents to a greaater extent th
han for Engliish speakers.
For paired t-testts, Vietnamesee n=51 and En
nglish n=48; for
f pre-redeveelopment indeependent
namese n=55 and English n=50;
n
for posst-redevelopm
ment independeent sample tsamplle t-tests, Vietn
tests, Vietnamese
V
n=56
n
and Engllish n=57.
146 t=--3.47, df=101, p=0.00, inde
ependent samp
ple t-test with
h unequal variaances
147 t=2
2.50, df=110, p=0.01, indep
pendent samp
ple t-test with unequal varian
nces
145
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When comparing pre- and post-redevelopment social network location for those who
returned to the site and those who did not, changes occurred in the proportion of ties in
King County for those who moved on-site and in neighborhood ties for those who moved
off-site (Figure 47). Those who returned had significantly fewer of their ties in King County
than they did before redevelopment (from 89 percent to 66 percent). For those who moved
away, they went from having 38 percent of their ties in their neighborhood to having 25
percent of their ties in their neighborhood.
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Figure
e 47. Location of Social
S
Ties: Off-Site and On-S
Site

Figuree shows averag
ge percent ties in
i location by language
l
spokken. First panell of table show
ws paired-t-test
resultss for original High
H
Point residdents who movved away from the site (off-siite) and those who
w returned
(on-sitte). Second an
nd third panels show independdent sample t-ttests for pre- annd post-redeveelopment tie
148
characcteristics, comp
paring those whho returned (onn-site) to thosee who did not (off-site).
(
*pp<0.10
**p<00.05 ***p<0.00
01

Addittionally, prior to redevelo
opment, those who return
ned had signiificantly morre of their
netwo
ork located in
n King Coun
nty (89 percent) than did those who moved
m
away (80
( percent).
Furth
hermore, those who returrned originallly had fewer ties outside of
o the U.S., while
w
those
who returned
r
had
d significantlyy fewer ties outside
o
the U.S.
U (1 percen
nt). After reddevelopment,
thosee who moved
d on-site had significantlyy more ties within
w
their neeighborhoodd (45 percent))
than did
d those wh
ho moved aw
way (24 perceent). Prior to
o redevelopm
ment, those who
w stayed
and th
hose who lefft did not difffer in the perrcent of theirr ties in the neighborhoo
n
d. Given thee
relativve frequencyy of ties withiin the neighb
borhood for New
N High Point
P
residentts after
redevvelopment, it may be that living at New
w High Poin
nt fosters neigghborhood ties.
t

For paired t-testts, On-site n=33 and Off-sitte=64; for pree-redevelopmeent independeent sample ttests, On-site n=366 and Off-site n=69; for posst-redevelopm
ment independdent sample t-ttests, On-site
n=42 and Off-site n=71.
n
148
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Fig
gure 48. Social Tie Demogra
aphics: Be
efore & Aftter Redeve
elopment

Figuree shows averag
ge percent sociaal ties with chaaracteristic pre-and post-redevelopment (n=
=99).
Signifficance tests baased on paired t-tests.
t
The onnly overall diffe
ference betweenn pre- and postt-redevelopmennt
social network demo
ographics are with
w regard to ethnicity
e
and knnowing homeoowners. *p<0.10 **p<0.05
***p<
<0.001

Sociaal tie demograaphics are off interest because greater diversity of social
s
ties can
n indicate
more access to divverse sourcess of informattion about reesources. Ovverall, the dem
mographic of
o
sociall ties for all original
o
respo
ondents chan
nged little (Figure 48). Ab
bout two-thirrds of
respo
ondents’ ties were
w women
n, just over haalf were married, most haad children, 93
9 percent
shared the same native
n
languagge, about a th
hird had a co
ollege degree, over 70 perrcent had
somee sort of high
h school degrree, and abouut a quarter a of their sociial ties were on
o public
assistance. Redevvelopment may
m have alterred the homo
ogeneity of so
ocial ties, witth a reduction
n
s
ethnicitty falling on average
a
from
m 84 percent of ties to 78 percent of
in thee ties of the same
ties.1449 It also mayy be that origginal residentts increased the
t number of
o homeown
ners in their
sociall worlds, from
m an averagee of 31 percent of ties to 37 percent of
o ties.150

149
150

t=22.51, df=98, p=0.01,
p
pairedd t-test
t=--1.70, df=97, p=0.09, pairedd t-test
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Figure 49. Social
S
Tie Demographics: Vie
etnamese & English Speakers
s
aring Before & Afterr Redevelo
opment
Compa

Figuree presents the results
r
of pairedd t-tests for pree- and post-reddevelopment measures
m
of social tie
demoggraphics among
g English speaakers and amonng Vietnamese speakers. Engglish speaking ties became
less hoomogenous in terms of ethniccity, and Vietnnamese speakerrs gained ties with
w homeowneers. *p<0.10
**p<00.05 ***p<0.00
01

When
n we comparre Vietnamese and Englissh speakers before
b
and aft
fter redevelop
pment, a
slighttly different pattern
p
emergges (Figure 49).
4 While Vietnamese
V
an
nd English sp
peakers
differred little prior to or after redevelopmeent in terms of
o the repressentation of women
w
in
their networks, th
hose with chilldren, those who
w share th
he same nativve language, and people
with college
c
degreees did differr in other wayys. The sociaal networks of
o English sp
peakers
becam
me less homo
ogenous—wiith relative feewer ties, on average, from
m the same ethnicity
e
(74
perceent to 65 perccent), while those
t
of Viettnamese speaakers stayed fairly
f
homoggenous (about
90 peercent of ties from the sam
me ethnicity)). Vietnamesse speakers knew
k
more ho
omeowners
after redevelopmeent (36 perceent before to 47 percent of
o ties after).
Yet, while
w
changees took place before and after
a
redevelo
opment, were these changges functions
of diffferences prio
or to redevellopment, andd did they traanslate into difference
d
bettween
languuage groups after
a
redevelo
opment (Figuure 50)? Viettnamese and English speakers did nott
differr significantlyy with regardd to the propo
ortion of wo
omen, peoplee with childreen, speakers
of thee same languuage, and havving college degrees.
d
Theere may have been differeences in the
propo
ortions of peeople in their networks on
n welfare, witth Vietnamese speakers knowing
k
relativvely more, an
nd with the proportion
p
off homeowneers they knew
w (with Vietn
namese
know
wing relativelyy more) (p<.10). Prior to
o redevelopm
ment, Vietnam
mese speakerrs knew
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signifficantly higheer proportion
ns of marriedd people151, people
p
of the same ethniciity152, but
153
fewerr having a higgh school deggree or its eqquivalent.
Figure 50. Social
S
Tie Demographics: Beffore & After Redeve
elopment,
Comparring Englis
sh to Vietn
namese Speakers

Figuree presents the results
r
of indeppendent samplee t-tests compaaring English annd Vietnamesee speakers to
each other
o
before red
development annd again after redevelopment
r
t.154 *p<0.10 **p<0.05
*
***pp<0.001

Afterr redevelopm
ment, Vietnam
mese speakerss still have more
m
married people in their social
worldds,155 more peeople of the same ethniciity,156 and few
wer high scho
ool graduatess157 (although
h
the tw
wo groups diid not differ in
i the proportion of thosse with collegge degrees—
—about 35
perceent of ties aftter redevelop
pment). How
wever, Vietnaamese speakeers did have significantly
s
more people in th
heir social wo
orlds on welffare158 and wh
ho were hom
meowners.159
In sum
m, the picturre is still one of relatively homogenouus social worllds for Vietnamese
speakkers in terms of ethnicity and race, butt with more economic divversity. Engglish speakerss
151t=7
7.70,

df=102, p=0.00,
p
indep
pendent samplle t-test, equall variances
t=55.32, df=65, p =0.00, indep
pendent samplle t-test, unequual variances
153t=-3
3.43, df=98, p=0.00,
p
indep
pendent samplle t-test, uneqqual variances
154 Post-redevelopm
ment: n=57 for Vietnamese,, n=50 for En
nglish speakerss; Post-redeveelopment:
n=56 for Vietnameese, n=57 for English
E
speakkers.
155 t=6
6.52, df=111, p=0.00, indep
pendent samp
ple t-test, equaal variances
156 t=4
4.88, df=110, p=0.00, indep
pendent samp
ple t-test, uneqqual variances
157 t=--2.61, df=92, p=0.01, indep
pendent samplle t-test, uneqqual variances
158 t=2
2.28, df=93, p=0.03,
p
indepeendent samplee t-test, unequual variances
159 t=3
3.86, df=90, p=0.00,
p
indepeendent samplee t-test, unequual variances
152
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have experienced relatively greater racial diversity, but while fewer ties receive welfare, they
have not developed social ties with relatively more affluent people (homeowners).
How does the picture of social worlds change if we compare those who moved away with
those who returned?

Are home‐
owners

31%

On‐site

31%
25%

Off‐site

Own their own
home***

Get welfare or
other public
assistance**

Off‐site***

Have HS or
GED**

Figure 51. Social Tie Demographics: Before & After Redevelopment,
by Moving Off-site or On-site
43%

76%

On‐site

62%
Pre‐Redevelopment

Off‐site

Post‐Redevelopment

17%

On‐site

32%

Off‐site

45%

On‐site

26%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Top panel presents the results of paired t-tests for pre- and post-redevelopment measures of the percent of
homeowners among those who moved off-site and those who moved on-site after 2006. The bottom panel
compares the post-redevelopment social tie demographics of those who moved on-site and those who
moved off-site using independent sample t-tests.160 *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

Those who moved away from the site had a significant increase in the proportion of
homeowners within their networks161 increasing from 31 percent of ties to 43 percent of ties
after redevelopment (0). Prior to redevelopment, those who returned and those who moved
away had few differences in the demographics of their social networks. After
redevelopment, those who returned and those who stayed did not differ significantly in the
proportion of women in their networks, in the presence of married people, in the proportion
of ties who had children, in having people of the same ethnicity of themselves in their
Paired t-test sample sizes: n=63 for off-site, n=35 for on-site; post-redevelopment: n=66 for offsite, n=37 for on-site.
161 t=-2.94, df=62, p=0.01, paired t-test.
160
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network, and in ties who shared the same native language. Those who moved offsite had
lower proportions of people on welfare among their social ties and relatively more
homeowners and people with at least a high school education.
While there appears to be little selection based on social tie demographics prior to
redevelopment, after redevelopment off-site residents may have experienced greater social
tie diversity. It may be that moving away forced a change in the composition of their social
worlds.
Examining closeness, social support, and socializing allows us to see whether these
differences in diversity translates into differences in either social leverage (ties used to get
ahead) or social support (ties used to get along in everyday life.
Table 35.

Social Leverage: Closeness, Comparing Before to After
Redevelopment

Percent Speak with Weekly
Percent Kin
Average Years Known
Emotionally Close

Pre‐
Redevelopment
66%
40%
19
0.79

Post‐
Redevelopment
65%
48%
21
0.76

n
101
97
100
99

Sig
**

Table shows the results of paired-tests for percent social ties with whom the respondent spoke weekly or
were kin, the average number of years respondents knew their social ties, and the average closeness (0 is
least close, 1 is most close). Overall, the only significant change from before to after redevelopment is an
increase in dependence on kin. *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

According to the work of Mark Granovetter (Granovetter 1995), the less closeness in a
social network, the more access to diverse sources of information about job opportunities.
One might think that the disruption of redevelopment might alter the closeness in social
networks. On average, however, the closeness within the social networks of original
residents of High Point did not change (Table 35). Original residents speak to about twothirds of their network at least once a week. They have known the people in their network
about 20 years, and they feel emotionally close to them. All of these measures are
unchanged. Furthermore, they have on average, increased their contacts with kin from 40
percent of their network to 48 percent.
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Table 36. Social Leverage: Closeness, Comparing Before to After
Redevelopment for Vietnamese & English Speakers

Percent Speak with Weekly
Percent Kin
Average Years Known
Emotionally Close

Pre‐
Language
Redevelopment
Vietnamese
68%
English
64%
Vietnamese
34%
English
47%
Vietnamese
17
English
21
Vietnamese
0.80
English
0.78

Post‐
Redevelopment
71%
58%
47%
50%
20
21
0.73
0.80

n
53
48
52
45
52
48
52
47

Sig

**

**

Table shows the results of paired-tests for Vietnamese speakers and English speakers for percent social ties
with whom the respondent spoke weekly or were kin, the average number of years respondents knew their
social ties, and the average closeness (0 is least close, 1 is most close). Vietnamese speakers significantly
increased their kin, while they lost emotional closeness. *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

While some aspects of closeness changed Vietnamese speakers, the closeness of English
speakers is unchanged compared to before redevelopment (Table 36). On the one hand, the
proportion of kin for Vietnamese speakers increased from 34 percent to 47 percent,
suggesting that the redevelopment may have allowed them more contact with kin. On the
other hand, the overall emotional closeness decreased for Vietnamese speakers, although
their ties did remain on the more emotionally close end of the spectrum.

Post‐
Redevelop‐
ment

Pre‐
Redevelop‐
ment

Table 37. Social Leverage: Closeness
Differences Before and After Redevelopment Comparing Vietnamese
to English Speakers
Percent Speak with Weekly
Percent Kin
Average Years Known
Emotionally Close
n
Percent Speak with Weekly
Percent Kin
Average Years Known
Emotionally Close
n

Vietnamese English
69%
64%
33%
49%
17
21
0.72
0.81
57
50
71%
58%
48%
50%
21
22
0.81
0.78
56
57

Sig
***
**
**

Table shows pre-redevelopment and post-redevelopment independent sample t-tests results comparing
Vietnamese and English speakers closeness measures: percent social ties with whom the respondent spoke
weekly or were kin, the average number of years respondents knew their social ties, and the average
closeness (0 is least close, 1 is most close). *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

Prior to redevelopment, the social networks of English speakers contained higher
proportions of kin than did those of Vietnamese speakers, while after redevelopment both
had about half of their social networks made up of kin (Table 37). Prior to redevelopment
the social networks work Vietnamese residents were less close than those of English
speakers, while after redevelopment there was no difference. While before redevelopment,
both groups spoke to about two-thirds of their social network at least once a week, after
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redevelopment English speakers spoke to fewer—about 58 percent—of their social ties at
least once a week.
Table 38. Social Leverage: Closeness
Comparing Before to After Redevelopment for Off-site and
Pre‐
Post‐
Location
Redevelopment Redevelopment
On‐site
73%
59%
Percent Speak with
Weekly
Off‐site
62%
68%
On‐site
36%
36%
Percent Kin
Off‐site
42%
54%
On‐site
19
18
Average Years Known
Off‐site
19
22
On‐site
0.77
0.79
Emotionally Close
Off‐site
0.83
0.75

On-Site
n
36
65
33
64
35
65
35
64

sig
*

**

*

Table shows the results of paired-tests for on-site and off-site original residents for percent social ties with
whom the respondent spoke weekly or were kin, the average number of years respondents knew their social
ties, and the average closeness (0 is least close, 1 is most close). Those who lived off-site significantly
increased their kin. *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

When considering differences for those who moved aware compared to those who returned,
closeness changed little (Table 38). Those who moved away had higher proportions of kin
in their social networks—perhaps moving allowed them to be closer to relatives. Those who
returned experienced a drop in the frequency of their relationships, and those who moved
away also had a small drop in closeness.

Post‐
Redevelop‐ Pre‐Redevelop‐
ment
ment

Table 39. Social Leverage: Closeness
Differences Before and After Redevelopment Comparing On-Site to
Off-Site Respondents
On‐Site Off‐Site
Sig
Percent Speak with Weekly
72%
63%
Percent Kin
36%
43%
Average Years Known
19
19
Emotionally Close
0.78
0.75
n
69
38
Percent Speak with Weekly
60%
67%
Percent Kin
39%
55%
***
Average Years Known
20
23
Emotionally Close
0.78
0.80
n
71
42
Table shows Pre-Redevelopment and Post-Redevelopment independent sample t-tests comparing on-site
and off-site respondents closeness measures: percent social ties with whom the respondent spoke weekly or
were kin, the average number of years respondents knew their social ties, and the average closeness (0 is
least close, 1 is most close). *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001
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While there were no systematic differences between and on- and off-site movers prior to
redevelopment, after redevelopment, larger proportions of off-site residents’ networks were
made up of kin, going up from 39 percent on average to 55 percent (Table 39).
Figure 52. Social Support, Comparing Before to after Redevelopment
Ask for a favor, such as borrowing
something or a ride somewhere?
(n=99)

54%
58%

56%

Turn to in an emergency (n=99)

58%
Pre‐Redevelopment
Asked to take care of your home for
you when you are out of town
(n=96)

Percent of social support ties in
neighborhood (n=94) ***

Post‐Redevelopment

39%
34%

35%
25%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Figure compares the average percent of social ties, pre- and post-redevelopment. Overall, there are few
differences in the amount of social support within the network. The location, however, is less
neighborhood-based. *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

While the composition of social networks could change due either to the disruption of
redevelopment, the dispersal, or living in the new mixed-income development, the
instrumental use may also change. On the whole, there are few differences in the proportion
of social ties that original residents depend upon for social support, comparing before
redevelopment to after (Figure 52). They depended on over half of their ties for favors and
would turn to over half of their ties in an emergency, both before and after redevelopment.
They would ask about a third of their social ties to watch their homes when they went out of
town, both before and after redevelopment. The only significant difference is in the location
of these ties—after redevelopment fewer of these social support ties are located in their
neighborhoods, falling from 35 percent to 25 percent on average.
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Asked to take
care of your
Percent of social home for you
support ties in when you are
out of town
neighborhood

Turn to in an
emergency

Ask for a favor,
such as
borrowing
something or a
ride
somewhere?

Figure 53. Social Support, Comparing Before to After Redevelopment
for Vietnamese & English Speakers
61%

English (n=47) **

49%
49%

Vietnamese (n=52) **
English (n=47) ***

66%
70%

53%
44%

Vietnamese (n=52) **
English (n=47) ***

40%

16%

62%
Pre‐Redevelopment
Post‐Redevelopment

37%

Vietnamese (n=49)

51%

27%
32%

English (n=47)
Vietnamese (n=47) ***

18%

44%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Figure compares the average percent of social ties, pre- and post-redevelopment for English and
Vietnamese speakers. Speakers of English lost social support ties, while Vietnamese speakers gained them.
The social support ties of Vietnamese-speaking residents became less neighborhood-based. *p<0.10
**p<0.05 ***p<0.001

Although on the whole there are few differences over time, when we disaggregate the two
language groups, we see significant changes in social support from before to after
redevelopment (Figure 53). Compared to before redevelopment, English speakers depended
on fewer of their social ties for the various types of social support after redevelopment,
while Vietnamese speakers depended on higher proportions of their social ties. English
speakers depended on 61 percent of their ties for a favor before redevelopment, compared
to 49 percent after, on 70 percent of their ties in an emergency, compared to 53 percent
after, and 40 percent to watch their homes while out of town, compared to only 16 percent
after. Vietnamese residents had the opposite pattern: They depended on less than half their
ties (49 percent) for a favor prior to redevelopment, and with an increase to about two-thirds
(66 percent) after. Although there was also an increase in the proportion of ties depended
upon to take care of their home when out of town, this change was not significant. Notably,
the location of social support ties did not change for English speakers—less than a third was
in their neighborhood before and after redevelopment. For Vietnamese speakers, however,
there was a significant decrease in the locale of social support ties, from 44 percent in the
neighborhood before redevelopment to just 18 percent after.
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Figure
e 54. Soc
cial Support, Differe
ences Befo
ore and Affter
Redevelopment Comparin
ng Vietnam
mese to English Spe
eakers

Figuree compares the average perceent of social tiees for Vietnameese and Englishh speakers, pree- and postredeveelopment. Prio
or to redeveloppment, Vietnam
mese speakers depended
d
less on
o their social ties for social
supporrt, but their soccial support tiees were more neighborhood-bbased. After reedevelopment, the opposite iss
the casse.162 *p<0.10
0 **p<0.05 ****p<0.001

Diffeerences betweeen English and
a Vietnam
mese residentss existed befo
ore redevelop
pment—
Engliish speakers used
u
larger proportions
p
o their netwo
of
orks for sociial support, while
w
Vietn
namese resideents used low
wer proportio
ons of their networks
n
prio
or to redevellopment
(Figure 54). Afterr redevelopm
ment, in contrrast, English speakers reliied on lowerr proportionss
of theeir networks than did Vieetnamese speeakers. And where
w
the so
ocial support ties of
Vietn
namese speakkers prior to redevelopme
r
ent were morre neighborh
hood based th
han those of
Engliish speakers (46 percent of
o the networrk for Vietnaamese speakeers comparedd to 26
perceent for Englissh speakers), after redeveelopment the English speaakers are mo
ore dependen
nt
on so
ocial support in the neighb
borhood (altthough this difference
d
is only
o significaant at the 10
perceent level).

Pree-redevelopmeent: n=49 forr English and n=56 for Vietnamese; Posst-redevelopm
ment, n=57 forr
Englissh and n=56 for
f Vietnamesse.
162
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Figu
ure 55. Social
S
Support, Com
mparing Be
efore to Affter Redev
velopmentt
a
On-sitte Residen
nts
forr Off-site and

Figuree presents the results
r
of pairedd t-tests compaaring before annd after redevellopment sociall support for
residennts who return
ned and those who
w moved awaay. Those whoo moved away and those whoo returned
differeed very little frrom each other in terms of social support beefore redeveloppment. After redevelopment,,
1
163
those who
w moved offf-site had feweer social suppoort ties in their neighborhood
n
. *p<0.10 ***p<0.05
***p<
<0.001

Theree do appear to
t be systemaatic differencces in social support
s
by laanguage spokken, but thosse
who moved
m
and those
t
who staayed are not systematicallly different from
fr
each oth
her (Figure
56). Those
T
who returned
r
and those who moved
m
away did not signiificantly diffeer in terms off
the so
ocial supportt ties prior to
o redevelopm
ment. Those who
w moved off-site had a reduction in
i
depen
ndence on neeighborhoodd ties for sociial support (ffalling from 34
3 percent prrior to
redevvelopment, to
o 19 percent after) and haad a significaantly lower prroportion of social ties
within
n their neigh
hborhood thaan did those who
w moved on-site (38 percent
p
for on
n-site, 17
164
perceent for off-sitte).

n=
=33 on-site and
d n=63 off-sitte
t=33.26, df=69, p=0.00,
p
indepeendent samplee t-test with unequal
u
variances; percentagges cited vary
from paired
p
t-test results shown in
i Figure 55 due
d to differen
nces in samplee sizes for those with both a
pre- and
a post-redevvelopment obsservations verrsus those with
h either pre- or
o post- redevvelopment
observvations.
163
164
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Figure 56. Socializing, Comparing before to after Redevelopment
77%

Invited to your home or invited you
over to their home (n=98)

74%

72%

Simply drop by to visit you or you
drop by to visit them (n=97)

67%

57%

Socialize with away from
neighborhood (n=97)

Pre‐Redevelopment

55%

Post‐Redevelopment
87%

Stop and talk with whenever you
see them (n=99)

87%

38%

Percent of socializing ties in
neighborhood (n=99) *

30%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Figure compares the average percent of social ties, pre- and post-redevelopment. Overall, there are few
differences socializing from before to after redevelopment. *p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

While social support ties have changed over time, socializing has not (Figure 56). Both
before and after redevelopment, about three quarters of the social ties of original residents
would have been guests in the homes of each other, about 70 percent of ties were drop in
ties, over half would socialize away from the neighborhood, and about a third are made up
of neighborhood ties.
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Figu
ure 57. Socializing
S
g, Comparring Before
e to After Redevelopment forr
Vietnamese
e & English Speakerrs

Figuree compares the average perceent of social tiees, pre- and posst-redevelopmeent, for Englishh and
Vietnaamese speakerss. Vietnamese speakers had few
f significantt changes in their socializing,, while Englishh
speakeers socialized less
l with their social
s
ties afterr redevelopmennt. The socialiizing ties of Viietnamese
speakeers became less neighborhoodd-based after redevelopment.. Overall, there are few diffeerences in
socialiizing from befo
ore to after reddevelopment.1655 *p<0.10 **pp<0.05 ***p<0.001

Yet, when
w
we disaaggregate by language, wee see that thee socializing ties
t of Englissh speakers
changged while tho
ose of Vietnaamese residen
nts did not as much (Figuure 57). Engglish speakerss
experrienced reducctions in the fraction of tiies with who
om they sociaalize. They had
h smaller
propo
ortions of tiees they wouldd invite to theeir homes, orr who wouldd invite them (83 percent
beforre redevelopm
ment to 68 percent after).. They also had
h reduction
ns in drop-in
n relationship
ps
(71 percent prior to 50 percen
nt after redevvelopment), and
a they had a drop in thee proportion
n
with whom
w
they socialized
s
witth away from
m their neighb
borhood (fro
om 59 percen
nt to 45
perceent after redeevelopment). Casual neigghborly chattiing did not change
c
for eitther English
or Vietnamese speeakers. Whille English sp
peakers did leess socializingg, they had an increase in
n
the prroportion off neighbors making
m
up tho
ose with who
om they socialized, while Vietnamese
speakkers’ tendency to socializee with ties didd not changee, these ties were
w less likelly to be in th
he
neigh
hborhood.

165

For English speaakers, n=47; for
f Vietnamese speakers, n=
=52
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Fig
gure 58. Socializing
g, Differen
nces Before and Aftter Redeve
elopment
Comparring Vietna
amese to English Speakers

Figuree compares the average perceent of social tiees for English too Vietnamese speakers, pre- and postredeveelopment. Eng
glish and Vietnnamese speakerrs differed littlee in the socializzing before reddevelopment.
After, Vietnamese sp
peakers socialized more withh their ties.166 *p<0.10
*
**p<00.05 ***p<0.0001

Prior to redevelop
pment, Engliish and Vietn
namese speakkers did not differ
d
much from
f
each
otherr, except that Vietnamese residents’ so
ocializing wass more basedd in High Poiint (Figure
58). After
A
redevelopment, Vieetnamese residents tended to socializee more with their
t
social
ties th
han did Engllish speakers,, while becom
ming less foccused on neigghbors for so
ocializing thaan
Engliish speakers.

Pree-redevelopmeent: n=47 for English and n=56
n
for Viettnamese; post--redevelopment: n=57 for
Englissh and n=56 for
f Vietnamesse speakers.
166
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Figure 59. Socializing
S
g, Comparring before
e to after Redevelopment forr
O
Off-site
and On-Site
e Residentts

Figuree compares the average perceent of social tiees pre- to post- redevelopmennt for on- and off-site
o
residennts. On-site (n
n=35) residentss experienced a decrease in caasually droppinng in, while thoose who lived
off-sitte (n=64) tendeed to socialize with
w fewer peoople in their neeighborhood. *p<0.10
*
**p<00.05 ***p<0.0001

Those who stayed
d and those who
w moved had
h very few changes oveer time in theeir socializingg
(Figure 59). The changes weree for on-site residents, wh
ho experiencced a reductio
on in drop-in
n
relatio
onships in th
heir network (falling from
m 81 percent prior
p
to redeevelopment to 66 percentt
after redevelopmeent) and with
h off-site residents, experiiencing a deccrease in the proportion of
o
sociallizing ties witthin their neiighborhood (from 37 perrcent before redevelopmeent to 21
perceent after).
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Figu
ure 60. Socializing,
S
, Comparing On to Off-site Residents
R
b
before
and
d
R
pment
after Redevelop

Figuree compares the average perceent of social tiees of on- to off--site residents, pre- and post- redevelopmennt.
On- annd off-site resid
dents differed very
v
little priorr to redevelopm
ment; after redevelopment, onn-site residentss
socialiized less frequently with their ties away froom their neighbborhood. The socializing
s
tiess of on-site
residennts were more frequently located within theeir neighborhoood then were thhose of off-sitee residents.167
*p<0.10 **p<0.05 ***p<0.001

Those who moved and those who
w stayed did
d not differr significantlyy (at a 5 perccent level) in
Figure 60). After
A
redevelo
opment, thosse who
their socializing prior to redevvelopment (F
m
social ties
t with who
om they sociaalized away from
f
their neeighborhood
moveed away had more
than did
d those wh
ho returned (64
( percent fo
or off-site co
ompared to 35
3 percent to on-site).
Addittionally, thosse who lived on-site had a higher prop
portion of so
ocializing ties within the
neigh
hborhood (466 percent, on
n average) com
mpared to th
hose who mo
oved away (200 percent).
Regarrdless of wheere original reesidents live (before or affter redevelo
opment), theyy tend to stop
p
and taalk with the great
g
majoritty of their tiees whenever they
t
see them
m.

Sum
mmary
The redevelopme
r
nt of High Point
P
caused few changes in the structture of origin
nal residents’
sociall worlds. Th
he demograph
hic composittion changedd little overalll, with the greeat majority
of soccial networkss containing people who speak the sam
me native lan
nguage and have
h
consistent educatiion levels over time. Soccial networks may be a litttle more ethn
nically
Pree-redevelopmeent: n=37 for on-site and n=67
n
for off-siite; post-redevvelopment n=
=42 for on-sitee
and n=71 for off-siite..
167
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diverse, with the proportion of same ethnicity ties falling from 84 percent before
redevelopment to 78 percent after. Yet, the full picture is of a fairly homogenous, largely
unchanging composition. With the homogeneity comes a continued closeness within these
networks.
Social Tie Location, Composition, and Closeness
Some variations do occur between Vietnamese and English speakers. The social networks
of Vietnamese speakers became less locally focused—less frequently based in the
neighborhood or King County. They also tended to be more homogenous than those of
English speakers in terms of ethnicity and race, but with more relatively more economic
diversity in their social worlds than English speakers. In comparison, English speakers have
experienced a relatively greater racial diversity, yet while fewer ties receive welfare, they have
not developed social ties to more affluent people (homeowners). While the networks both
remain largely close, the networks of Vietnamese speakers increased the proportion of kin
after redevelopment, making them similar to English speakers. At the same time,
Vietnamese speakers may have experienced reduced emotional closeness in their social
worlds.
For on-site residents, the proportion of neighborhood ties remained constant, while they had
a reduction of ties throughout King County. Off-site residents, in contrast, were more likely
to have ties throughout King County after redevelopment, and less likely to have local ties in
the neighborhood. Furthermore, off-site residents found greater social tie diversity after
redevelopment—moving away may have forced a change in the composition of their social
worlds. Yet, closeness change only a little—off-site residents had networks made up more
frequently of kin, both after redevelopment and in comparison the on-site residents.
Social Support and Socializing
While the composition and structure of original resident social networks was fairly consistent
over time, and overall original residents depend on the people in their social worlds at the
same rates as they did prior to redevelopment, Vietnamese and English speakers did differ in
terms of having people to depend upon for social support. From before redevelopment to
after, English speakers experienced a reduction in the proportion of ties on whom they
could depend for favors, in an emergency, and to watch their home when out of town.
Vietnamese speakers, in contrast, said they could depend upon higher proportions of their
networks for such support. While before redevelopment, English speakers depended on
higher proportions of social ties for social support than did Vietnamese speakers, after
redevelopment this pattern is reversed, with Vietnamese much more frequently depending
on their social network for social support and socializing.
Furthermore, overall social support and socializing occur less frequently with neighbors, yet
this reduction is likely entirely driven by Vietnamese speakers. Vietnamese speakers had a
reduction from depending on 44 percent of their neighbors for social support to depending
on only 18 percent of their neighbors after redevelopment. In terms of socializing, they
socialized with 45 percent of their neighbors before redevelopment and only 24 percent
after. English speakers, in contrast, are more dependent on neighbors for both social
support and socializing after redevelopment.
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When we compare those who moved off-site to those who returned, the two groups differ
in terms of social support and socializing. Those who moved off-site are less dependent
upon their neighbors for social support and socializing, while those who returned on-site
depend on neighbors at rates similar to before redevelopment. Interestingly, off-site
residents did not change in the propensity with which they would drop in on the people in
their network—with a willingness to drop in on their network at 67 percent both before and
after redevelopment—while those who returned said they would drop in on less of their
network, falling from 53 percent to 36 percent.
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Neighborhood Effects
The purpose of this section is to present descriptions of both High Point and the
surrounding neighborhood. Most of the time, when we present aggregate data about the
High Point neighborhood, we are referring to the census tract that contains High Point, 107
(Figure 61). When discussing the adjacent or surrounding neighborhood, we are referring to
the census tracts that surround 107: 99, 105, 106, 108, 114, and 115. At times, we divide the
neighborhood that surrounds High point into East (tracts 99, 108, 114) and West (105, 106,
and 115), as these sets of tracts have very different characteristics and reflect very different
communities surrounding High Point. The City Remainder is the City of Seattle as a whole
less the High Point neighborhood and East and West neighborhoods. Usually we compare
the High Point neighborhood to the adjacent neighborhood, and to the rest of the city,
viewing the High Point neighborhood in the context of the whole of Seattle.
Figure 61. Map of Seattle, Showing High Point, Adjacent
Neighborhood, and West Seattle

While this analysis examines the impacts of the redevelopment on both the High Point
neighborhood and the surrounding areas, the most recent information available for this
analysis is from two or three years before the entire redevelopment is complete. While the first
half of the development has had new housing and new residents since 2005, the other half
has been under construction since 2006. New residents have moved into the completed
portions of Phase II, but it will not be complete until 2010. Because of the ending of the
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original HOPE VI grant, this evaluation needs to be completed in 2009, preventing the use
of data beyond 2007 or, in some cases, 2008. Ideally, this analysis would be conducted a
year or two after the redevelopment is completed. Nonetheless, the analysis of property
values, changing densities, and falling crime still bear testament to the impact of the
redevelopment, although these impacts may be somewhat attenuated at this time.

Poverty Status
In both 1990 and 2000, the High Point neighborhood contained concentrations of poverty
over 20 percentage points higher than the neighborhood to the east, west, and remainder of
the city (Figure 62). High Point and the neighborhood to the west both experienced a
decrease in the percentage of residents living in poverty, while the neighborhood to the east
saw a slight increase. Poverty status data at the census tract level will not be available until
2010, when the American Community Survey will provide a 3-year average. At that time, the
SHA should compare poverty rates in the tract and surrounding areas to get a picture of
change from before redevelopment to after. We expect the poverty rate to continue to fall
in High Point due to its mixed-income redevelopment.
Figure 62. Percent Below the Poverty Line in 1990 and 2000

This figure shows data from the 1990 Census and 2000 Census for the High Point neighborhood (census
tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114), the adjacent West neighborhood
(census tracts 105, 106, 115) and the remainder of the City of Seattle. The poverty rate in High Point was
higher in 1990 and 2000 than the surrounding neighborhoods and the city remainder. Source: U.S. Census
Bureau, 1990 and 2000.

Property Values
Although by 2008 only half of the High Point redevelopment was actually complete, an
examination of changes in property values and prices demonstrates how the redevelopment
may have altered land values in the neighborhood, compared to surrounding areas.
Single-family homes in High Point’s neighborhood had lower appraised value than the
surrounding neighborhoods until 2007, when the median value began to match and then
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surpass the neighborhood to the east (Figure 63). The nominal increase in assessed value
occurs at a similar rate to the surrounding neighborhoods until about 2007, when both the
neighborhood to the west and the High Point neighborhood begin to increase more quickly.
Only an examination of these same single family property data over the next several years—
after High Point is complete—will show whether High Point’s rate continues to track the
more expensive neighborhood to the west..
Figure 63. Median Assessed Property Value for Single Family Homes,
Land and Improvements, for High Point and Surrounding
Neighborhoods, 2000-2008
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Figure shows median assessed value of single family properties (nominal dollars) in the High Point
neighborhood and surrounding neighborhoods. Source: King County Assessor and Andrew Bjorn.
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Figure 64. Median Sales Prices for Single Family Homes, for High
Point and Surrounding Neighborhoods, 2000-2008
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Figure shows median sales price of single family properties (nominal dollars) in the High Point
neighborhood and surrounding neighborhoods. Source: King County Assessor and Andrew Bjorn.

In 2000, the median sales price in the High Point neighborhood was near those in the
neighborhood to the east and below those in the more expensive neighborhood to the west
(Figure 64). After demolition in 2003, we begin to see the median sales price rise above that
in the neighborhood to the east. During the 2000s, housing sales prices throughout the
Puget Sound were on an upward swing, until 2007. The down turn in 2007 for all three
neighborhoods reflects the general downturn in sales prices that occurred throughout the
Puget Sound housing market. These increases in sales price for houses in the High Point
neighborhood reflect the new homes available for sale in the High Point development
starting in 2006.

Housing Density
Not surprisingly, the number of people and housing per square mile in the High Point
neighborhood increased between 2000 and 2007 (Figure 65). The density of units per 100
people (Row A) shows little difference between the year 2000 and 2007 in West Seattle
neighborhoods. This small difference in density could be due to the fact that 2007 data was
estimated using 2000 census estimates rather than actual unit or population counts, which
will be available with the 2010 census or the American Community Survey in 2010. In terms
of units per square mile, the density of units in the High Point neighborhood has increased
(Row B) since 2000, while the surrounding neighborhoods have not. As we would expect,
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the density of people living in the High Point neighborhood also increased and so has the
density in the neighborhood to the east, although the High Point neighborhood continues to
have a higher density of people than most of the adjacent neighborhoods.
Figure 65. West Seattle Housing Density

Row A
shows housing units per 100 people in 2000 and 2007 respectively throughout West Seattle. High Point
(tract 107) had a similar number of units per 100 people in 2000 and 2007 (25–38 units per 100 people),
with lower housing density than the neighborhood to the East (tracts 99, 108, 114) and to the West (tracts
105, 106, 115). Row B shows housing units per square mile in 2000 and 20007 throughout West Seattle.
Row C shows population per square mile in West Seattle for 2000 and 20007. Source: Puget Sound
Regional Council. Annual Population, Household and Housing Estimates by Census Tract.
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Crime in and Around High Point
Part I crimes are serious felonies that include murder, rape, robbery, aggravated assault,
residential and non-residential burglary, theft, and auto theft. Since 1996, the rate of Part I
crime, as a whole, has fallen in the city of Seattle, the High Point neighborhood, and the
adjacent neighborhood (Figure 66). In fact, the total Part I crime rate in High Point
dropped more over the past 11 years than in either of the surrounding neighborhoods or the
rest of Seattle. High Point’s Part I crime from 1997 to 2007 was generally lower than that of
the neighborhood to the east and the rest of the city. As one would expect, High Point saw
a dramatic drop in crime between 2000 and 2004 during the relocation of many families offsite. As new units became available, crime briefly rose and then dropped again to an 11-year
low in 2007.
Figure 66. Total Serious (Part I) Crimes
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This chart shows data from 1996–2007 for Part I index crimes per 1,000 people in the High Point
neighborhood (census tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114), the adjacent
West neighborhood (census tracts 105, 106, 115), and the remainder of the City of Seattle. The graph
shows consistently lower rates of Total Part I crimes over time in all neighborhoods. The High Point
neighborhood shows the most dramatic decrease over time per 1,000 persons. Source: Puget Sound
Regional Council. Annual Population, Household and Housing Estimates by Census Tract and Seattle
Police Department. Part I Index Crimes by Census Tract.

In certain categories, however, the High Point neighborhood’s crime rates are at higher
levels than either the rest of the city or the surrounding neighborhoods. For example, the
rate of aggravated assault (Figure 67) is consistently higher in High Point than the rate of
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aggravated assault in the neighborhoods to the east, west, and the remainder of the city.
While aggravated assault violation rates showed little change in most Seattle neighborhoods,
violations in High Point were in flux yet generally showed a decrease in reported aggravated
assaults amounting to over a 50 percent drop in the rate of aggravated assaults reported per
1,000 people.
Figure 67. Aggravated Assault Rate
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This chart shows data from 1996–2007 for aggravated assault violations per 1,000 people in the High Point
neighborhood (census tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114), the adjacent
West neighborhood (census tracts 105, 106, 115), and the remainder of the City of Seattle. The rate of
aggravated assault in High Point decreased from over 8 assaults/1,000 persons in 1996 to under 4/1,000
persons in 2007. Source: Puget Sound Regional Council. Annual Population, Household and Housing
Estimates by Census Tract and Seattle Police Department. Part I Index Crimes by Census Tract.
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Similarly, the rate of rape is often higher in the High Point neighborhood than in the
surrounding neighborhoods or the rest of the city (Figure 68). Of note, after rebuilt units
became occupied in 2006 and 2007, High Point had no rapes reported in those years.
Figure 68. Rape Rate
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This chart shows rape violations per 1,000 people in the High Point neighborhood (census tract 107), the
adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114), the adjacent West neighborhood (census tracts
105, 106, 115), and the remainder of the City of Seattle. High Point experienced higher rates of rape in
1998, 2000, and 2004 than adjacent neighborhoods and the remainder of the city. Source: Puget Sound
Regional Council. Annual Population, Household and Housing Estimates by Census Tract and Seattle
Police Department. Part I Index Crimes by Census Tract.
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Residential burglary rates (Figure 69) fell dramatically in High Point until 2006 when there
was a slight increase. In 1996, High Point had a much higher rate of residential burglary
than the surrounding neighborhoods and the rest of the city. By 2007, High Point’s crime
rate had fallen just below the surrounding neighborhoods and city remainder.
Figure 69. Residential Burglary Rate
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This chart shows data from 1996–2007 for residential burglary violations per 1,000 people in the High
Point neighborhood (census tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114), the
adjacent West neighborhood (census tracts 105, 106, 115), and the remainder of the City of Seattle.
Residential burglary in High Point decreased over time. Source: Puget Sound Regional Council. Annual
Population, Household and Housing Estimates by Census Tract and Seattle Police Department. Part I
Index Crimes by Census Tract.
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Similar to both residential burglary and aggravated assault rates, High Point started out the
last decade with a murder rate (Figure 70) above the surrounding neighborhoods and city
averages. After demolition in 2003, no murders were reported in High Point between 2004
and 2007.
Figure 70. Murder Rate
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This chart shows data from 1996–2007 for murders per 1,000 people in the High Point neighborhood
(census tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114), the adjacent West
neighborhood (census tracts 105, 106, 115), and the remainder of the City of Seattle. Source: Puget Sound
Regional Council. Annual Population, Household and Housing Estimates by Census Tract and Seattle
Police Department. Part I Index Crimes by Census Tract.
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High Point’s robbery rate (Figure 71) fell between 1996 and 2007, except for a temporary
increase of robbery in 2002. The neighborhood to the west had a consistently lower robbery
rate than High Point until demolition in 2003 when High Point rates dropped slightly below
those in the neighborhood to the west.
Figure 71. Robbery Rate
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This chart shows data from 1996–2007 for robbery crimes per 1,000 people in the High Point neighborhood
(census tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114), the adjacent West
neighborhood (census tracts 105, 106, 115), and the remainder of the City of Seattle. Source: Puget Sound
Regional Council. Annual Population, Household and Housing Estimates by Census Tract and Seattle
Police Department. Part I Index Crimes by Census Tract.
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In the next three Part I crime indicators, not only does High Point exhibit decreasing rates
of crime over time, High Point has lower than average crime rates throughout the majority
of the past 11 years. Nonresidential burglary rates (Figure 72) are consistently lower in the
High Point neighborhood compared to the rest of the city and the east neighborhood.
Figure 72. Nonresidential Burglary Rate
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This chart shows data from 1996–2007 for nonresidential burglaries per 1,000 people in the High Point
neighborhood (census tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114), the adjacent
West neighborhood (census tracts 105, 106, 115), and the remainder of the City of Seattle. High Point
generally has lower rates of nonresidential burglary than surrounding neighborhoods and the rest of Seattle.
Source: Puget Sound Regional Council. Annual Population, Household and Housing Estimates by Census
Tract and Seattle Police Department. Part I Index Crimes by Census Tract.
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The auto theft rate (Figure 73) in High Point and the East neighborhood peaked in 2000 and
has dropped significantly since then while the rest of the city of Seattle and the West
neighborhood have seen fairly steady rates of auto theft.
Figure 73. Auto Theft Rate
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This chart shows data from 1996–2007 for auto theft violations per 1,000 people in the High Point
neighborhood (census tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114), the adjacent
West neighborhood (census tracts 105, 106, 115), and the remainder of the City of Seattle. High Point
consistently had lower rates of auto theft than the neighborhood to the east. Source: Puget Sound Regional
Council. Annual Population, Household and Housing Estimates by Census Tract and Seattle Police
Department. Part I Index Crimes by Census Tract.
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Unlike some of the other Part I crimes such as residential and nonresidential burglary, the
rate of theft in High Point is consistently lower than in the rest of the city or the surrounding
neighborhoods. High Point saw the rate of theft drop more during demolition than any
other period of time in the past decade and High Point saw a larger drop in theft rates than
the neighborhoods to the east, west, and the rest of the city as a whole (Figure 74).
Figure 74. Theft Rate
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This chart shows data from 1996–2007 for theft violations per 1,000 people in the High Point neighborhood
(census tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114), the adjacent West
neighborhood (census tracts 105, 106, 115), and the remainder of the City of Seattle. Theft rates on the
whole in Seattle have been falling over time. Source: Puget Sound Regional Council. Annual Population,
Household and Housing Estimates by Census Tract and Seattle Police Department. Part I Index Crimes by
Census Tract.
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The High Point neighborhood saw a marked decrease in non-serious felonies and
misdemeanors, also known as Part II crimes, between 1998 and 2007 (Figure 75). The drop
was dramatic enough to bring High Point crime levels at or below the rest of the city and the
adjacent East neighborhood. Since demolition of High Point in 2003 and the ensuing
redevelopment, the aggregate Part II crime rate has leveled off. Part II crimes include
counterfeiting and forgery, fraud, embezzlement, stolen property, vandalism, weapons
possession, commercial vice and prostitution, sex offenses, drug abuse, gambling, offenses
against families and children, driving under the influence, liquor law violations, disorderly
conduct, and other offenses.
Figure 75. Total Non-Serious (Part II) Crimes
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This chart shows data from 1996–2007 for Total Part II crimes per 1,000 people in the High Point
neighborhood (census tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114), the adjacent
West neighborhood (census tracts 105, 106, 115), and the remainder of the City of Seattle. Total Part II
crimes in High Point were higher than surrounding neighborhoods and the remainder of the city until 2003.
Source: Puget Sound Regional Council. Annual Population, Household and Housing Estimates by Census
Tract and Seattle Police Department. Part II Index Crimes by Census Tract.
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As the total Part II crimes in High Point were decreasing, certain types of Part II crimes had
much farther to fall before reaching the levels of non-serious felonies and misdemeanors
common in neighborhoods to the east and the west. For several years in a row, rates of
weapons possession, offenses against families and children, drug abuse, and sex offenses
were higher in High Point than neighborhoods to the east, west, and the rest of Seattle. For
example, the rate of weapons possession (Figure 76) was higher than the city and the
surrounding neighborhoods for 4 years before High Point received the HOPE VI
redevelopment grant. The weapons possession rate dropped as families moved out and
demolition began and then spiked again in 2006.
Figure 76. Weapons Possession Rate
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This chart shows data from 1996–2007 for weapons possession rates per 1,000 people in the High Point
neighborhood (census tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114), the adjacent
West neighborhood (census tracts 105, 106, 115), and the remainder of the City of Seattle. The weapons
possession rate at High Point shows greater fluctuation than surrounding neighborhoods or the remainder of
Seattle. Source: Puget Sound Regional Council. Annual Population, Household and Housing Estimates
by Census Tract and Seattle Police Department. Part II Index Crimes by Census Tract.
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Similarly, the rate of offenses against families and children was consistently higher in High
Point than the surrounding neighborhoods and the rest of Seattle (Figure 77). High Point
saw a general decrease in offenses against families and children over the past 11 years.
Figure 77. Rate of Offenses Against Families and Children
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This chart shows data from 1996–2007 for rate of offenses against families and children per 1,000 people
in the High Point neighborhood (census tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108,
114), the adjacent West neighborhood (census tracts 105, 106, 115), and the remainder of the City of
Seattle. The High Point neighborhood has higher, yet decreasing, rates of offenses against families and
children than surrounding neighborhoods. Source: Puget Sound Regional Council. Annual Population,
Household and Housing Estimates by Census Tract and Seattle Police Department. Part II Index Crimes by
Census Tract.
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The rate of drug abuse offenses (Figure 78) has remained steady in surrounding
neighborhoods and the rest of Seattle. The highest rate of drug abuse offenses within High
Point occurred in 1998 and the lowest came after demolition in 2005. Neither movement
was mimicked in the surrounding neighborhood or the remainder of the city.

Figure 78. Drug Abuse Rate
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This chart shows data from 1996–2007 for drug abuse violations per 1,000 people in the High Point
neighborhood (census tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114), the adjacent
West neighborhood (census tracts 105, 106, 115), and the remainder of the City of Seattle. After a spike in
1998, drug abuse violations in High Point leveled off to equal surrounding neighborhoods and the
remainder of Seattle. Source: Puget Sound Regional Council. Annual Population, Household and
Housing Estimates by Census Tract and Seattle Police Department. Part II Index Crimes by Census Tract.
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The rate of sex offenses168 (Figure 79), although generally higher in the High Point
neighborhood than in the city or surrounding census tracts, has been declining over time.
By 2006, the rate of sex offenses in High Point had reached levels similar to the
neighborhood to the west and the remainder of the city.

Figure 79. Rate of Sex Offenses
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This chart shows data from 1996–2007 for sex offense violations per 1,000 people in the High Point
neighborhood (census tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114), the adjacent
West neighborhood (census tracts 105, 106, 115), and the remainder of the City of Seattle. This rate does
not include rape and prostitution violations. High Point has seen a decrease in sex offenses over time.
Source: Puget Sound Regional Council. Annual Population, Household and Housing Estimates by Census
Tract and Seattle Police Department. Part II Index Crimes by Census Tract.

168

Excludes rape and prostitution
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After 1999, High Point saw vandalism rates drop to those common in surrounding
neighborhoods and the city remainder (Figure 80). Within this time period, High Point saw
a high of over 30 vandalism violations per 1,000 people and a low of 6 violations/1,000
people in 2007.
Figure 80. Vandalism Rate
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This chart shows data from 1996–2007 for vandalism per 1,000 people in the High Point neighborhood
(census tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114), the adjacent West
neighborhood (census tracts 105, 106, 115), and the remainder of the City of Seattle. Source: Puget Sound
Regional Council. Annual Population, Household and Housing Estimates by Census Tract and Seattle
Police Department. Part II Index Crimes by Census Tract.

In sum, crime statistics show, on average, that the High Point neighborhood has seen a more
dramatic decrease in serious felonies (Part I crimes) than the rest of the city and the
surrounding neighborhoods. High Point used to have higher rates of non-serious felonies
and misdemeanors (Part II crimes) than surrounding neighborhoods and the remainder of
the city, yet since 2000 High Point has seen a decrease to levels found in the neighborhood
to the east and the remainder of the city. Over time, the census tract containing High Point
has seen decreases in almost all Part I and Part II crime rates. Specific areas of concern in
the High Point neighborhood are rape and weapons possession, as these crime rates have
not shown steady decreases.
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Housing Vacancies, Tenure, Units Lost and Built
The neighborhoods to the east and west of High Point underwent fairly steady growth in
new residential units. High Point experienced gradual growth in residential units until
demolition began in June of 2003 when 490 more units were demolished than built in the
neighborhood (Figure 81). In 2004, demolition continued while a net 467 homes were built.
High Point ended the period between 1990 and 2006 with a cumulative growth at 145
homes, just below the peak of 186 in 2002.
Figure 81. Net New Units by Permit, Cumulative Total 1990-2006
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This chart shows data from 1990 to 2006 for cumulative net new units by permit in the High Point
neighborhood (census tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114), and the
adjacent West neighborhood (census tracts 105, 106, 115). High Point has fewer cumulative units than
either the neighborhoods to the east or the west. Source: Puget Sound Regional Council Residential
Building Permit Data.

In 2004, 468 units were built in the High Point neighborhood, while only one unit was
demolished (Figure 82). The neighborhood to the east saw increased growth in the early
1990s, but due to the redevelopment, the growth of units in the High Point neighborhood
far exceeded any growth in neighboring areas. No doubt with information from 2007 and
2008, one would see more increases in new units due to the construction of Phase II.
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Figure 82. Ratio of New Units to Lost Units Authorized by Permit,
1990-2006
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This chart shows data from 1990 to 2006 for cumulative net new units by permit in the High Point
neighborhood (census tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114), the adjacent
West neighborhood (census tracts 105, 106, 115), and the remainder of the City of Seattle. Source: Puget
Sound Regional Council Residential Building Permit Data.
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Mortgage Loans
Conventional mortgage loans are fixed rate loans offered by banks, other lenders and
mortgage companies. Government mortgage loans are guaranteed and insured to encourage
lenders to make loans to borrowers who might not qualify for conventional loans.
Government loans include Federal Housing Authority and Veterans Affairs loans. The
conventional and government loans included in this analysis are limited to loans on 1–4 unit
dwellings. The High Point neighborhood has consistently fewer government and
conventional home mortgage loans per 100 people than the adjacent neighborhoods and the
rest of the city (Figure 83). This may be due to the relatively large amount of rental housing
in the neighborhood. The trend from 2005 until 2006 is on an upward slope, and with data
from 2007 and after, one may see an increase in conventional loans per capita as more for
sale housing is available in High Point with the completion of Phase II.
Figure 83. Government and Conventional Mortgage Loans Originated
Per 100 People
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Similar to surrounding neighborhoods and the city remainder, High Point experienced an increase in
government and conventional loans per 100 people. Source: Federal Financial Institutions Examination
Council. Government and conventional loans included for owner-occupied 1–4 unit dwellings.
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At the same time, the High Point neighborhood had higher rates of denied applications for
conventional and government loans combined from 1998 through 2005, although rates of
denial fell in 2006, just after New High Point began to rent units (Figure 84). Adjacent
neighborhoods and the city remainder have kept fairly consistent—and lower—denial rates
of these types of loans until 2006, when the High Point neighborhood’s rate of denials fell to
below that of the rest of the city and the neighborhood to the east. This decrease came the
completion of Phase I, and examining data from 2007 and after may show a further decrease
in denied mortgage loan applications.
Figure 84.

Denied Applications of All Applications for Conventional
and Government Loans
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High Point saw a dramatic increase in loan denials in 1999. Source: Source: Federal Financial Institutions
Examination Council. Government and conventional loans included for owner-occupied 1–4 unit
dwellings.
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Businesses Started and Closed
The High Point neighborhood follows a pattern similar to adjacent neighborhoods in new
business development (Figure 85). From 1977 through the late 1980s, the numbers of
business licenses generally increased in High Point and the surrounding neighborhoods.
After 1989, the numbers of new business licenses fluctuated. Of note were decreases in the
early 1990s (1993–1995), late 1990s (1997–2000) and early 2000s (2003–2005). The High
Point neighborhood, primarily a residential neighborhood, had the fewest new business
licenses each year.
Figure 85. New Business Licenses By Year 1977-2007
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This chart shows data from 1977 to 2007 for cumulative net new units by permit in the High Point
neighborhood (census tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114) and the
adjacent West neighborhood (census tracts 105, 106, 115). The number of new business licenses in these
neighborhoods continues to grow. Source: City of Seattle

Businesses in the High Point neighborhood have been open an average of 5.5 years, as have
those to the east. Businesses in the neighborhood to the west have been open longer with
an average of 7 years. Half of the businesses in the High Point neighborhood have been
open 3 years or more, shorter than the average of 4 years for half of the businesses to the
east and 5 years for half of the businesses to the west. All three areas, however, share similar
patterns of business closures, likely reflecting larger economic trends (Figure 86). Since
1987, business closures increased, peaking in 1992, and then falling to near zero in 1998.
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Closures increased in the mid 00’s but fell again with the vast majority of businesses in High
Point and surrounding neighborhoods remaining open in 2007.
Figure 86. Businesses Closed by License, 1977-2007
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This chart shows data from 1977 to 2007 for cumulative net new units by permit in the High Point
neighborhood (census tract 107), the adjacent East neighborhood (census tracts 99, 108, 114), and the
adjacent West neighborhood (census tracts 105, 106, 115). Neighborhoods to the east and west of High
Point saw the largest number of businesses close over this time period in 1992. Source: City of Seattle.

Similar to the patterns of new businesses opening in this area, the closure of businesses in
High Point follows the patterns of the West and East neighborhoods.

Summary
Neighborhood quality improvements in High Point have not been as large as one might
expect—possibly because the redevelopment is not yet complete--yet many demographic
changes have taken place over the past decade. Poverty rate data for after redevelopment
are not available, so we are unable to assess changes in poverty. Property values to the west
continue to be higher than in High Point, and after 2007 nominal property values grew to
exceed the neighborhood to the east.. Sales data also show the neighborhood to the west to
be more expensive than the High Point neighborhood, but the High Point neighborhood’s
sales prices for single family homes began to exceed those of the neighborhood to the east in
2004. In 2000 High Point had lower housing density than most of the adjacent
neighborhoods; now, after most of the redevelopment, High Point has increased its housing
density to levels similar to the adjacent neighborhoods. It is distinct in its pattern of
mortgage receipt, with fewer loans per capita than the adjacent neighborhood and the rest of
the city, perhaps due to the relatively large numbers of rental housing in the neighborhood.
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The neighborhood also experiences relatively greater rates of mortgage application denials
while being better served than the adjacent neighborhood and the rest of the city by
government loans. More recent mortgage information may demonstrate increased loan
originations and decreased mortgage denials after 2006.
Furthermore, crime statistics show, on average, that the High Point neighborhood
experienced more dramatic decreases in serious (Part I) crimes than the rest of the city and
the surrounding neighborhoods. While High Point used to have higher rates of non-serious
(Part II) crimes than surrounding neighborhoods and the remainder of the city, the
neighborhood has seen a decrease since 2000. Over time, the census tract containing High
Point has seen decreases in almost all Part I and Part II crime rates. Specific areas of
concern in the High Point neighborhood are rape and weapons possession, as these crime
rates have not shown steady decreases.
The High Point neighborhood follows similar trends to adjacent neighborhoods and the rest
of the city in terms of business patterns. Yet, High Point has many fewer businesses
opening and closing than surrounding neighborhoods.
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Summary and Recommendations
The HOPE VI Redevelopment of High Point has transformed the community into an
award-winning development and has reduced crime in the area, yet original households have
neither benefited nor have they been particularly harmed by the redevelopment.

Relocation Outcomes
Although 24 percent of original households relocated to New High Point between 2006 and
2008, only 15 percent were living in New High Point by the summer of 2008. Originally, 57
percent of household heads had said they wanted to return. This relatively low return rate is
consistent with the experience of HOPE VI original residents nationally. It may be that
some number of original residents will return to Phase II.
More original High Point residents retained subsidies that might have been expected
over an 9-year period. Originally, 37 percent of High Point residents relocated using
housing vouchers, but by the summer of 2008, 13 percent were using housing vouchers, 11
percent were in other SHA housing, and 57 percent were no longer in any SHA-subsidized
housing. By the spring of 2009, 46 percent had some sort of housing subsidy. This is a
higher than expected retention of subsidy in comparable housing over the same period.
Among the population of original High Point households, those who no longer had
subsidies had incomes lower than those households who retained subsidies, while among the
sample of working-age household heads those without subsidies had higher incomes than
those without subsidies, although such differences could be random. Nonetheless, the great
majority of household incomes for all residents after redevelopment would qualify them for
housing assistance.
Those who returned to New High Point were likely the most vulnerable households.
Those who returned were more likely to have been involved in eviction proceedings, have
met local housing preferences, have received an elderly allowance, and have larger families.
This emphasis is likely due to the criteria for return that residents agreed upon with the SHA
that emphasized length of tenure, being a senior, and disability status.
Families moved throughout the Puget Sound, with many moving to Rainier Valley and
South King County, areas of relatively more racial mix and more and larger rental units at
the fair market rent. High Point relocatees were more likely than relocatees at other sites
nationally to move more than 1 mile from the original development. Relocatees in Seattle
were also more likely to live in areas of low poverty than were relocatees from other sites.
Although locally relocated residents did move to areas relatively more racially mixed, these
areas are considerably less minority concentrated that the neighborhoods of those who
relocated from other sites in the U.S. This is likely due to the general low representation of
people of color in the Puget Sound compared to some other major metropolitan areas in the
U.S.
Relocated residents experienced low levels of neighborhood problems regardless of whether
they returned or move away from High Point. However, those who moved away
experienced decreases in neighborhood problems, while those who returned actually
reported increases, although both at relatively low levels. Those who moved away saw
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reductions in idleness (including unemployment and people hanging out), while those who
returned to New High Point actually perceived increases (especially in the number of teenage
mothers). Those who returned also perceived a lack of services after redevelopment
compared to before, perhaps reflecting that New High Point was still under-construction
nature during data collection in the summer of 2008. Those who left saw few changes in
service availability, while they did experience reductions in problems with drugs in their
neighborhoods. Those who returned to New High Point perceived little change over time,
perhaps reflected the half-constructed nature of the site. Perceptions of crime in the
neighborhood changed little over time, both for those who returned and those who moved
away, remaining at a moderately low level.
While reporting relatively low levels of neighborhood problems, Vietnamese and
English speakers nonetheless differed in their perceptions of their neighborhoods.
Vietnamese speakers perceived that idleness had increased, while English speakers perceived
a decrease. In terms of services, Vietnamese speakers perceived a decrease over time, while
English speakers saw no change. While problems with drugs are very infrequent in
neighborhood, English speakers reported a decrease in such problems, while Vietnamese
speakers reported an increase. Similarly, Vietnamese speakers reported more problems with
crime in their neighborhoods, while English speakers reported far fewer problems with
crime in their post-redevelopment neighborhoods.
Overall, original residents reported decreases in neighbor efficacy—the ability of neighbors
to work together to solve local problems—regardless of whether they moved away or
returned to New High Point. Prior to redevelopment, Vietnamese residents saw more
neighborhood efficacy at old High Point, but perceived a reduction over time, regardless of
where they ended up after redevelopment.
Original residents also reported reductions in neighboring relations over time,
regardless of whether they returned or not. Yet, there are differences by language.
English speakers were more engaged in neighboring activities prior to redevelopment than
were Vietnamese residents, and this difference persisted over time.

Family and Economic Outcomes
Education levels for original heads of household did not change. A third of
respondents with children did change schools due to redevelopment. Of those who changed
schools, the great majority felt the quality of education had improved or stayed the same.
Employment status and the ability to hold a job did not change from before
redevelopment to after, not even for work likely household heads. While there was a
decrease in employment, this decrease was not large enough to be statistically significant.
Those who worked continued to do so about 33 to 34 hours a week, and half of all who
were employed did so full-time. The majority of those who were unemployed were not
looking for work; half were unable to work both before and after redevelopment, while the
rest were caring for children.
Income changes from before redevelopment to after are uncertain. While
administrative records suggest that reported total annual income from all sources for all
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residents still in SHA housing after 2006 increased, the income among the sample using
survey data did not. Post-redevelopment annual income levels for both the sample and the
administrative records were nearly the same, suggesting a potential under-reporting of
income prior to redevelopment and through the recertification process.
Generally, Vietnamese residents tended to have lower educational levels than did English
speakers, both before and after redevelopment, although neither health status nor
employment differed. Furthermore, neither group experienced a change in income.
Africans and Caucasians had the largest increases in income after redevelopment. For
Africans, this increase was mostly from reported wage income, while for Caucasians this
increase was due to increases in the receipt of Social Security. At the same time, Africans,
Asians, and African-Americans all had significant increases in Social Security, as the entire
population of original High Point residents aged over the 7 years between the preredevelopment and post-redevelopment measures.
Residents who moved to the new development were in better health than those who
moved elsewhere. While the average original High Point household heads after
redevelopment was in worse health than residents of Washington State as a whole, those
who moved to the new development were more likely to be in good, very good, or excellent
health (68 percent) than those who moved elsewhere (87 percent). Other research suggests
an increase in health status for original High Point who remained on-site during
redevelopment given then involvement in a walking group (Krieger 2009).

Social Worlds
The redevelopment of High Point cause few changes in the homogenous structure of
original residents’ social worlds. The demographic composition changed little overall,
with the great majority of social networks containing people who speak the same native
language and have consistent levels of education over time. The social networks may be a
little more ethnically diverse, with the proportion of same ethnicity ties falling from 84
percent before redevelopment to 78 percent after. Yet, the full picture is of a fairly
homogenous, largely unchanging composition. With the homogeneity comes a continued
closeness within these networks.
While the composition and structure of original resident social networks was fairly consistent
over time, and overall original residents depend on the people in their social worlds at the
same rates as they did prior to redevelopment, Vietnamese and English speakers did differ in
terms of having people to depend upon for social support. Over all, English speakers
experienced a reduction in the proportion of ties on whom they could depend for favors, in
an emergency, to watch their home when out of town from before redevelopment to after.
Vietnamese speakers, in contrast, said they could depend upon higher proportions of their
networks for such support. While before redevelopment, English speakers depended on
higher proportions of social ties for social support than did Vietnamese speakers, after
redevelopment this pattern is reversed, with Vietnamese much more frequently depending
on their social network for social support and socializing.
Furthermore, overall social support and socializing occur less frequently with neighbors, yet
this reduction is likely entirely driven by Vietnamese speakers’ reduction in their dependence
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on neighbors. Vietnamese speakers had a reduction from depending on 44 percent of their
neighbors for social support to depending on only 18 percent of their neighbors after
redevelopment. In terms of socializing, they socialized with 45 percent of their neighbors
before redevelopment and only 24 percent after. English speakers, in contrast, are more
dependent on neighbors for both social support and socializing after redevelopment.
Those who moved off-site are less dependent upon their neighbors for social support and
socializing, while those who returned on-site depend on neighbors at rates similar to before
redevelopment. Interestingly, off-site residents did not change in the propensity with which
they would drop in on the people in their network—with a willingness to drop in on 67
percent of them both before and after redevelopment—while those who returned said they
would drop in on less of their network—falling from 53 percent to 36 percent.

Changes in Neighborhood Quality for High Point
Neighborhood quality improvements in High Point have not been as large as one might
expect—possibly because the redevelopment is not yet complete--yet many demographic
changes have taken place over the past decade. Poverty rate data for after redevelopment
are not available, so we are unable to assess changes in poverty. Property values to the west
continue to be higher than in High Point, and after 2007 nominal property values grew to
exceed the neighborhood to the east.. Sales data also show the neighborhood to the west to
be more expensive than the High Point neighborhood, but the High Point neighborhood’s
sales prices for single family homes began to exceed those of the neighborhood to the east in
2004. In 2000 High Point had lower housing density than most of the adjacent
neighborhoods; now, after most of the redevelopment, High Point has increased its housing
density to levels similar to the adjacent neighborhoods. It is distinct in its pattern of
mortgage receipt, with fewer loans per capita than the adjacent neighborhood and the rest of
the city, perhaps due to the relatively large numbers of rental housing in the neighborhood.
The neighborhood also experiences relatively greater rates of mortgage application denials
while being better served than the adjacent neighborhood and the rest of the city by
government loans. More recent mortgage information may demonstrate increased loan
originations and decreased mortgage after 2006.
The High Point neighborhood experienced more dramatic decreases in serious (Part I)
crimes than the rest of the city and the surrounding neighborhoods. This sort of decrease in
crime is similar to results at other HOPE VI sites. While the High Point neighborhood used
to have higher rates of non-serious (Part II) crimes than surrounding neighborhoods and the
remainder of the city, the neighborhood has seen a decrease since 2000. Over time, nearly
all crime rates have decreased. Specific areas of concern in the High Point neighborhood are
rape and weapons possession, as these crime rates have not shown steady decreases.
The High Point neighborhood follows similar trends to adjacent neighborhoods and the rest
of the city in terms of business patterns. Yet, the High Point neighborhood has many fewer
businesses opening and closing than surrounding neighborhoods, perhaps due to its
residential character.
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Final Comments
In undertaking a redevelopment project such as a HOPE VI project, PHAs must keep in
mind that for most residents the true impact of HOPE VI is relocation. While there are
federal guidelines on the rights of such relocated residents and Community and Supportive
Services plans for helping residents, the reality is that most residents who leave the site are
(a) harder to provide CSS services to and (b) will likely sever their relationship with the PHA
in the next few years. The results suggest that although the more fragile households
returned to new High Point, a good portion of those who lost subsidies all together still
qualified. Therefore, SHA should undertake a study of its administrative records to
understand the circumstances under which original High Point residents lost subsidies—
mostly housing vouchers.
One of the great hopes for High Point was its ability to enhance the incomes of original
residents. While the information presented in this report on income are not conclusive, it is
clear that residents who were working prior to redevelopment mostly continued to work and
that the type of work they undertook changed with the economy—that is, it became more
focused in the service industry. Residents did not appear to be worse off after
redevelopment than they were before. The changes for residents reflect broader economic
trends, meaning that the SHA was able to prevent economic upheaval due to the disruption
of redevelopment for original residents.
Another hope for HOPE VI generally is that it will create new mixed-income communities
that will allow residents to increase their social capital—access to useful social ties, both for
socioeconomic advantage and social support. This research demonstrates that social
networks are highly resilient, and that people who seek out social support continue to do
so—they either rebuild their relationships or maintain their old ones. Very few changes
occurred from before or after redevelopment, except in the extent that household heads had
ties to people in their neighborhoods. The disruption of redevelopment had this one
impact. With the caveat that High Point is only half finished, it is likely that the social capital
expectations of this type of redevelopment are overblown.
HOPE VI for High Point has created a beautiful new development. One goal of
redevelopment was to assure both the long- and short-term well-being of residents. While
the new development may offer opportunities for quality housing and increased selfsufficiency, the small changes of the work and income situations of original residents suggest
that these opportunities lead to stability for original residents.
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Appendix A: Survey Materials
Baseline Survey
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Head of Household Name Label Here

My name is _____________. Are you Mr./Ms. [CONFIRM NAME]? You received a
letter recently from Marc Beach asking you to interview with the University of
Washington’s Evans School of Public Affairs about the High Point Redevelopment. We
spoke on the phone about conducting an interview. I’m here to follow up on that. May I
come in?

SURVEY OF HIGH POINT
RESIDENTS

INTERVIEW CONTACT TRACKING: TELEPHONE
Date

Start Time

Stop Time

What Happened?

Interview

AFTER BEING SEATED
This sheet summarizes the study and your rights as a research subject.
ALLOW TIME FOR READING.
Please take a minute to sign the consent form.
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary and confidential. You may stop
the interview at any time or decline to answer specific questions. Your responses will
be used for statistical purposes only and will not in any way be identified with you or
members of your family. Once the interview is completed, I will give you $10.
During the interview, I’ll be asking you about how you look for jobs and what you think of
your neighborhood. I’ll also ask you how you are thinking about your possible move
from High Point. I’m also going to ask lots of questions about the people you know. All
I am interested in is their first name or initial--just to keep them straight. I’ll give you this
sheet (SHOW ROSTER) with the names on it to keep when we are done.

INTERVIEW CONTACT TRACKING: IN-PERSON
Date

Start Time

Stop Time

What Happened?

Interview

THE NEIGHBORHOOD
First I’d like to ask you some questions about the neighborhood you live in now.
1.

Before you moved to your current home, did you know anyone in High Point?
YES ............................................................................................ 1
NO .............................................................................................. 0

2.

From your perspective, what area do you consider to be your neighborhood?
When you think about your neighborhood, are you thinking about …
A.
B.
C.
D.

Date of Interview:
Record Start Time:

Circle Time of Day:

The block you live on only ..................................................... 1
The block you live on and several blocks in each direction ... 2
All of High Point .................................................................... 3
Something else (SPECIFY):_____________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________ ........ 4
E. REFUSED ............................................................................. 8
F. DK ......................................................................................... 9

__________/_________/ _____
MONTH
DAY
YEAR
__________:_________
HOUR
MINUTE

Confirm language:

AM ................................................................... 1
PM ................................................................... 2
ENGLISH
SOMALI AMHARIC VIETNAMESE

Interviewer Initials:

___________
1

2

3.

I’m going to read you a list of some activities you might do with neighbors.
Thinking back over the past year, that is, since [MONTH] 2001, tell me how often
have you engaged in these activities with neighbors. Just look at this card
[SHOW CARD AA] and tell me if you did this activity never, once, a few times,
once a month, once a week, or almost everyday?
In the past year, how
often have you...
A. watched a neighbor’s
children
B. spent more than 10
minutes talking with a
neighbor

Never once

4.

a few
times

once a
month

once
a
week

almost
everyday

N/A
A.

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

C. loaned or borrowed
from a neighbor

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

D. let a neighbor use your
phone

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

E. greeted a neighbor in
the street

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

F. helped a neighbor with
a chore or repairs

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

G. had coffee or a meal
with a neighbor

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

H. helped a neighbor in an
emergency

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

gone to a resident
council meeting

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

gone to a meeting
about the High Point
HOPE VI
Redevelopment:

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

I.
J.

I’m going to read some statements about your neighborhood. Please tell me how
much you agree or disagree with them. Take a look at this card [SHOW CARD
BB] and tell me if you strongly agree, somewhat agree, neither agree nor
disagree, somewhat disagree, strongly disagree.

B.

C.

D.

E.

5.

3

4

Strongly
agree

Somewhat
agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
disagree

People around
here are willing to
help their
neighbors.

1

2

3

4

5

People in this
neighborhood
share the same
values

1

2

3

4

5

People in this
neighborhood are
close to each
other.

1

2

3

4

5

People in this
neighborhood can
be trusted.

1

2

3

4

5

People in this
neighborhood
generally get along
with each other.

1

2

3

4

5

Now, please think about your neighborhood and tell me if the following items are
a big problem, some problem, or no problem at all in this neighborhood. Use this
card [SHOW CARD CC] to help you answer.
No
problem
at all

Some
Problem

Big
Problem

REFUSED DK

A. Unemployment

0

1

2

8

9

B. Groups of people just
hanging out

0

1

2

8

9

C. The number of teenage
mothers

0

1

2

8

9

D. Lack of child care

0

1

2

8

9

E. Lack of medical care such

0

1

2

8

9

No
problem
at all

Some
Problem

Big
Problem

REFUSED DK
6.

as health clinics, dental
offices, or eye doctors
F. Lack of restaurants or
grocery stores
G. Lack of programs for
children such as
recreational or tutorial
programs

1 ........ 2 ....... 3 ........ 4 ........ 5 ........6........ 7 ........ 8 ........ 9 ....... 10
0

1

2

8

9

0

1

2

8

9

0

1

2

8

9

I. Lack of public
transportation

0

1

2

8

9

J. Quality of schools

0

1

2

8

9

K. People selling drugs

0

1

2

8

9

L. People using
drugs

0

1

2

8

9

M. People being attacked or
robbed

0

1

2

8

9

N. Gangs

0

1

2

8

9

O. Police not coming when
called

0

1

2

8

9

0

1

2

8

9

Q. Shootings and violence

0

1

2

8

9

R. Rape or other sexual
attacks

0

1

2

8

9

0

1

2

8

9

S. Trash and junk in parking
lots, streets, lawns, or
sidewalks
T. Cars parked inappropriately

7.

On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being worst and 10 being best, how would you rate
your overall satisfaction with your unit? CIRCLE RESPONSE
1 ........ 2 ....... 3 ........ 4 ........ 5 ........6........ 7 ........ 8 ........ 9 ....... 10

DECIDING TO MOVE

H. Lack of services for seniors

P. Graffiti, that is, writing or
painting on the walls of
buildings

On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being worst and 10 being best, how would you rate
your overall satisfaction with your neighborhood? CIRCLE RESPONSE

0

1

2

8

As you know, as part of the HOPE VI Redevelopment of High Point, you’ve been asked
to decide whether you want to stay at High Point during the redevelopment or move
temporarily or permanently during redevelopment. I’d like to ask you some questions
about how you are thinking about this decision.
8.

SELF .......................................................................................... 1
SPOUSE .................................................................................... 2
SELF AND SPOUSE .................................................................. 3
ENTIRE FAMILY ........................................................................ 4
REFUSED .................................................................................. 8
DON’T KNOW ............................................................................ 9
9.

People think differently about what matters in making the decision to stay at High
Point during redevelopment or to move either permanently or temporarily. I’m
going to read you a list of statements about what could be important to you in
making your decision. Take a look at this card [SHOW CARD BB] and tell me if
you strongly agree, somewhat agree, neither agree nor disagree, somewhat
disagree, strongly disagree.
In deciding whether to
leave High Point, it is
important for me to…

9

5

Who in your household is making the decision about what your household will
do? If me, PROBE: You alone or with your spouse or with other family members?

6

Strongly
agree

Somewh Neither Somewh Strongly
disagree
at agree agree or
at
disagree disagree

N/
A

A. get a Section 8
voucher

1

2

3

4

5

9

B. stay in public housing

1

2

3

4

5

9

C. stay in West Seattle

1

2

3

4

5

9

D. be near my religious
community

1

2

3

4

5

9

E. be near my High Point
neighbors

1

2

3

4

5

9

In deciding whether to
leave High Point, it is
important for me to…
F.

be near my family

G. live among people who
speak my native
language
H. live in a neighborhood
that is racially mixed.
I.

be near my children’s
current school or child
care

Strongly
agree

Somewh Neither Somewh Strongly
at agree agree or
at
disagree
disagree disagree

N/
A

10.

What are the three most important things that you are considering about whether
you stay in or leave High Point? WRITE RESPONSE VERBATIM. PROBE: Are
there other things?

1

2

3

4

5

9

1.________________________________________

1

2

3

4

5

9

2.________________________________________
3.________________________________________

1

2

3

4

5

9
11.

1

2

3

4

5

9

J. be near the welfare
office

1

2

3

4

5

9

K. Be in walking distance
to grocery shopping

1

2

3

4

5

9

L. Be close to work

1

2

3

4

5

9

M. Be near a bus stop

1

2

3

4

5

9

N. Leave Seattle Housing
Authority housing

1

2

3

4

5

9

O. Be near medical care

1

2

3

4

5

9

P. minimize changes in
my family’s life

1

2

3

4

5

9

Q. Live somewhere that is
familiar

1

2

3

4

5

9

R. Find the best possible
schools for my children

1

2

3

4

5

9

S. Live in a good
neighborhood

1

2

3

4

5

9

T. Live in a safe
neighborhood

1

2

3

4

5

9

U. To get as far from High
Point as I can

1

2

3

4

5

9

Are you worried that if you choose to move temporarily from High Point that you
will be unable to return after the redevelopment?
YES ............................................................................................ 1
NO .............................................................................................. 0

12.

Is there anything else you’d like to say about your decision to stay during
construction or to move either temporarily or permanently? WRITE RESPONSE
VERBATIM

EMPLOYMENT
The decision you make about whether to move or not could have an impact on your job.
So, next, I’d like to ask you some questions about your employment and job searches
13.

14.

How many hours will you work this week at some sort of paid job? IF ON
VACATION THIS WEEK, ASK HOW MANY HOURS SHE WOULD USUALLY
WORK.
NUMBER OF HOURS_______________________

15.

7

Do you currently work for pay?
YES ............................................................................................ 1
NO .............................................................................................. 0 [GO TO Q20]

How many jobs do you have, including part-time and full-time jobs?
WRITE IN NUMBER OF EMPLOYERS .................................... 1-97 |__|__|
REFUSED ................................................................................ 98
DON’T KNOW .......................................................................... 99

8

16.

Are you currently a student or attending classes either full-time or part-time?
24.

YES............................................................................................ 1
NO ............................................................................................. 0

How many hours did you usually work a week at this job?
NUMBER OF HOURS ....................................................... |__|__|

IF R WORKS MORE THAN ONE JOB, SAY: The following questions are about the job
you in which spend the most time.

ALL CONTINUE HERE

17.

What kind of business or industry do you work for? PROBE: What do they do or
make at the place where you work?

25.

18.

What kind of work do you do? PROBE: What is your job title?

19.

How long have you been at this job?

EMPLOYED FULL-TIME ............................................................ 1
EMPLOYED PART-TIME ........................................................... 2
UNEMPLOYED .......................................................................... 3
OTHER ____________________ .............................................. 4
26.

|____|____|YEARS

|____|____| MONTHS

27.

IF R IS NOT WORKING CURRENTLY, CONTINUE HERE.
What do you spend most of your time doing--are you volunteering, looking for
work, going to school, unable to work, taking care of children, or doing something
else? CIRCLE ONE
LOOKING FOR WORK .............................................................. 1
VOLUNTEERING....................................................................... 2
GOING TO SCHOOL ................................................................. 3
TAKING CARE OF CHILDREN/KEEPING HOUSE ................... 4
UNABLE TO WORK .................................................................. 5
SOMETHING ELSE :_____________________ ....................... 8
21.

Here’s a map of King County. Please take this pen and put a dot about where
your most recent job is located. If you are working now, this is your current job.
SHOW MAP AND USE BLUE PEN.
DONE ..................................................................................... 1
REFUSED .................................................................................. 0

GO TO Q 25

20.

Before you started this most recent job, were you employed full-time, employed
part-time, or unemployed?

People find jobs in a number of different ways. Some people talk to other people
to find out what’s around, others look in the newspaper, some apply when they
see signs in the window, others simply apply to places they’d want to work. How
did you find your most recent job? By most recent job, I mean the job you have
now if you are working. CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

When did you last work at all, even for a few days?

28.

WITHIN PAST 4 WEEKS ........................................................... 1
1 TO 11 MONTHS AGO ............................................................ 2
1 TO 5 YEARS AGO .................................................................. 3
6 TO 10 YEARS AGO ................................................................ 4
MORE THAN 10 YEARS AGO .................................................. 5
NEVER WORKED ..................................................................... 6[GO TO Q38]

IF WORD OF MOUTH: Was the person who told you about this job...
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

22.

What kind of business or industry did you work for? PROBE: What did they do or
make at the place where you worked?

23.

What kind of work did you do? PROBE: What was your job title?
9

10

Y N
WORD OF MOUTH ............................................................. 1 0
A NEWSPAPER AD .............................................................. 1 0
SIGN IN THE WINDOW ........................................................ 1 0
APPLY TO A PLACE ALTHOUGH NO JOB WAS LISTED .. 1 0
REFERAL BY JOB CONNECTION OR WELFARE .............. 1 0
OTHER:_______________________ ................................... 1 0

Y
A neighbor? .......................................................................... 1
A co-worker? ......................................................................... 1
A family member? ................................................................. 1
A friend? ............................................................................... 1
Someone else:_____________________ ............................ 1
DESCRIBE RELATIONSHIP

N
0
0
0
0
0

29.

Would you say you found your most recent job without a search?

35.

YES............................................................................................ 1
NO ............................................................................................. 0
30.

YES ............................................................................................ 1
NO .............................................................................................. 0 [GO TO Q38]

Since you’ve lived in High Point, have you looked for a job?

36.

YES............................................................................................ 1
NO ............................................................................................. 0 [GO TO Q38]
31.

Have you looked for a job in the past month--that would be since [MONTH AND
DATE]?

Thinking about your most recent job search, whether or not you found a job, how
did you look for a job? Did you... READ ALL RESPONSES. CIRCLE 1 OR 0
FOR YES AND NO.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.

Y
Talk to neighbors as sources of information? ....................... 1
Talk to friends as sources of information? ............................ 1
Talk to co-workers as sources of information? ..................... 1
Talk to family as a source of information? ............................ 1
Talk to a state, temporary, or private employment agency? . 1
Look in ads in the newspaper? ............................................. 1
Respond to sign in a window? .............................................. 1
Walk in and apply? ............................................................... 1
Send a resume? ................................................................... 1
Ask the Job Connection or Welfare? .................................... 1
Do anything else?:_________________________________1

Did you take the job?
YES ............................................................................................ 1
NO .............................................................................................. 0 [GO TO Q38]

37.

Is this the job you have now?
YES ............................................................................................ 1
NO .............................................................................................. 2
NOT WORKING NOW ............................................................... 3

YES............................................................................................ 1
NO ............................................................................................. 0
32.

Were you offered a job during this search?

38.

N
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

If you were going to go out to find a new job, how would you go about looking?
Would you... READ ALL RESPONSES. CIRCLE 1 OR 0 FOR YES AND NO.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.

39.
33.

What kind of work (were/are) you looking for during this most recent job search?
PROBE: What would your job title have been?

34.

During your most recent job search, besides people in your household, how
many people did you talk to because you thought they would be a good source of
information about jobs?
NUMBER OF PEOPLE TALKED TO ABOUT JOB ...................... |__|__|
Can you tell me the first names or initials of up to five of the people you talked
to? I’m asking for their names, just to keep track of them. I’ll give you the sheet
with the names at the end of the interview. Anyone else? WRITE UP TO 5
NAMES ON LINES A THROUGH E OF THE ROSTER.

11

12

Y N
Talk to neighbors as sources of information? .................. 1 0
Talk to friends as sources of information? ....................... 1 0
Talk to co-workers as sources of information? ................ 1 0
Talk to family as a source of information? ....................... 1 0
Talk to a state, temporary, or private employment agency? 1
Look in ads in the newspaper? ........................................ 1 0
Respond to sign in a window? ......................................... 1 0
Walk in and apply? .......................................................... 1 0
Send a resume? .............................................................. 1 0
Ask the Job Connection or Welfare? ............................... 1 0
Do anything else?_________________________________ 1

0

0

If you were going out to find a new job, who do you know that would be a good
source of information about getting a job, or getting a better job than you now
have? Can you tell me the first names or initials of the people you would talk to?
Don’t include anyone you have already mentioned. Anyone else? WRITE UP TO
5 NAMES ON LINES F THROUGH J OF THE ROSTER.

SOCIAL NETWORKS
The redevelopment of High Point could also change whom you know and whom you
depend on for help with things you do every day. So, the next few questions are about
your relations with friends, relatives, and people in the neighborhood. I’ll be asking for
first names or initials of some of these people, just so that we can keep the list straight.
I’ll leave the list of names with you when we are finished.

FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING DESCRIPTIONS, INDICATE WHICH INDIVIDUAL
FRIENDS, RELATIVES, NEIGHBORS OR OTHERS ARE NAMED BY THE
RESPONDENT BY MARKING THE ANSWER GRID IN THE APPROPRIATE
COLUMN: PERSON A, PERSON B, PERSON C, PERSON D, ETC. USE THE CODE
“1” TO INDICATE PEOPLE WHO ANSWER THE DESCRIPTION AND “0” IF THEY DO
NOT ANSWER THE DESCRIPTION. USE 9 FOR DON’T KNOW
HAND LIST TO RESPONDENT. Use this list to answer the next few questions, about
the friends, relatives, neighbors, and others that you have just listed. In answering
these questions, you can just give me the letter next to the person’s name.

40.

Who is your closest or very best friend that does not live with you? May I have
his or her first name or initials? Don’t include someone who you have already
mentioned. LIST IN THE ROSTER ON LINE K.

41.

Thinking back over the past six months, who are the people with whom you have
discussed matters important to you? May I have the names or initials of up to
five people with whom you discuss important personal matters and who do not
live with you? Do not include anyone already listed. LIST IN ROSTER IN LINES
L THROUGH P.

42.

Again, thinking back over the past six months, who are the people with whom
you’ve discussed your decision to stay at High Point, leave temporarily during the
reconstruction, or leave permanently? May I have the names or initials of up to
five people with whom you have discussed your decision to stay or move and
who do not live with you? Do not include anyone already listed. LIST IN
ROSTER IN LINES Q THROUGH U.

43.

About how many relatives do you have who do not live with you that you speak to
at least occasionally? Count those whom you see at least occasionally or speak
to on the telephone.

PROBE AS NECESSARY: Is there anyone in A-F? How about G-K? L-P? How about
Q-Z? How about AA-EE?

Q46A. SOCIAL NETWORKS
DONE ................................................................................................... 2
NO NETWORK .................................................................................... 1
REFUSED ............................................................................................ 0

NO. OF RELATIVES ........................................................ |___|___|
IF R SAYS MORE THAN 50, CODE AS 50.
44.

Please give me the names or initials of five of those relatives who you speak to
occasionally that you have not already listed. LIST UP TO FIVE ON LINES V
THROUGH Z OF THE ROSTER.

45.

About how many neighbors in your current neighborhood do you know well
enough to say hello? Don’t count anyone already listed.
NO. OF NEIGHBORS ....................................................... |__|__|
IF R SAYS MORE THAN 50, CODE AS 50.

46.

Please give me the first names or initials of up to 5 neighbors that you have not
already listed. LIST IN LINES AA THROUGH EE OF THE ROSTER.

13

14

...are women or girls?
...are you related to?
...live outside the
United States?
…live outside the
Puget Sound region?
…live in King
County?
…live in West
Seattle?
...live in High Point?

48.
49.
50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

How long have you
known each of these
people? WRITE IN
YEARS; ALL R’S
LIFE CODE AS R’S
AGE; DON’T
KNOW=99
...are currently
married?
....have children?

56.

57.

58.

16

For those King
County, can you write
the letter next to their
name about where
they live on this
map? Don’t mark
those who live in
High Point. WRITE 1
IF THE PERSON
HAS BEEN
LOCATED ON THE
MAP, 0
OTHERWISE.

55.

Which of these people...

...do you speak with
at least weekly, either
in person or on the
phone?

47.

Which of these people...
B

C D E

A

B

C D E

JOB SEARCH

A

JOB SEARCH

FUTURE JOB
SEARCH
F G H I J

FUTURE JOB
SEARCH
F G H I J

B
F
K

B
F
K

IMPORTANT
MATTERS
L M N O P

IMPORTANT
MATTERS
L M N O P
T

Q R S

T

MOVE

Q R S

MOVE

U V

U V

Y

W X

Y

RELATIVES

W X

RELATIVES

Z

Z

A
A

A
A

C
C

B
B

C
C

E
E

D
D

E
E

15

D
D

NEIGHBORS

B
B

NEIGHBORS

...would you ask if
you needed a favor,
such as borrowing
something or a ride
somewhere?
…are from the same
ethnic group as you
are?
…speak the same
native language as
you?
...has a college
degree?
...are high school
graduates or have
their GEDs?
...could you turn to in
an emergency?

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

...would be a good
source of information
about getting a job or
getting a better job
than you have now?
...attend the same
religious services you
do?

67.

68.

...are or have been
co-workers?

18

70.

...are on welfare or
other public
assistance?

69A R DOES NOT
WORK...............1

69.

68A R DOES NOT
ATTEND.............1

...have you asked to
take care of your
home for you while
you are out of town?
(mail, check in on
things)

66.

Which of these people...

...are (1) close to
you, (2) just a friend,
or (3) someone you
don’t know very well?

59.

Which of these people...
B

C D E

A

B

C D E

JOB SEARCH

A

JOB SEARCH

FUTURE JOB
SEARCH
F G H I J

FUTURE JOB
SEARCH
F G H I J

B
F
K

B
F
K

IMPORTANT
MATTERS
L M N O P

IMPORTANT
MATTERS
L M N O P
T

Q R S

T

MOVE

Q R S

MOVE

U V

U V

Y

W X

Y

RELATIVES

W X

RELATIVES

Z

Z

A
A

A
A

C
C

B
B

C
C

E
E

D
D

E
E

17

D
D

NEIGHBORS

B
B

NEIGHBORS

...simply drop by to
visit you or you drop
in to visit them?
...do you socialize
with away from High
Point?
...do you stop and
talk with whenever
you see them?
…have you spoken
with about your
decision to stay or
leave High Point?
...own their own
home?

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

...has a job?

78.

20

...receive housing
assistance, such as
public housing or
Section 8?

77.

Which of these people...

...have you invited to
your home, or have
invited you over to
their homes?

71.

Which of these people...
B

C D E

A

B

C D E

JOB SEARCH

A

JOB SEARCH

FUTURE JOB
SEARCH
F G H I J

FUTURE JOB
SEARCH
F G H I J

B
F
K

B
F
K

IMPORTANT
MATTERS
L M N O P

IMPORTANT
MATTERS
L M N O P
T

Q R S

T

MOVE

Q R S

MOVE

U V

U V

Y

W X

Y

RELATIVES

W X

RELATIVES

Z

Z

A
A

A
A

C
C

B
B

C
C

E
E

D
D

E
E

19

D
D

NEIGHBORS

B
B

NEIGHBORS

79.

We’re done with the list now. You can keep it. Now I’d like to ask just a few questions
about your family history.

ASK FOR THOSE R IDENTIFIED AS WORKING:
What is LETTER’s job title? PROBE: What kind of work does he/she do?

80.

REFUSED ........................... 8
DON’T KNOW ..................... 9
1

A

17

Q

2

B

18

R

3

C

19

S

4

D

20

T

5

E

21

U

6

F

22

V

7

G

23

W

8

H

24

X

9

I

25

Y

10

J

26

Z

11

K

27

AA

12

L

28

BB

13

M

29

C

14

N

30

D

15

O

31

EE

16

P

Where did you grow up?
SEATTLE ................................................................................... 1
KING COUNTY .......................................................................... 2
ELSEWHERE IN THE PUGET SOUND ..................................... 3
ELSEWHERE IN WASHINGTON STATE .................................. 4
ELSEWHERE IN THE US .......................................................... 5
OTHER PLACE:_________________________ ....................... 8

81.

Did your father and mother live together the whole time you were growing up?
YES ............................................................................................ 1
NO .............................................................................................. 0

82.

How many grades of school did your father complete?
NONE ......................................................................................... 0
1 TO 8 GRADES ........................................................................ 1
9-11 GRADES ............................................................................ 2
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE (GED OR DIPLOMA) ................... 3
SOME COLLEGE ....................................................................... 4
ASSOCIATES DEGREE ............................................................ 5
BACHELOR’S DEGREE ............................................................ 6
GRADUATE DEGREE ............................................................... 7
DON’T KNOW ............................................................................ 9

83.

When you were a child, did your father work regularly, intermittently, or hardly at
all?
REGULARLY ............................................................................. 1
INTERMITTENTLY..................................................................... 2
HARDLY AT ALL ........................................................................ 3
DON’T KNOW ........................................................................... 4 [GO TO Q85]

84.

What kind of work did your father typically do?
OCCUPATION_______________________________

21
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85.

How many grades of school did your mother complete?

91.

NONE ........................................................................................ 0
1 TO 8 GRADES ........................................................................ 1
9-11 GRADES ........................................................................... 2
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE (GED OR DIPLOMA) .................. 3
SOME COLLEGE ...................................................................... 4
ASSOCIATES DEGREE ............................................................ 5
BACHELOR’S DEGREE ............................................................ 6
GRADUATE DEGREE ............................................................... 7
DON’T KNOW ............................................................................ 9
86.

87.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

When you were a child, did your mother work regularly, intermittently, or hardly at
all?
REGULARLY ............................................................................. 1
INTERMITTENTLY .................................................................... 2
HARDLY AT ALL ....................................................................... 3
DON’T KNOW ........................................................................... 4 [GO TO Q88]

92.

What kind of work did your mother typically do?

When you were a child, did your family receive welfare?
YES............................................................................................ 1
NO ............................................................................................. 0

89.

When you were a child did your family live in public housing or get any other kind
of housing assistance?

93.

YES............................................................................................ 1
NO ............................................................................................. 0

I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.

$1,601 to $1,800
$1,801 to $2,000
$2,001 to $2,200
$2,201 to $2,400
$2,401 to $2,600
$2,601 to $2,800
$2,801 to $3,000
$3,001 to $3,200

Q.
R.
S.
T.
U.
V.
W.
X.

$3,201 to $3,400
$3,401 to $3,600
$3,601 to $3,800
$3,801 to $4,000
$4,001 to $4,200
$4,201 to $4,400
$4,401 to $4,600
$4,601 and above

What is the highest grade or year of school that you have completed? CIRCLE
GRADE OR YEAR

What is your current marital status? IF SAYS SINGLE, ASK: Is that never
married?
MARRIED ................................................................................... 1
SEPARATED.............................................................................. 2
DIVORCED ................................................................................ 3
WIDOWED ................................................................................. 4
NEVER MARRIED ..................................................................... 5

I have a few last questions about you and your household.
90.

$1 to $200
$201 to $400
$401 to $600
$601 to $800
$801 to $1,000
$1,001 to $1,200
$1,201 to $1,400
$1,401 to $1,600

NONE ....................................................................................... 00
GRADE SCHOOL .............................. 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08
HIGH SCHOOL ........................................................ 09 10 11 12
COLLEGE ................................................................ 13 14 15 16
SOME GRADUATE SCHOOL .................................................. 17
GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL DEGREE .......................... 18
DON’T KNOW .......................................................................... 99

OCCUPATION________________________________
88.

Including income from all the people who live with you, could you tell me how
much was made last month by the people in your household? Just look at this
card (HAND SHOW CARD DD TO RESPONDENT) and tell me the letter in front
of the amount that represents the total household income for last month? This is
your pretax income.

How much did you earn per hour or per week before taxes at your most recent
job? RECORD FOR EITHER PER HOUR OR PER WEEK. PROBE: By most
recent, I mean your current job.

94.

How old is your oldest child?
OLDEST CHILD’S AGE IN YEARS_________________

$|__|__|.|__|__| PER HOUR
95.
OR

Thank you for participating in this interview. Would you like to receive a copy of
the results of this survey?
YES ............................................................................................ 1
NO .............................................................................................. 0

$|__|__|__|.|__|__| PER WEEK
96.

23
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Is there anything else you’d like to say about your experience with the
redevelopment process so far? WRITE RESPONSE VERBATIM

List of Names (To be left with respondent)
A
B
C
D
E
F
TIME INTERVIEW END

|___|___|:|___|___|

CIRCLE

AM ................................................................... 1

OR

PM ................................................................... 2

G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
BB
CC
DD
EE

25
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Final Evaluation Report

High Point HOPE VI Evaluation Original Resident
Survey
FOLLOW UP SURVEY
Today’s Date:

__ __ / __ __ / __ __ __ __(mm/dd/yyyy)

Case ID:

__ __ __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ __ __

Language Used:

 English  Cambodian  Vietnamese  Somali

First Name:

________________________________________________

Middle Initial:

________________________________________________

Last Name:

________________________________________________

Address

_______________ Apt.: _______Seattle, WA 98__ __ __

Home phone:

(__ __ __) __ __ __ - __ __ __

Mobile phone:

(__ __ __) __ __ __ - __ __ __

Interviewer initial:

__ __ __

Interview Time:

Start time: __ __: __ __ AM / PM
Stop time: __ __ : __ __ AM / PM

Instruction:
1. A label that has the same format as this form plus resident’s information
will be affixed on top of this form.
2. Case ID must be taken from label and printed on each page before handing
over the questionnaire to interviewers.
3. This page must be separated from the rest of the survey questionnaire after
the form is returned to the office.
4. It will be kept in a separate folder and stored in a locked file cabinet.

EVAL EN

06/12/08

1

EVAL EN

06/12/08

2

Case ID __________________
High Point HOPE VI Evaluation Original Resident Survey
FOLLOW UP SURVEY

Case ID __________________

[SECTION 1. THE NEIGHBORHOOD]

[READ TO RESPONDENT:]

First I’d like to ask you some questions about the neighborhood you live in now.

I’d like to thank you for agreeing to participate in this survey about your
neighborhood. The results of this survey will help us to learn about the
impact of redevelopment of High Point on residents’ health, opinions of
their neighborhood and interactions with neighbors, and job search. There
are no right or wrong answers in this survey.

1.1

How long have you lived in this neighborhood?
NUMBER OF YEARS [____________] NUMBER OF MONTHS [_____________]

1.2

During the interview, I’ll be asking you about how you look for jobs and
what you think of your neighborhood and the people in it. I’m also going
to ask lots of questions about the people you know. All I am interested in
is their first name or initial--just to keep them straight. I’ll give you this
sheet [SHOW ROSTER] with the names on it to keep when we are done

How long have you lived at your current address?
NUMBER OF YEARS [____________] NUMBER OF MONTHS [_____________]

1.3

Please remember that you may refuse to answer any question you do not
wish to answer and that your responses are confidential. No one will know
how you responded, including no one from SHA or the government.

From your perspective, what area do you consider to be your
neighborhood? When you think about your neighborhood, are you thinking
about…
A.
The block you live on only ............................. ................................ 1
B.
The block you live on and several blocks in each direction ............ 2
C.
All of High Point ............................................. ................................ 3
D.
Something else
[SPECIFY]:________________________________________________
___________________________________________________ ........... 4
E.
[REFUSED] ................................................... ................................ 8
F.
[DK] ............................................................... ................................ 9

[HAND CONSENT FORM TO RESPONDENT. ASK THEM TO READ AND
SIGN IT.]

EVAL EN

06/12/08

3

EVAL EN

06/12/08

4

Case ID __________________

1.4

I’m going to read you a list of some activities you might do with
neighbors. Thinking back over the past year, that is, since [MONTH]
2007, tell me how often have you engaged in these activities with
neighbors. Just look at this card [SHOW CARD AA] and tell me if
you did this activity never, once, a few times, once a month, once a
week, or almost everyday?
In the past year, how
often have you...

Never

Once

[FOR HIGH POINT RESIDENTS ONLY; IF OFF-SITE SKIP TO QUESTION 1.6]

1.5

A few
times

Once a
month

Once a
week

Almost
every
day

N/A

watched a neighbor’s
A.
children

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

spent more than 10
B. minutes talking with a
neighbor

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

loaned or borrowed
C.
from a neighbor

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

D.

let a neighbor use
your phone

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

E.

greeted a neighbor in
the street

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

helped a neighbor
F. with a chore or
repairs
G.

had coffee or a meal
with a neighbor

helped a neighbor in
H.
an emergency
I.

gone to a resident
council meeting

EVAL EN

0

1

2

3

4

5

Now I would like to ask about your involvement in the different community
events and activities at news High Point. In the past year, since
[CURRENT MONTH] 2007, have you:

9

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

0

1

2

3

4

5

9

06/12/08

Case ID __________________
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EVAL EN

Yes

No

a. walked around the pond

1

2

b. walked with the walking club

1

2

c. attended a Neighborhood
Association meeting

1

2

d. attended a community potluck

1

2

e. attended Vietnamese Tea time

1

2

f. attended Townhall meeting

1

2

g. visited the Market Garden

1

2

h. attended a Pedestrian Safety
meeting

1

2

i. visited the High Point library

1

2

j. visited the High Point Clinic

1

2

k. attended the High Point Youth
Blessing

1

2

l. visited the kiosk at the pond

1

2

m. your children played at the
Viewpoint park

1

2

06/12/08

6

Case ID __________________

1.6

I’m going to read some statements about your neighborhood. Please
tell me how much you agree or disagree with them. Take a look at
this card [SHOW CARD BB] and tell me if you strongly agree,
somewhat agree, neither agree nor disagree, somewhat disagree,
strongly disagree.

B.

Now, please think about your neighborhood and tell me if the following
items are a big problem, some problem, or no problem at all in this
neighborhood. Use this card [SHOW CARD CC] to help you answer.
Is this a big problem,
some problem, or no
problem at all?

No
problem
at all

Some
Problem

Big
Problem

[REFUSED]

[DK]

A.

Unemployment

0

1

2

8

9

Somewhat
disagree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Strongly
agree

B.

Groups of people just
hanging out

0

1

2

8

9

People around here
are willing to help
their neighbors.

1

2

3

4

5

C.

The number of teenage
mothers

0

1

2

8

9

D.

Lack of child care

0

1

2

8

9

People in this
neighborhood
share the same
values

1

E.

Lack of medical care such as
health clinics, dental offices,
or eye doctors

0

1

2

8

9

F.

Lack of restaurants or
grocery stores

0

1

2

8

9

Lack of programs for children
G. such as recreational or
tutorial programs

0

1

2

8

9

H.

Lack of services for seniors

0

1

2

8

9

I.

Lack of public transportation

0

1

2

8

9

J.

Quality of schools

0

1

2

8

9

K.

People selling drugs

0

1

2

8

9

L.

People using drugs

0

1

2

8

9

M.

People being attacked or
robbed

0

1

2

8

9

N.

Gangs

0

1

2

8

9

O.

Police not coming when
called

0

1

2

8

9

P.

Graffiti, that is, writing or
painting on the walls of
buildings

0

1

2

8

9

C. People in this
neighborhood are
close to each other.
D. People in this
neighborhood can
be trusted.
E.

1.7

Strongly
disagree

Do you…

A.

Case ID __________________

People in this
neighborhood
generally get along
with each other.

EVAL EN
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1

1

2

2

2

2
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3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

7
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Case ID __________________
Big
Problem

[REFUSED]

[DK]

1

2

8

9

0

1

2

8

9

Trash and junk in parking
lots, streets, lawns, or
sidewalks

0

1

2

8

9

Cars parked inappropriately

0

1

2

8

9

No
problem
at all

Some
Problem

Q. Shootings and violence

0

R.

Rape or other sexual attacks

S.

T.

Is this a big problem,
some problem, or no
problem at all?

1.8

Case ID __________________

1.12

On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being worst and 10 being best, how would you rate
your overall satisfaction with your neighborhood? [CIRCLE RESPONSE]

First, besides windows in the bathroom and kitchen, do any other windows
fog up? [SHOW RESPONSE CARD FF AND CIRCLE ONE]
Never ........................................................................... 1
Rarely .......................................................................... 2
Sometimes................................................................... 3
Most of the time ........................................................... 4
Always ......................................................................... 5
Don’t know / Not sure .................................................. 7
Refused ...................................................................... 9

1.13

Do you have any of the following conditions in your home? [READ TO
RESPONDENT AND CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLIES]

1 ........ 2 ....... 3 ........ 4 ........ 5 ........6 ....... 7 ........ 8 ........ 9 ....... 10

1.9

Y
Water damage (stains on the wall, rotting surfaces, etc.) ................. 1
Condensation (moisture on windows or walls).................................. 1
Leak/dripping water .......................................................................... 1
Mold/mildew...................................................................................... 1
Don’t know / Not sure ....................................................................... 7
Refused ........................................................................................... 9

On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being worst and 10 being best, how would you rate
your overall satisfaction with your unit? [CIRCLE RESPONSE]

N
2
2
2
2

1 ........ 2 ....... 3 ........ 4 ........ 5 ........6 ....... 7 ........ 8 ........ 9 ....... 10

1.10

Now I’d like you to compare the place you live now to the place you lived in at
High Point before redevelopment. Overall, do you think the place you live now is
in…

1.14

During the past 3 months, have you seen any cockroaches in your home?
[YES] .................................................................. 1
[NO] .................................................................... 2
[DON’T KNOW / NOT SURE ] ............................ 7
[REFUSED ] ....................................................... 9

Better ......................................................................... 3
The same ................................................................... 2
Or in worse condition? ................................................ 1
1.15
1.11

Overall, how would you describe the condition of the place you live now?
Would you say it is in…
Excellent ...................................................................... 4
Good ........................................................................... 3
Fair ............................................................................. 2
Or poor condition? ....................................................... 1

EVAL EN

06/12/08

9

During the past 3 months, have you had any problems with mice or rats in
your home?
[YES] .................................................................. 1
[NO] .................................................................... 2
[DON’T KNOW / NOT SURE ] ............................ 7
[REFUSED ] ....................................................... 9

EVAL EN
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Case ID __________________

Case ID __________________

[SECTION 2: JOBS MODULE]
1.16

During the heating season, at what temperature do you keep the main
family room?

Next, I’d like to ask you some questions about your employment and job searches
[READ TO RESPONDENT. CIRCLE ONE]

[ENTER 98 IF THE HEATER DOES NOT WORK] ____________ oF
2.1

Do you currently work for pay?
[YES] ............................................................................. 1
[NO] .............................................................................. 2
[GO TO Q2.8]

1.17

How many places have you lived since you left old High Point?

2.2

[NUMBER ] ________________________

How many hours will you work this week at some sort of paid job? [IF ON
VACATION THIS WEEK, ASK HOW MANY HOURS SHE WOULD
USUALLY WORK.]
[NUMBER OF HOURS] _____________________________________

1.18

2.3

If you have children, did they change schools because you moved away
from old High Point?
[YES] .................................................................. 1
[NO] ................................................................... 2
[GO TO SECTION 2]
[N/A]. ................................................................. 9
[GO TO SECTION 2]

How many jobs do you have, including part-time and full-time jobs?
[WRITE IN NUMBER OF EMPLOYERS ] .... 1-97 |__|__|
[REFUSED] ................................................................. 98
[DON’T KNOW] ........................................................... 99

2.4

Are you currently a student or attending classes either full-time or part-time?
[YES] ............................................................................. 1
[NO] .............................................................................. 2

1.19

[IF R WORKS MORE THAN ONE JOB, SAY: The following questions are
about the job you in which spend the most time.]

Compared to before relocation, is your child’s school providing a …
Better ................................................................ 3
the same ............................................................ 2
or worse education? ........................................... 1
[N/A] ................................................................... 9

2.5

What kind of business or industry do you work for? [PROBE: What do they
do or make at the place where you work?]

2.6

What kind of work do you do? [PROBE: What is your job title?]

2.7

How long have you been at this job?
|____|____|[YEARS] |____|____| [MONTHS]

GO TO Q 2.13
EVAL EN
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Case ID __________________

Case ID __________________

IF WORKING CONTINUE HERE

IF R IS NOT WORKING CURRENTLY, CONTINUE HERE.

2.13

2.8 What do you spend most of your time doing--are you…[CIRCLE ONE]
Looking for work ................................................... 1
Volunteering ......................................................... 2
Going to school..................................................... 3
Taking care of children/keeping house ................. 4
Unable to work...................................................... 5
Or doing something else:___________________ 8
2.9 When did you last work at all, even for a few days?
[WITHIN PAST 4 WEEKS].................................... 1
[1 TO 11 MONTHS AGO] ..................................... 2
[1 TO 5 YEARS AGO] .......................................... 3
[6 TO 10 YEARS AGO] ........................................ 4
[MORE THAN 10 YEARS AGO] ........................... 5
[NEVER WORKED] .............................................. 6
[GO TO SECTION 3]

Employed full-time .............................................. 1
Employed part-time ............................................ 2
Or, Unemployed ................................................. 3
[OTHER________________________] ............. 4

2.14

Y

N

[WORD OF MOUTH] ....................................................................... 1
[A NEWSPAPER AD] ....................................................................... 1
[SIGN IN THE WINDOW] ................................................................. 1
[APPLY TO A PLACE ALTHOUGH NO JOB WAS LISTED] ............ 1
[REFERAL BY JOB CONNECTION OR WELFARE] ....................... 1
[OTHER: _______________________]............................................ 1

2
2
2
2
2
2

What kind of work did you do? [PROBE: What was your job title?]
2.15

2.12

People find jobs in a number of different ways. Some people talk to other
people to find out what’s around, others look in the newspaper, some apply
when they see signs in the window, others simply apply to places they’d
want to work. How did you find your most recent job? By most recent job, I
mean the job you have now if you are working. [CIRCLE ALL THAT
APPLY]
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

2.10 What kind of business or industry did you work for? [PROBE: What did
they do or make at the place where you worked?]

2.11

Before you started this most recent job, were you employed full-time,
employed part-time, or unemployed?

How many hours did you usually work a week at this job?

Y
A. A neighbor? ...................................................................................... 1
B. A co-worker?..................................................................................... 1
C. A family member? ............................................................................. 1
D. A friend? ........................................................................................... 1
E. Someone else:_____________________ ....................................... 1
[DESCRIBE RELATIONSHIP]

[NUMBER OF HOURS] .................. |__|__|

EVAL EN
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[IF WORD OF MOUTH]: Was the person who told you about this job...
N
2
2
2
2
2

2.16

Would you say you found your most recent job without a search?
[YES] ....................................................................... 1
[NO] ......................................................................... 2

2.17

Since you’ve lived in your current home, have you looked for a job?
[YES] ....................................................................... 1
[NO] ......................................................................... 2
[GO TO Q2.25]

EVAL EN
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Case ID __________________

Case ID __________________

2.18

Have you looked for a job in the past month--that would be since [MONTH
AND DATE]?
[YES] .................................................................... 1
[NO] ...................................................................... 2

2.23

Did you take the job?
[YES] ................................................................................. 1
[NO] ................................................................................... 0
[GO TO Q2.25]

2.19

Thinking about your most recent job search, whether or not you found a job,
how did you look for a job? Did you... [READ ALL RESPONSES. CIRCLE 1
OR 2 FOR YES AND NO].

2.24

Is this the job you have now?
[YES] ................................................................................. 1
[NO] ................................................................................... 2
[NOT WORKING NOW] .................................................... 3

2.25

If you were going to go out to find a new job, how would you go about
looking? Would you... [READ ALL RESPONSES. CIRCLE 1 OR 2 FOR
YES AND NO.]

Y
A. Talk to neighbors as sources of information? .................................1
B. Talk to friends as sources of information? ......................................1
C. Talk to co-workers as sources of information? ...............................1
D. Talk to family as a source of information? ......................................1
E. Talk to a state, temporary, or
private employment agency? ...............................................................1
F. Look in ads in the newspaper? .......................................................1
G. Respond to sign in a window? ........................................................1
H. Walk in and apply? .........................................................................1
I. Send a resume? .............................................................................1
J. Ask the Job Connection or Welfare? ..............................................1
K. Do anything else?:______________________ ..............................1

N
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2.20

What kind of work (were or are) you looking for during this most recent job
search? [PROBE: What would your job title have been?]

2.21

During your most recent job search, besides people in your household, how
many people did you talk to because you thought they would be a good
source of information about jobs?
[NUMBER OF PEOPLE TALKED TO ABOUT JOB] ..........................|__|__|
[INTERVIEWER: GET ROSTER READY]
Can you tell me the first names or initials of up to five of the people you
talked to? I’m asking for their names, just to keep track of them. I’ll give
you the sheet with the names at the end of the interview. Anyone else?
[WRITE UP TO 5 NAMES ON LINES A THROUGH E OF THE ROSTER.]

2.22

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.

2.26

Y
Talk to neighbors as sources of information? ................................... 1
Talk to friends as sources of information? ........................................ 1
Talk to co-workers as sources of information?.................................. 1
Talk to family as a source of information? ........................................ 1
Talk to a state, temporary, or private employment agency? ............. 1
Look in ads in the newspaper? ......................................................... 1
Respond to sign in a window? .......................................................... 1
Walk in and apply? ........................................................................... 1
Send a resume? ............................................................................... 1
Ask the Job Connection or Welfare? ................................................ 1
Do anything else?________________________________.............. 1

N
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

If you were going out to find a new job, who do you know that would be a
good source of information about getting a job, or getting a better job than
you now have? Can you tell me the first names or initials of the people you
would talk to? Don’t include anyone you have already mentioned. Anyone
else? [WRITE UP TO 5 NAMES ON LINES F THROUGH J OF THE
ROSTER.]

Were you offered a job during this search?
[YES] ..................................................... 1
[NO] ..................................................... 2
[GO TO Q2.25]
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Case ID __________________

Case ID __________________

3.5 Please give me the names or initials of five of those relatives who you speak to
occasionally that you have not already listed. [LIST UP TO FIVE ON LINES V
THROUGH Z OF THE ROSTER].

[SECTION 3: SOCIAL NETWORKS]
Where you live after the redevelopment of High Point may influence whom you
know and whom you depend on for help with things you do every day. So, the
next few questions are about your relations with friends, relatives, and people in
the neighborhood. I’ll be asking for first names or initials of some of these people,
just so that we can keep the list straight. I’ll leave the list of names with you when
we are finished.

3.6 About how many neighbors in your current neighborhood do you know well
enough to say hello? Don’t count anyone already listed.
[NO. OF NEIGHBORS] ............................. |___|___|
[IF R SAYS MORE THAN 50, CODE AS 50.]

3.1 Who is your closest or very best friend that does not live with you? May I have
his or her first name or initials? Don’t include someone who you have already
mentioned. [LIST IN THE ROSTER ON LINE K.]

3.2 Thinking back over the past six months, who are the people with whom you
have discussed matters important to you? May I have the names or initials of
up to five people with whom you discuss important personal matters and who
do not live with you? Do not include anyone already listed. [LIST IN ROSTER
IN LINES L THROUGH P].

3.7 Please give me the first names or initials of up to 5 neighbors that you have
not already listed. [LIST IN LINES AA THROUGH EE OF THE ROSTER.]
[HAND LIST TO RESPONDENT]. Use this list to answer the next few
questions, about the friends, relatives, neighbors, and others that you have
just listed. In answering these questions, you can just give me the letter
next to the person’s name.
[PROBE AS NECESSARY: Is there anyone in A-F? How about G-K? L-P?
How about Q-Z? How about AA-EE?]
[INTERVIEWER FILL OUT:]
[3.7 A. SOCIAL NETWORKS NAME
GENERATOR]

3.3 Thinking about the people you know, who are the people with whom you would
discuss a possible move away from your current home? May I have the names
or initials of up to five people with whom you with whom you would discuss a
possible move and who do not live with you? Do not include anyone already
listed. [LIST IN ROSTER IN LINES Q THROUGH U].

3.4 About how many relatives do you have who do not live with you that you speak
to at least occasionally? Count those whom you see at least occasionally or
speak to on the telephone.
[NO. OF RELATIVES ].............................. |___|___|
[IF R SAYS MORE THAN 50, CODE AS 50.]
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[DONE] ...................................................................... 2
[NO NETWORK] ........................................................ 1
[REFUSED ] ............................................................... 0

[FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING DESCRIPTIONS, INDICATE WHICH
INDIVIDUAL FRIENDS, RELATIVES, NEIGHBORS OR OTHERS ARE NAMED
BY THE RESPONDENT BY MARKING THE ANSWER GRID IN THE
APPROPRIATE COLUMN: PERSON A, PERSON B, PERSON C, PERSON D,
ETC. USE THE CODE “1” TO INDICATE PEOPLE WHO ANSWER THE
DESCRIPTION AND “0” IF THEY DO NOT ANSWER THE DESCRIPTION.
USE 9 FOR DON’T KNOW ]

EVAL EN
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...are women or
girls?
...are you related to?
...live outside the
United States?
…live outside the
Puget Sound
region?
…live in King
County?
…live in Seattle?
...live in your
neighborhood?

3.9

3.10

3.11

3.12

3.13

3.14

3.15

....have children?

3.20

EVAL EN

...are currently
married?

YEARS; ALL R’S LIFE
CODE AS R’S AGE;
DON’T KNOW=99

3.19

3.18

…live behind you

3.17

How long have you
known each of these
people? WRITE IN

….live next to you

3.16

[1=YES, 0=NO, 9=DK/REFUSED
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED]

Which of these people...

EVAL EN

...do you speak with
at least weekly,
either in person or
on the phone?

3.8

[1=YES, 0=NO, 9=DK/REFUSED
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED]

Which of these people...

05/30/08

A B C D E

JOB SEARCH

05/30/08

A B C D E

JOB SEARCH

FUTURE JOB
SEARCH
F G H I J

FUTURE JOB
SEARCH
F G H I J

B
F
K

B
F
K

IMPORTANT
MOVE
MATTERS
L M N O P Q R S T

IMPORTANT
MOVE
MATTERS
L M N O P Q R S T
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Y

Y

RELATIVES
U V W X
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U V W X

RELATIVES

Z

Z

A
A

A
A

C
C

D
D

B
B

C
C

D
D

NEIGHBORS

B
B

NEIGHBORS

E
E

E
E

…are Asian?
...has a college
degree?

3.26

3.27

...could you turn to
in an emergency?
3.29

EVAL EN

...have you asked to
take care of your
home for you while
3.30
you are out of town?
(mail, check in on
things)
...would be a good
source of
information about
3.31
getting a job or
getting a better job
than you have now?
...attend the same
3.32
religious services
you do?
[R DOES NOT
3.32A
ATTEND].............1
...are or have been
3.33
co-workers?
[R DOES NOT
3.33A
WORK]...............1

...are high school
graduates or have
their GEDs?

3.28

[1=YES, 0=NO, 9=DK/REFUSED
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED]

Which of these people...

EVAL EN

…are White?

3.25

3.24

3.23

3.22

3.21

...are (1) close to
you, (2) just a friend,
or (3) someone you
don’t know very
well?
...would you ask if
you needed a favor,
such as borrowing
something or a ride
somewhere?
…are from the same
ethnic group as you
are?
…speak the same
native language as
you?

[1=YES, 0=NO, 9=DK/REFUSED
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED]

Which of these people...

05/30/08

A B C D E

JOB SEARCH

05/30/08

A B C D E

JOB SEARCH

FUTURE JOB
SEARCH
F G H I J

FUTURE JOB
SEARCH
F G H I J

B
F
K

B
F
K

IMPORTANT
MOVE
MATTERS
L M N O P Q R S T

IMPORTANT
MOVE
MATTERS
L M N O P Q R S T
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Y

Y

RELATIVES
U V W X
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U V W X

RELATIVES

Z

Z

A
A

A
A

C
C

D
D

B
B

C
C

D
D

NEIGHBORS

B
B

NEIGHBORS

E
E

E
E

...receive housing
assistance, such as
public housing or
Section 8?
...has a job?

3.40

3.41

EVAL EN

...own their own
home?

...are on welfare or
other public
assistance?
...have you invited to
your home, or have
invited you over to
their homes?
...simply drop by to
visit you or you drop
in to visit them?
...do you socialize
with away from your
neighborhood?
...do you stop and
talk with whenever
you see them?

3.39

3.38

3.37

3.36

3.35

3.34

[1=YES, 0=NO, 9=DK/REFUSED
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED]

Which of these people...

05/30/08

A B C D E

JOB SEARCH

FUTURE JOB
SEARCH
F G H I J

B
F
K

IMPORTANT
MOVE
MATTERS
L M N O P Q R S T
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U V W X

Y

RELATIVES
Z

A
A

B
B

C
C

D
D

NEIGHBORS

3.42
ASK FOR THOSE R IDENTIFIED AS WORKING: What is LETTER’s job title?
PROBE: What kind of work does he/she do?
REFUSED ..................................... 8
DON’T KNOW ............................... 9

1
A
17
Q

2
B
18
R

3
C
19
S

4
D
20
T

5
E
21
U

6
F
22
V

7
G
23
W

8
H
24
X

9
I
25
Y

1
J
26
Z

1
K
27
AA

1
L
28
BB

1
M
29
C

1
N
30
D

1
O
31
EE

1
P

EVAL EN
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E
E

[INTERVIEWER: GIVE ROSTER TO RESPONDENT]
We’re done with the list now. You can keep it. I have a few last questions about you
and your household.
[SECTION 4: DEMOGRAPHICS]

4.4 What is the highest grade or year of school that you have completed? [CIRCLE
GRADE OR YEAR]

4.1. In general, would you say your health is:
Excellent
1

Very Good
2

Good
3

Fair
4

[NONE] ....................................................................... 00
[GRADE SCHOOL] .................. 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08
[HIGH SCHOOL] .......................................... 09 10 11 12
[COLLEGE] .................................................. 13 14 15 16
[SOME GRADUATE SCHOOL] .................................. 17
[GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL DEGREE] ........... 18
[DON’T KNOW] ........................................................... 99

Poor
5

4.2 How much did you earn per hour or per week before taxes at your most recent
job? [RECORD FOR EITHER PER HOUR OR PER WEEK. PROBE: By most
recent, I mean your current job.]
$|__|__|.|__|__| [PER HOUR]
OR
$|__|__|__|.|__|__| [PER WEEK]
4.3 Including income from all the people who live with you, could you tell me how much
was made last month by the people in your household? Just look at this card
[HAND SHOW CARD GG TO RESPONDENT] and tell me the letter in front of the
amount that represents the total household income for last month? This is your
pretax income.
A $1 to $200

I. $1,601 to $1,800

Q. $3,201 to $3,400

B $201 to $400

J. $1,801 to $2,000

R. $3,401 to $3,600

C $401 to $600

K. $2,001 to $2,200

S. $3,601 to $3,800

D $601 to $800

L. $2,201 to $2,400

T. $3,801 to $4,000

E $801 to $1,000

M. $2,401 to $2,600

U. $4,001 to $4,200

F $1,001 to $1,200

N. $2,601 to $2,800

V. $4,201 to $4,400

G $1,201 to $1,400

O. $2,801 to $3,000

W. $4,401 to $4,600

H $1,401 to $1,600

P. $3,001 to $3,200

X. $4,601 and above

EVAL EN
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4.5 What is your current marital status? [IF SAYS SINGLE, ASK: Is that never married?]
[MARRIED] ................................................................... 1
[SEPARATED] .............................................................. 2
[DIVORCED] ................................................................. 3
[WIDOWED].................................................................. 4
[NEVER MARRIED] ...................................................... 5

4.6 Thank you for participating in this interview. Would you like to receive a copy of
the results of this survey?
[YES]............................................................................. 1
[NO] .............................................................................. 2

4.7 Is there anything else you’d like to say about living in this neighborhood? [WRITE
RESPONSE VERBATIM]

[GIVE INCENTIVE TO RESPONDENT AND ASK THEM TO SIGN RECEIPT
INDICATING THAT THEY RECEIVED THE INCENTIVE.]

25
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List of Names (To be left with respondent)
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
BB
CC
DD
EE

EVAL EN
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Appendix B:
Sample Relocation Mailer

HOPE VI for High Point

186

Final Evaluation Report

HIGH POINT HOPE VI: ADDRESS UPDATE AND SERVICES INFORMATION
As a former resident of the High Point community, you are eligible for services to help you in your new home and
community. To receive information about services for you and your family, please update your address and phone number.
This address is correct
Name (LABEL)

Make Corrections

My new address as of__________(date)

Name__________________________________________________
Address________________________________________________
City___________________________State____ Zip_____________
Phone Number__________________________________________

1. Have you moved more than once since leaving from High Point?
2. Do you plan to move again soon?
3. Date you plan to move: _____________

Yes
Yes

No
No

4.
5.
6.
7.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Are you receiving a utility allowance?
Are you able to pay your utility bills on time?
Have you had any disconnection of electric or gas services?
Do you pay your own water bill?

8. Have you had to get help to pay your rent? (other than Section-8 voucher)
9. Have you had to get help to pay your utilities?

If you have had help paying for your rent or utilities, please answer the following questions:
10. Have you received help from a community agency?
Yes
11. Have you received help from a family member?
Yes
12. Have you received help from a church or other charity?
Yes
13. How often have you received help in the last year?

No
No
No

14. Would you like to learn more about employment, training, and other services still available to you through the
HOPE VI community and supportive services?
Yes
No
If you would like someone to contact you about available community and supportive services, please include your phone
number above and the best time of day to reach you at that number.
Best time of day to reach you: ____________________________
Thank you for taking the time to answer these questions! Please mail this form in the enclosed pre-paid envelope.
The Evans School at the University of Washington is working with the
High Point HOPE VI team to update address information.
If you move and have a new address and phone number or you have any questions, please contact:
Relocation Team  3000 SW Graham St, Seattle, WA 98126  206-932-0658
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